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This study is a cross-national comparison between American
and Chinese news reporting awards representing the model
journalism under democratic capitalism and communism
respectively. By examining all the prize-winning stories of the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Award for Good Journalism from
1979 to 1984, the social role of the press as the product of the
interplay between news portrayal, journalistic orientation and
political -system is illustrated. Model journalism under
democratic capitalism is found to be dominated by the participant
orientation and has a higher proportion of bad news than its
communist counterpart which is dominated by the change-oriented
partisan orientation. The participant orientation conceives
the necessity of journalists in intervening the inequality of
society through exposing the dark side of the society. The
change-oriented partisan orientation conceives the necessity of
journalists in supporting the ruling Party's social change
policies to achieve social well-being. The model journalism
under both democratic capitalism and communism performs mainly a
status quo changing role and opinion leadership of the press in
social change was cherished. Contrary to common accusations on
the capitalist press, more than half of the prize-winning
stories under democratic capitalism challenged the power
structure while its communist counterpart mainly promoted
changes -that did not challenge the power structure.
After examining the social impact 'known to be incurred by
the prize-winning reporting of criticism and innovation, it is
found that the successful rate in achieving changes of the status
quo by the press is higher when journalists act as critics than
act as propagandists in both countries.
There are different emphases in the selection criteria of
the two awards. While the Pulitzer Prize focusses on journalists'
newsgathering effort, the National Award for Good Journalism
focuses on journalists' writing skill. However, their difference
in emphases is not incompatible because both newsgathering
excellence and narrative excellence are journalistic expertise in
newsmaking. This author proposes a tripartite researcher-analyst-
narrator common cross -national evaluative standard of
journalists' performance which is induced from the common
attributes of the two versions of model journalism. This
tripartite evaluative standard is a holistic examination of the
performance of journalists or' reporting institutions as a
researcher, analyst and narrator of their society. Four values
treasured by human beings- public safety. justice, morality
and human wits identified in this study serve as the basis to
evaluate journalists' analytical excellence. Under this
evaluative framework, journalists' choice of coverage and
interpretation of news information should be guided by these four
human values.
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Few will have the greatness to bend
history itself, but each of us can
work to change a small portion of
events and in the total of all those
acts will be written the history of
this (next) generation.




Model journalism and change
Journalism is probably the earliest area of study in the
field of mass communication. In the early years, journalism
schools only taught the skill of newswriting and reporting.
Gradually, the approach of social science is introduced into the
curriculum so that not only the press but the mass media became a
focus of study.
Incorporating the sociological theories of social stability
into journalism studies, research focus on the press changed from
strengthening journalism as a profession to exploring the role of
the press as an agent of social control and maintaining the
status quo. Stemming from Breed's study (1955) on social control
in newsroom, a vast amount of literature has examined the co¬
operative relationship between the press and government, the
power-centred orientation in newsgathering processes, the press
as an established institution and various structural constraints
on newsgathering and presentation style (e.g. Paletz Mclntyre,
1971; Tunstall, 1971; Tuchman 1977; 1978a b; Cohen and Young
ed., 1976; Sigal, 1973; Herman, 1985; Cans, 1979; Bennett et ah,
1985, Jensen, 1987, Brown et. ah, 1987). As the new wave of
critical paradigm (Hall, 1982) is sweeping through the academic
I
circle. criticism on the press and other mass media became the
rule rather than exception.
All these studies contribute to .our understanding of the
problems underlying the profession and their deleterious effects
on society. However, the pessimistic tone prevailing in these
studies which laments over the profession as a tool serving the
establishments' interests, has excluded the possibility of the
press as one of the leading forces in social change. When we
review the modern history of both Western and Oriental countries,
the press, especially the revolutionary and the underground
press, played a significant role in advocating revolution and
reforms (Passin, 1963). Besides the active role of such
transitional press,, the mainstream press has also pushed for
social changes. The resignation of the top leader of America as
a result of the uncovering of the Watergate Scandal, exposures
of the Pentagon Papers, national park preservation and changes in
the Federal tax laws are among the better known examples.
Moreover, such criticism on the pro-establishment attitude
of the press mainly targets at the neutral-oriented journalists.
The objectivity treasured by these neutral-oriented journalists
is alleged as strategic ritual (Tuchman, 1977) or politics of
illusion- (Bennett, 1983) reinforcing the existing power
structure. However, another equally distinguished journalistic
orientation in communication studies (e.g. Janowitz, 1 975;
Fjaestad Holmlov, 1976; Lowenstein. 1979), the, participant
advocate orientation, is ignored by the critics. Participant-
oriented journalists aim to change the society by advocating new
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ideas or criticizing the establishment through their reporting.
Although one may argue that the neutral orientation is the
dominant mode of practice, the significance of the advocate
journalists in constructing reality and shaping public opinion
cannot be neglected when we discuss the role of the press in
society. The press has been generally taken as the bridge of
discourse among different segments of society. But after
examination from the above critical perspectives, this view of
the press is being questioned: Has the press been just tamed dogs
barking for their masters or public watchdogs that will bite
anyone who steals things?
Contrary to the one-sided conception of the press as merely
an agent of maintaining status quo. this author proposes that the
press performs simultaneously the- role of maintaining and
changing the status quo in society. In view of the fact that the
press's role as a force of social change is relatively neglected
by current research (White. 1982). this study focuses more on
this aspect of the press. In fact, the thesis of this study is
that journalistic orientation affect the social role played by
the press. Due to the different distribution of journalistic
orientation in different political systems, the proportion of
news stories that maintain or change the status quo in a
political system is different.
The aforementioned studies on the status quo-maintaining
role of the press are confined to the Western context, the United
States in particular. Whether the findings are applicable to
other contexts is still unknown. Current discussions of the
press with a cross-national perspective usually adopt a simple
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and stereotypical approach such as the Western press is objective
and the Communist press are subjective and oropagandistic (e.g.
Peterson. Siebert Schramm. 1959; Lendvai, 1 983; Yu. 1 979).
These discussions have omi11ed the possible diversity in
journalistic orientations within the same country. To understand
. the diversity of journalistic orientations across different
countries., the best way is to conduct a cross-national comparison
which is so rare in the field (Edelstein. 1982).
Moreover, studies on the press have paid little attention to
the differences between sophisticated news products and the
routine journalistic practices. Irresponsible journalistic
practices and their often terrible effects, as Max Weber
remarked, are better remembered than the good deeds (Gerth and
Mells, 1949). Thus a study on news stories demonstrating
journalistic excellence (prize or award-winning stories) will
enhance our understanding of the difference between distinguished
and mediocre journalistic practices. The prize-winning news
stories in this study can also illustrate how the structural
constraints in routine practice such as the quest for promptness
in reporting and superficiality of the press are struggled
through by journalists' effort.
The selection criteria of news awards can be viewed as the
definition of journalistic excellence laid down by the judges of
the award. The composition of the judging body determine the
outcome of the award. If the judges of the prize are composed by
peers and experts of the profession, then the choice of award-
winning stories thus can reveal experts' perception of the ideal
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role the press should perform in the society. By examining the
attributes of the- prize-winning stories through the method of
content analysis and documentation analysis, we shall understand
better under what circumstances with what kind of practices can a
journalist become model for other fellow journalists.
Politico-economic system. as the setting- under which the
press operates, is an important factor in distinguishing the
differences in selection criteria of model journalism in
different countries. In this study. the relationship between
politico-economic system and the social roles performed by the
press is examined by analysing the performances of the prize-
winning stories under two completely different political systems.
The politico-economic systems under comparison are democratic
capitalism represented by the United States of America and
communism represented b y China. Rather than e x p 1 a i n i n
journalistic practice by simple political environmental
determinism, the human initiative of journalistic orientation is
proposed as a significant intervening variable determining the
outcome of the news products in this study. Such proposition is
based on the reasoning that journalistic orientation, as the
manifestation of journalists' conception of society, affects the
interpretation and presentation of the news events which lead to
different roles the press play in society.
Besides constructing a simple typology of model journalism
under different political-economic systems, we also explore
whether the differences in selection criteria are irreconcilable
or complimentary between different politico —economic system. If a
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pattern of similarities could be found among the attributes of
the two systems, .then it would indicate the possibility of a
common framework for further comparative studies and evaluation
of journalistic performance. The common framework is induced by
aggregating the common attributes of the model journalism of
each political system.
Mainland China and the United States are chosen as
representatives of the political systems of communism and
democratic capitalism because of their comparable size and
population. Moreover, both have significant influences on each
side of the hemisphere and an established annual news award
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system. The National Award for Good Journalism
is chosen as the representative of model journalism in China
because it is national and the most authoritative news award of
the country. For the United States. the Pulitzer Prize is
chosen for its long history and worldwide reputation. Although
there are other journalism awards such as the Sigma Delta Chi
Journalism Award. Golden Quill Award etc.. the Pulitzer Prize
enjoys the highest prestige in the United States.
The period of study is from 1979 to 1984. There are two
reasons for choosing this period: the availability of data and
the historical significance of the period to both countries. The
National Award for Good Journalism is established in 1 980 to
award news stories published in 1979 and the author has to begin
the comparison from 1979. To China. 1979 is the year marking the
consolidation of Deng Xiaoping's power in the Chinese political
scene and reversion of the ieitist policies of the Gang of Four
which can be viewed as a watershed period in contemporary
Chinese history. The year of 1979 is also a critical point for
the United States with the Iranian hostage crisis paving the way
for the defeat of Jimmy Carter by Ronald Reagan in the
presidential election in 1980. Reagan is one of the most popular
presidents of the United States whose large budget deficit and
welfare-cutting policies largely reverted the Great Society
movement laid down by his Democrat predecessors (Chafe. 1986;
Kaplan Cuciti, 1986. Reed. 1987). This study also represents
an attempt to answer the interesting question of how the model
journalism of the two countries responded to this significant
period in the history of these two countries.
Scope of this study
The scope of this study is confined to only two countries
and cannot be claimed as representative of the global system.
Therefore, the nature of model journalism and conclusions drawn
from this study are tentative and serve only as a framework for
further studies. Due to the constraints in resources and
problems of access to information, this author cannot have too
big an ambition.
Readers should also realize that what the press contribute
to the society is not limited to news reporting. The
contribution of the other components of the newspaper such as
cartoons, editorials, news photos, commentaries, letters to the
editors cannot be overlooked when we discuss the social role of
the press.
Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. In this
introductory chapter, the purposes and values of this study are
stated. The purposes of this study are:
1) To provide -an alternative view to the status quo maintaining
paradigm by examining the ideal role of the press as perceived by
the selectors of model journalism:
2) To examine the influence of political system and journalistic
orientations on the social roles performed by model journalism
in the United States and China;
3) To identify the similarities and differences of the attributes
of American and Chinese model journalism: and
4) To assess the possibility of constructing a cross-national
comparative framework for evaluating of journalistic performance
across countries
Chapter two provides an overview of the background of this
study- the country and its press. Politico-economic systems,
current media structures and journalistic traditions, which are
postulated as factors shaping the choice of model journalism of
the two countries, are reviewed.
Model Journalism, as the key concept of this study, is
explained in chapter three. Other determinants of model
journalism such as the set-up and regulation of the Pulitzer
Prize and the National Award for Good Journalism are introduced.
This chapter also outlines the constituents of model journalism
which are analysed in this study to tap the differences and
similarities between Chinese model journalism and American model
journalism. The similarities and differences in the constituents
serve as the basis of our assesserrient of the possibility of
common evaluative framework.
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Chapter four explains the conceptual scheme of this study.
By proposing an ideal-type of social role of the press in
communist and democratic capitalist political system, this author
presents how the press plays the social role of status quo
maintenance and change. The different perceptions of journalists
on their occupational role is hypothesized as affecting their
portrayal of news and social role they play in the society.
Social role is defined in terms of status quo maintenance and
change, taking from the fruits of sociological studies. The
three hypotheses which predict the social role of the press,
journalistic orientation and news portrayal in model journalism
of different political systems thus conceptualized are discussed
in this chapter.
Chapter five explains the research methodology of this study
while chapter six gives a profile of the major findings.
In Chapter seven, we discuss the human values treasured by
the press which are the essence of model journalistic practice
observed in this study. Three pairs of stories are used to
illustrate our conceptual model of the social role of the press
and the four human values reflected in model journalism. In this
chapter, we also discuss the practicability of common evaluative
standard of journalistic practice. Chapter eight concludes this
work and highlights the major findings of this study. Directions
for further studies are also suggested.
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NOTES
(1) Certainly the debate is not just a journalistic debate but
also a difference in political ideology on what the press should
work for the home and host country. Nevertheless, the
proposition of a common framework will lead the discussion in a
more common language and thus facilitate mutual understanding and
cooperation.
CHAPTER TWO
THE PRESS AND THE COUNTRY
Political system is an important factor in shaping different
patterns of model journalism. Before discussing the social role
of model journalism, let us first review the political system of
China and the United States.
Communist. China.- The Country
China turned communism in 1949. Since then, a singe-party
and centralized political structure is adopted and every aspect
of life such as economy, education and labour is under the
control of the state. Command economy is adopted and all
businesses are either nationalized or collectivized. The
history of the Communist rule in China can be characterized as
the struggle between pragrnatists who emphasize economic arid
tec h nological development and dogmatists who emphasize
ideological transformation through abolishing all the feudal
and bourgeois elements. But after the restoration of Deng
Xiaoping's power in 1976 and the Third Plenum of the Eleventh
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party held in late
1978, a widespread agricultural reform of production
responsibility system in the pragmatist tradition is pursued.
Its success led to further decentralization policies which allow
privately-owned rural industries and autonomy of decision making
and management in urban industries by 1985 (Lau, 1986). Yet the
basic system of collective command economy in the form of state
enterprises still accounts for the bulk of the national output.
In the period of 1979 to 1984, there witnessed the
consolidation of Deng Xiaoping's political power and the pursuit
of various economic reforms to achieve the Four Modernizations of
agriculture, industry, technology and defence. As Schram
remarked, economic, political and cultural change are all
intimately linked together (1984, P.420). the revival of
pragmatism of the Chinese Communists after the overthrow of the
Gang of Four still maintains the Communist ideology. Success-in
economic development should be viewed as a tool to demonstrate
the. superiority of communist revolution and legitimize the
current regime.
Current Structure of the Chinese Press
Three main elements have to be considered in discussing
the structure of the press: 1) the government's policy towards
the press including regulation and editorial influence on the
press; 2) the ownership pattern and organisational
characteristics of newspapers and, 3) circulation and readership
of the press. In China, the Communist Party controls the realm
of all cultural businesses and operates them as an ideological
machine. The Propaganda Department of the Central Committee,
located within the Party's Central Secretariat, is the top
director of all mass media in China. Parallel to the
hierarchical structure of the political system, there are
central newspapers published by the Central Committee of
the Party organizations such as the People's Daily
the Guangming Daily the Workers' Daily
the Liberation Army Daily and the Chinese Youth
Herald Top leaders of the Party routinely
participate in the management or supervision of these
newspapers. Down the vertical structure is the provincial
press which reports to' the Party secretary of the
respective province and the regional press reports to the
regional committees of the Party. Through such an hierarchical
structure, the central press can exert its power over the
provincial press and down to the regional press.
Horizontally. the press is divided by functions.
Besides the general newspapers. there are functional
newspapers published by functional institutions with specialized
audience as their targets. For example. the Liberation Army
Daily is published by the General Political Department of
the People's Liberation Army: the Chinese Youth Herald is
published by the National Youth League of the Communist Party.
The Party, besides o w n i n g all the n e w s p a d e r s
either hierarchically or functionally, also exerts influence on
the recruitment of the newspaper staff. Nearly 50°o of the
professional staff are Party members. Non-Partv member
reporters are obliged by the National Council's regulation to
support Communist Party leadership, warmly love socialism..
strive to study Marxism-Lennism -Mao-Zedong Thought and
implement the Party's line, principles and policies (Houn.
1961). At present, most of the reporters still have to follow
the life-long staffing system. The newspaper with which they
first work would most probably be the newspaper they worked for
life.
On the production side. all the newspapers are printed
by government printing factories. The subscription and
distribution of newspapers are controlled by the Post Office.
The circulation of most newspapers is not great because people
read the newspaper in the cultural stations of their working
and public places. Individua-i subscription for general
newspapers is low' (Nathan. 1985). But there are also some
specialized newspapers that have a high self-subscription rate.
In this author's view, the Chinese press is a combination of
intelligence service for the government and public press. The
press, besides publishing regularly for the public, has frequent
internal communication with all the departmental units through
internal newsletters. Such an internal communication network is
particularly important in referring the complaint letters the
newspaper editors received to the relevant departmental units.
Usually this work is done by a special unit (the mass work
department) of the newspaper. The unit can ask for investigation
by the immediate superior of the department being complained. If
the mass work department cannot receive response after referring
the complaints or criticisms to the departmental units concerned,
they can refer the case to the Party Secretariat. However,
detailed information cannot be obtained as this kind of
communication network is closed to the public. This author has to
limit the scope of the study on Chinese press in public form. It
is expected that the most sensitive criticisms are already
filtered out by this internal communication network and would not
appear publicly. Moreover, there is also a belief held by the
government and some of-the journalists that publishing comments
without informing the relevant units are not fair and do no good
to the people.°
Apart from the political system and the Dress structure, the
heritage of the professional norms in the past can also
facilitate our understanding of current journalistic practices.
Journalistic Tradition of Modern China
The Chinese press between 1911 and 1949 can be.said as a
mixture of partisan press and commercial press. Journalists
inherit both the Chinese intellectual tradition of acting as the
opinion leaders and ombudsman for the people (the throat and
tongue for the people in Chinese saying) and the western
practice of operating the press as a commercial enterprise. The
political instability caused by the era of the warlords and
the Japanese invasion of China plunged the Chinese press
into a state of confusion. After the Communist takeover, all
the media are owned by the Communist Party following the Lennist
model. Journalists work for the Party and fulfil the Party's
demand of propanganda, agitation, providing public information
and self-criticism (Houn.1961). The autonomous journalistic
tradition of working under market forces disappeared abruptly.
Performing the propangandist role, Chinese journalists have
to cultivate a total commitment of the people to the regime.
The. press receives its materials on important policy matter
from the Department of Propaganda of the Chinese Communist Party
or the Xew China News Agency. According to a regulation of
the Information Administration Council, all newspapers must
print in full important news releases arid special articles
d 1st rib u t e d b y t h e X e w C h i n a X e w s A g e n c y( Houn, 19 J 1).
Performing the agitator role. journalists are taught to use
specific events or models to aid the masses in understanding
difficult concepts of the complex government policies and to
facilitate their acceptance; performing the role of informing the
pubic, journalists have to emphasize the political timeliness
in disseminating official information about current happenings
and publish texts of speeches and important policy
annoucements; performing the self-criticizing role, the press
should induce the people to undertake open criticism of all
shortcomings and mistakes of the work of the Party. Thus in
sum, the Chinese journalists are expected to be loyal followers
of the Party and teachers of the public for the Party.
Throughout the history of Chinese Communist Party, the press
works for the Party in building up a Communist China,
providing information that can support mass
mobilization, serving as an instrument for power struggle and
reforming the ideology of the people (Chu, 1977).
After the Third Plenum Session, the reformists headed by
Deng Xiaoping proclaimed the open door policy and the goal of
the Four Modernizations in military, industry, technology and
agriculture. Several changes in journalistic practice are
observed. The emphasis shifts from political struggle to
more factual reporting of pressing issues in economic
development. There has been a change in the conception of press
role from conducting class struggle to achieving stability and
solidarity for development. Criticism on bureaucratism is
permitted and human interest stories are found in the newspapers
(Chu. 1979, 1986; Lee, 1980; Ha, 1986a). Another
characteristic of the Chinese journalistic style is the close
relationship between literature and newswriting. Sometimes the
two resemble each other so much that a reader cannot distinguish
if he is reading a novel or news .story. Many of the incumbent
reporters of Chinese newspapers are either graduates in Chinese
literature or having another title as professional writer. As Li
Pu (1983), the vice-president of New China News Agency said, the
reporters are being so much influenced by literature that they
inclined to write their feelings and imagination into the story
rather than reporting the event
A further exogenous factor must also be taken into
consideration in analysing the current Chinese press- the impact
of Western journalistic influence as a result of the Open Door
Policy endorsed by the political leaders. Western journalistic
style is introduced through the translation of western journalism
books and introductory articles published in professional
magazines such as the News Front. Although time is not ripe
to evaluate its impact in this study, some western elements such
as the inverted pyramid style are expected to be occasionally
found in the Chinese prize-winning stories.
After this review of China and its press, wre turn to another
side of the hemisphere- the United States.
The United States- the Country
Basically, the United States is under a bi-party federal
system ruled by either the Republicans or the Democrats. Of the
two components of the political system of the States, democracy
refers to the system of universal manhood suffrage in political
election and capitalism refers to the economic system based on
private ownership. There is an extensive literature on the
unbalanced power structure of the United States by critical
theorists who concentrate their efforts in analysing capitalist
societies (e.g. Adorno, 1952: Sweezy Magdoff, 1972: Greenberg,
1977). Among those who accused the imbalanced power relations in
the United States, the most common disease being diagnosed is the
domination of large corporations and capitalists. Unequal wealth
distribution, sexual and racial injustice are the three most
often discussed big problems of power domination in the States.
(Chafe, 1986: Kaplan Cuciti, 1986; Tuchman, 1978b). The
government, instead of a fair arbiter, is criticized as the aide
to such domination (Greenberg, 1977).
These three problems intensified rather than improved during
Reagan's administration since 1980. Chafe( 1986) described
Reagan's presidency as excoriated the Great Society, denounced
environmentalists, condemned welfare recipient as too lazy to get
a job. lambasted the Soviet Union as an 'evil empire' and pledged
to restore' America's military might to a level of unchallenged
supremacy. Encouraging free competition by laissez-faire,
delegating the solution of social problem to the private sector
by reduction of tax rate and welfare aid are the two fundamental
principles of Reagan's policy. However, these principles are
accused as facilitating the domination of capitalists or large
corporations over the working masses.
Operating under such a system of democratic capitalism, the
American mass media structure reflects the capitalistic domination
of the system by chain newspaper ownership.
A. Current Structure of the American Press
The American press structure is greatlv different from th
Chinese. Adopting a pluralist policy and abiding by the
American Constitution, the government generally adopts a
laissez-faire policy towards the printed media (Edgar Rahirn,
1983). All the newspapers are privately owned and operation is
independent of government at least by word. The majoi
feature of American newspaper ownership is chain ownership in
the hands of four big newspaper groups who control 63°o of all
dailies and 22% of total circulation in 1982 (Schramm and
Porter.. 1982). There is no such distinction between national
press or regional press but different newspapers serve
residents of different regions. Exceptions are a few newspapers
with nationwide reputation such as the New York Times, the
Christian Science Monitor and The Wall Street Journal
As the newspapers are privately owned, the
recruitment of journalists depends on the recruitment policy of
the paper. Newspaper's distribution and subscription are
run by newspaper's own circulation department. The
penetration of newspapers in the United States is
comparatively lower than China despite Americans' high
literacy. Such phenomenon has been attributed to the popularity
of television and the lack of centrally-organised
distribution system of the press similar to that of China.
Moreover, as Nathan (1985) pointed out. the political alertness
of Americans is much lower than Chinese because the effect of
government's policy is much stronger in a totalitarian state as
China.
Journalistic Tradition of the United States
Schudson (1978) described the American press as prescribed
by two values: ideal of factuality with emphasis on providing
information for the readers represented by the New York Times,
and the ideal of entertainment with emphasis on providing
interesting news stories for the readers represented by the
tradition of Pulitzer's World and Hearst's Journal During
the competition between the New York Times and The World at
the turn of the- 20th century, subjectivity reached the climax
and dominated the whole scene. On the one hand. the New York
Times' s advocacy of all the news that fits to print
promoted a form of subjectivity which the power of determination
of the suitability of a story for publishing is laid on the
judgment of the professional journalists. Pulitzer's advocacy
of active journalism in which the press should provide moral
counsel for the general public, on the other hand, promoted
another form of subjectivity of the press by acting as opinion
leader. But with the rise of democratic capitalism, people are
more concerned with cost and efficiency rather than morality or
ideal. In response to the criticism, the press endorses
objectivity as their new ideology to reduce the dysfunctional
effects caused by subjective reporting (Schiller. 1 979).
Objectivity since then became the ideal for journalists.
Edwin (1978) and Boylan (1986) however, characterized
the development of modern American press as the dialectic
shifting of emphasis between investigative reporting and
objective reporting. The shifting of journalistic style reflects
the changes in the relationship between the. government and the
press. Moving from the dark age of partisan press and yellow
journalism at the beginning of the 20th century (1901 to 1912).
the adversary role of the media was adopted by a group of
American writers and magazine journalists who developed a style
of journalism called muckraking. (The word came from Bunyan's
book Pilgrim's Progress. in which muckrakers are refered to
those who could look nowhere but downward to the filth on
the floor). These muckraker reporters, focussed on the
corruption of monopoly capitalism and its venal political
machinery, aimed at exposing the wrongdoings of the
authorities. It is these muckrakers who set up the tradition
of investigative reporting and gained the status of the Fourth
Estate for the American Press. This type of journalistic
practices is based on the assumption that serious wrongs could be
remedied or changes could be brought about by informing the
public so that they can exercise their rights through political
and legislative' actions (Paneth, 1982). However. the
muckraking journalistic tradition gradually faded out betwTeen
the period 1913 and 1970 because of the domination of objective
journalism and overarching consensus between the media and the
government. The two World Wars, economic prosperity in the
20's and the Cold War were identified as forces that have
united the country fostering the consolidation of objective
journalistic practice (Smith, 1980).
But starting from the late Vietnam war, the
disillusionment of the press and the society at the war and the
manipulation of the press by politicians revived the
investigative tradition of the press. Some of the press people
became aware that fact could be manipulated and made to speak for
a special interest. The position of the reporter has started to
change from outside narrator to that of informed bystander
and entered the story as a main character. These New Journalism
reporters have developed the habit of staying with the people
they are writing for a period. T.his reportorial style manifests
the reporters' resistance to the restrictive conventional news
reporting style and their desire for self-expression, vividity of
style and exertion of their political influence. The doctrine of
objectivity is gradually adjusted to accommodate some of these
subjectivist propositions of the 6 0' s (Smith, 1980). The
exposition of the Pentagon Papers and the Watergate
Scandal signified the revival of investigative reporting and
the shake-off of the press from government's interference with
editorial decisions (Edwin. 1978: Boyian 1986). At present,
both investigative reporting and objective reporting coexist in
the American- press, with objective reporting still remaining as
the dominant mode of practice in the American newspapers (Weaver
and Wilhoit, 1986).
NOTES
(1) The State ownership of industrial output is 70.4°'o in 1985
according to the State Statistical Bureau of China.
(2) In a way, the number of central ranking newspapers are
increasing because the central newspapers establish many tabloid
newspaper which belonged to nation a 1 1 e v e 1 f u n c t i o n a 1
organization such as Market Post( fj). Health Post
M-There are also other national functional newspapers
newly established such as Economic Daily. Chinese Farmers' Daily.
(3) According to Mr. He Guongxiari, the officer-in-charge of the
National Award, the present perc-entage of Party members among the
reportorial staff is still about 50%.
(4) The self-subscription rates vary greatly from newspaper to
newspaper. For example, the Sports News U) have over 90%
self-subscribers while the People's Daily is estimated to be
almost all are subscribed by official or working unit.
(5) Such belief in the harmful effects of publishing scandals or
criticism without consulting the department units concerned is
discovered by this author during the interview with; the
journalists who were asked to comment on reporting criticisms.
But not all journalists shared the same thinking as there are
some who view the watchdog role is the most important role of
journalists. The summary of the interviews can be found in
News is neither a tissue of ties, nor




Model Journalism and News Award
Model journalism is a state of journalistic practice that
is desirable and serves as an -example for imitation for the
practitioners of the field. According to Webster's Third New
International Dictionary (1965), model is something set up or
hold out as worthy of imitation. In other words, model is
exemplary, excellent of its kind (Oxford Illustrated
Dictionary, 1978). Such excellence is determined by authorized
experts and is institutionalized by an award system such as news
awards like the Pulitzer Prize or the National Award for Good
Journalism.
Whatever the political system is, the symbolic meaning of
the system of award as a recognition of the importance of
professionalizaticn in the field is obvious. The prize-winning
stories are expected to serve as models for other journalists. As
Hohenberg (1974) explained, the setting up of new categories of
the Pulitzer Prize is in accordance with the need of the field
and as an encouragement to the development of the underdeveloped
and important areas for journalism. News Front also explained the
increase of categories as an encouragement and recognition of the
importance of these areas in journalism. As model journalism is
journalistic excellence determined by the predisposition of a
pool of experts rather than an unchangeable law, the study of
model journalism is an excellent vantage noint to reveal the
discrepancies in the conception of journalistic practice between
what editors desire and what they practise in routine situation
(Tiffen. 1978).
Besides illustrating, the discreoancies between routine
practice and outstanding journalistic practice, the study of
model journalism can reveal the beliefs consciously or
unconsciously shared by the experts of the field. The beliefs
are the professional goal and proper roles news reporters should
perform in society. These beliefs are reflected in the judges'
criteria of selection. Manifest criteria of model journalism
(conscious beliefs) can be found in the judges' comment report or
recommendation on the prize-winning stories. Latent criteria of
model journalism (unconcious beliefs) are examined through an
analysis of the story content.
News. Tews wort bin ess and News Values
News, as the product of journalistic effort, is a basic
concept in our discussion of model journalism. There are
different definitions on news ranging from as loose as news is
what editor say it is to Spencer's definition of news as any
event, idea or opinion that is timely, that interests or affects
a large number of people in a community and that is capable of
being understood by them (Hohenberg. 197:3). However, journalism
scholars arid great newspapermen have outlined what should be
published as news in newspapers. Events or personalities which
possess either one or more of the six key elements are viewed as
newsworthy: great impact of the event or issue on the daily lives
of the readers (significance), geographically or psychologically
near the readers (proximity), newness to the readers (novelty),
u t i 1 it to readers (reward), clashes between people or
institutions (conflict), timeliness (re-cency) of the event or the
icQl'd
Gaining and Ruge's (1965) construction of the structure of
foreign news is an attempt to build up a probability theory of
news by identifying 12 conditions or attributes of events which
are most likely to become published news. 1 Looking into the
literature, we should realize that the essence of the problem is
not defining what news is, but rather identifying the
characteristics of events or issues that constitute to its
news worthiness.
The concept of newsworthiness is a pertinant topic in
academic debate among the Chinese journalism scholars (Ha,
1986b). The existence of objective newsworthiness is argued by a
number of Chinese scholars (e.g Zheng, 1 980: Ai. 1 982: Wang,
1985). To some of them, the interference of Party line and
editorial policy makes news reporting unobjective (Chen Wu,
1984). And to many scholars of comparative media system (e.g
Martin Chaudhary, Lent, Hachten), newsworthiness are
ideologically-bound and different across different countries (Ha,
lQSfin W h)
Cans (1979) offers another perspective on news: the
distinction of the value implications of the news
(newsworthiness) and social values reflected iri the news stories
(news values). To him, news values are preference statements
about nations and society and major national and societal issue
shown in the news reports. In fact, social values reflected in
the stories are already built-in factors in news judgment which
news elements stem from. Social values in news stories can
explain the popular-known news worthiness or news elements. In
this study, we examine the set of social values in news stories
as proposed by Gans in the prize-winning stories to uncover the
social values of the judges. The relationship between social
values and newsworthiness is also illustrated.
Determinants of Model Journalism
Model journalism can be viewed as a product of the interplay
between the political-economic system, media structure
regulations of the award system and the composition of juries.
These factors determine 1) the journalistic orientations shown in
the model journalism which reflect the judges' and nominees'
conceptions of the roles the press should play in a society and
2) presentation style which is treasured as the expertise of
journalists. The selection criteria of model journalism thus is
considered as normative because the nature of journalism is a
sequence of socially manufactured messages which carry many o
the cultural assumptions of our society (Glasgow' University
Media Group, 1976). However, as this study aims to explore the
relationship between political system and social role of the
press as shown in model journalism rather than determinants of
model journalism, the determinants of model journalism are
introduced here for basic .understanding only.
As the political-economic system and media structure of
China and the United States are already discussed in the previous
chapter as background information, we confine this discussion to
the set-up and screening procedure of the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Award for Good Journalism.
A. The Pulitzer Prize
i• Origin and Set-up of the Award
The Pulitzer Prize can be viewed as one of the tools to
realize the great newspaperman, Joseph Pulitzer's desire of
professionalizing journalism. As Pulitzer himself put it:
My idea is to recognize that journalism is,
or ought to be, one of the great -and
intellectual professions, to encourage.elevate
and educate in a practical way the present,
and still more, future members of that
profession, exactly as if it were the
profession of law or medicine. (Hohenberg.
1974, p.11)
Towards this end, he donated a sura of two million US dollars
to Columbia University in 1903 for the setting up the Pulitzer
Prize Fund and establishing a school of journalism in the
Columbia University which laid down the close relationship
between the Prize and the Columbia School of Journalism. In
Pulitzer's will, there were four journalism prizes, four prizes
for letters and drama, one for education and five travelling
scholarships for journalism students. The award is conferred by
the Columbia University upon the recommendation of the Pulitzer.
Prize Board. As this study focuses only on reportorial awards,
the following discussion on the development of the Pulitzer Prize
is confined to reportorial prizes. According to Pulitzer's
original plan of the award, the reporting prizes should be
awarded annually for the best example of a reporter's work
during the year, the test being strict accuracy, terseness, the
accomplishment of some public good commanding public attention
and respect.
The first Pulitzer Prize was given in June. 1917, six years
after Pulitzer's death. There were two major types of awards:
one for the newspaper only (the Meritorious Public Service Prize)
and one for individual journalistreporter (Reporting Prizes).
The winning newspaper of the Public Service Award is awarded a
gold medal while winners of other reportorial prizes are given a
sum of USS1000 monetary award. Throughout its 70 years' history,
there have been quite a number of changes in the categories of
the reporting awards to cope with the changes of the environment.
In the early years, there was only one reporting award given to
outstanding journalists based on their entries submitted to the
jurors of the Pulitzer Prize of each year. By 1929, the category
of Correspondence was introduced to commend the deeds of
correspondents. Since 1948, the Correspondence Prize was split
into two separate sections: national and international reporting.
Hence the Correspondence Award was discontinued. From 1953
onwards, the reporting award was split to Local General Reporting
and Local Specialized and Investigative Reporting to distinguish
news with deadline pressure (spot news) and news without deadline
pressure. Beginning from 1979, feature writing formed another
category of award. Only until 1985 were domestic reporting awards
revised into four subdivisions: 1) General News Reporting.
2) I n v e s t i g a t i v e reporting, 3)Explanatory Journalism and
4)Specialized Reporting. The changes in award categories is
summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Changes in award categories of Pulitzer Reportorial
Prizes
Reporting Award (1917-63)
'Meritorious Public Service Award(19P8-)
Correspondence Award( 1929-47)
National Telegraphic Reporting Award (1942-47)
•National Reporting Award (1948-)
'International (Telegraphic) Reporting Award (1948-)
'General Local Reporting Award (1964-)




' categories which exist between 1979 to 1984.
Compared to the National Award for Good Journalism in China,
the award categories of the Pulitzer Prize are much more
specific. The scope (localnationalinternational), content
(specializedgeneralinvestigativeexplanatory) and style
(reporting and features) are distinguished in different
categories.
ii. Screening Procedures and Composition of Juries
There have also been changes in the nomination and screening
procedures for the award. Initially, everyone was eligible to be
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. However, due to the increasing
number of submissions which posed overburden for the jurors, the
Pulitzer Advisory Board limited the nomination to one submission
from one American newspaper which publish at least once a week
during the calender year for each prize category. Competition
for prizes is limited to work done during the calendar year
ending December 31 and must be submitted on or before February 1
to cover work done in the preceding year. Each entry must be
accompanied bv an exhibit, in scrapbook form, of news stories as
published, with name and date of paper. Except in extraordinary
circumstances, exhibits in the public service category are
limited to 20 articles, and the. remaining categories to 10
articles.
Despite the various changes in award categories, the three-
tiered system of the screening process maintains to the present
following the will of Joseph Pulitzer. On the top of the
Pulitzer Prize system are the Trustees of the Columbia University
composed of scholars and senior journalists. Although they have
the final say on the winner of the prize, they can only act on
the recommendation of the Advisory Board of the Pulitzer Prize.
While the Trustees may accept or reject a recommendation, they
may not substitute an award other than those recommended by the
Advisory Board (Fischer Trump, 1980).
The 15-member Advisory Board, with Pulitzers' descendents
as chairman by tradition, comprised of eminent journalists. For
example, in 1979, besides Joseph Pulitzer Jr. of the St. Louis
Post Dispatch as the chairman and one member from the Columbia
Graduate School of Journalism as the Secretary of the Board, the
members of the boards are l)the president of the Columbia
University, 2)Dean of the Columbia Graduate School of Journalism
as ex-official members. 3) Executive Editor of The Washington
Post, 4)Chairman of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company, 5)
Editor and Co-Publisher of. Riverside Press Enterprise., 6)
Editorial Chairman of -Knight-Ridde,r Newspaper Chain 7)
President of the Hughes Newspaper Group. 8) Edit or and Vice
President of Milwaukee Journal and 9) Chicago Tribune, 10)
Chairman and Executive Officer of Dow Jones Co.. 11) the Editor
and President of St. Petersburg Times. 12) the Editor of the
Boston Globe and a 13)columnist from the New York Times. It has
the power of appointing juries and their approval is needed
before submitting the recommendations to the Trustees. The Board
plays a major role in all phases of the selection process and its
judgments exerted strong influence on the Trustees (Hohenberg.
1974).
Juries of distinguished newspapermen work at the bottom of
the selection process- the preliminary screening of exhibits.
Most of them are members of American Society of Newspaper Editors
invited by the Pulitzer Advisory Board. Originally, one jury of
each category consisted of two members who are responsible for
the whole preliminary screening process. They met together at
the Columbia University at a special room under a time schedule.
Due to the vast amount of submission, a five-member jury for each
category became the standard. It is also the Advisory Board's
policy to rotate juries frequently so that from one third to one
half of the journalism panel were new faces each year and the
same juror rarely worked in any category for more than a year at
a time. There is also a customary practice that if the juror or
member of the Advisory Board belongs to the newspaper being
nominated for the Prize, heshe would not participate in the
selection process. The number of nominations with explanations
made by the jurors to the- Advisory Board normally does not exceed
six in each category and should not indicate the order of
preference. But sometimes it is inevitable that the order of
preference is indicated because the result of the votes given to
the piece is attached to the recommendation. Then the Advisorv
Board would make the decision of their own upon the six pieces
recommended (Hohenberg. 1980).
Such screening process, no matter how objective it tries to
pose, is a subjective matter and luck is indispensable to win the
prize as one of the judges. Estabrook (1986) confessed. Although
those being chosen may not be the best but they are among the
best in the eyes of jurors whose expertise and authority are
respected. Whether the prize selection is fair is not the major
concern of this study, what we want to know is just the jurors'
journalistic ideal reflected in their choice of model journalism.
B. National Award for Good Journalism
i. Origin and Set-un
Compared to the 70-year-old Pulitzer Prize. China's National
Award for Good Journalism is just a child of nine years old by
1987. Nevertheless, its importance to the profession is assured
by its organisers and judges with its aim of serving as models
for the Chinese journalists. The significance of the setting up
of this award has not only reflected the changes iri attitude
toward the profession b y giving professional status to
journalists in contrast to the barefoot journalism during the
reign of the Gang of The Four. but can also be viewed the
peephole to the degree of openness or innovation allowed to the
journalists as one of the chief organizers of the Award. He
Guonexian remarked.
The Award was jointly established in early 1 980 by the
Beijing Journalism Association (now changed its name as Capital
Journalism Association) and the editorial department of the most
authoritative journalists' magazine in China. Xinwen Zhanxian
(News Front). The award is funded by the National Union of
Journalism Associations of China. Beginning from 1981. the
National Union of Journalism Associations of China joined as the
third organiser of the Award. Since the fourth year of the award,
the selection activities changed' from centering only in Beijing
to rotating in each Chinese province. Moreover, the journalism
association of the local province where the selection process
took place is absorbed as one of the organizers.
According to the invitation announcement of nomination
published in the News Front the purpose of the award is to push
for press reforms, improve news reporting and encourage more
writing of 'new' (recent) news, short news and 'good' news.
Good Journalism in China means distinguished journalism and
o
does not mean upbeat and favourable good news.-
The criteria of judgment, according to the announcement, is
based on the Vice-Premier of the State Council. Xi Zhongxun's
advocacv on true, short, prompt, lively and strong news
0. particularly stressing the innovativeness and
social effect of news. Innovativeness means newness in time,
newness in theme, newness in content arid newness in presentation.
Social effect of the reporting means the provision of guidance on
working, education to the mass and opinion leadership in daily
living.
At present, there are three levels of journalism awards in
Communist China parrallel to its hierachical press structure.
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Besides the nationwide award, each province and each press
institution or unit has its own news award. Nomination of
exhibits for the national award is open to the public. Each
newspaper can also nominate its own exhibits but it must base on
a selection process within the newspaper so that only those
outstanding pieces are submitted to the screening panel. The
public's nomination need only submission of the article with
simple explanation for recommendation.
The Chinese news award system is much more complex than the
Pulitzer Prize because of its semi-official nature. The amount
and type of award categories are inconsistent because it is still
in its rudimentary phase. The first year of the award consists
of only 1st class and 2nd class avTard. but the classes and
categories gradually increase afterwards.
Currently, there are three main classes of award: the
special award, the prize-winning award and the commending award.
Besides monetary award for the winners, a certificate is also
given to each. The selection panel will also compile the prize-•
winning stories of the year together and publish them in a
volume.4
The categories of the award change each year. In 1979, the
award is given only to news report of printed media. bIn 1980,
correspondence ( 紀 良 ) which is equivalent to feature stories in
western journalistic terminology, commentary, headline, news
photo are included in the list of award categories. From 1981
onwards, two new categories were added: letters to the editor
and paper layout. Broadcast news is also given candidacy. In
1982, reporting of models 道 specialized reporting.
specialized documentaries and cartoons were introduced as new
categories. et in 1983, reporting of models and specialized
reporting were combined i n t o- t h e Feature Writing Award.
Broadcast news also become a separate category. The category of
innovative reporting award was established in 1984 but was
discontinued because no one won the award. In 1985. columnists
were also given a share in the award. But in 1986. the number of
categories was reorganised into six: news reports, features.
commentaries, letters to-the editor, editing and special reports
(Ha. 1986a). Only two categories of news reporting are
distinguished: News reports and features. So we can see that the
Chinese concept of news reporting is less sophisticated than its
American counterpart. However, the categories of the award
include all the major aspects of a newspaper rather than
confining to the product of the employed reportorial staff. A
simple comparison of categories of the two awards is summarized
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Comparison of award categories of the Pulitzer Prize
and the National Award for Good Journalism. 1984


















Letters to the editor
there is special. 1st. 2nd and 3rd class award in each category.,
broadcast award is not included here.
There are also regulations on story length and amount of
submission: For news report entries. 1200 words is the maximum
length allowed, for feature writing entries, 3000 words is the
maximum length allowed. A special allowance of maximum 500 words
are given to particularly outstanding pieces. The allocation of
entries quotas eligible to second-round screening held at
provincial level are in accordance with the amount of newspapers
and broadcasting stations of the province.'
The differences in regulation of the two awards are
QiimmsripH i n Tabid .0 .0



























One 5-6 for 1st class Award,
One for Special Award
in the year of 1980, 1981, 1982 there was no distinction in
class of' award and the amount of award given is as great as 18
for each category
11• Screening, Procedures and Composition of Jurie_s
Like the Pulitzer Prize, the award adopts a three-tiered
system in the selection process.. The preliminary screening is
done by the veterans of the editorial department of the News
Front and academics. The results of preliminary screening are
submitted to a five-member preliminary jury representing the
Capital Journalism Association. the Institute of Journalism
Practice Section of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the
journalism departments of the People's University and Beijing
Institute of Broadcasting and editorial department of News Front
Moreover, the .results will also be submitted to the People's
Daily, the New China News Agency and the Liberation Army Daily.
These eight units together formed the second-round screening
panel in which 30 recommendations (all are 1st class awards at
the provincial level) are chosen out of 60 submissions from the
preliminary screening panel. The final round of selection is done
by reputable experts and the chiefs of major news organizations
including the Director of the News Bureau of the Central
Propaganda Department. The task of the final selection is just to
determine the class of award and on rare occasions, reject the
candidacy of certain entries for the award after receiving
complaints or reports of falsehood. The results of the decision
is then publicised. The selection of broadcast stories is
separated from newspaper and agency stories. Thus two groups of
judges, one for newspaper and agencies, and one for broadcast,
are formed at the preliminary and second round selection.
A comparison of the screening system of the two awards is
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illustrated in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 A Comparison of the three-tiered screening system
of the two awards
The Pulitzer Prize National Award for
Good Journaiisin-
Final







Panel of each category
First
Step Jury of Each Category Preliminary Screening Jury
of each category
Hu Jiwei. a well-known reformist of the Communist Party
arid editor-in-chief of the People's Daily from 1 977 to 1981
representing the Xational Journalism Association, has been the
chairman of the selection panel of the award since its
establishment. The composition of the juries include academics,
practitioners of the field and Party officials. In the 1984
award, for instance, the jury for newspaper and agencies was
composed of representatives of 9 newspapers or agencies. 9
academic institutions, and 3 Party officials. A total of 15
newspapers or agencies are invited: 2 from agencies (The New
China News Agency and the China News Agency), 1 from journalists'
magazine (News Front), 1 from central newspaper (People's Daily.
in absence). 6 from provincial dailies (Southern Daily. Beijing
Daily. Anhui Daily, Sichuan Daily, absentees were Jiefang Daily
and Liaoning Daily), and 5 from functional newspapers (Wen Wei
Pao. China's Peasants. 2 from Economic Daily with one absent,
arid Sports News whose representative was also absent). Academic
institutions being invited were journalism departments of the
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Chinese Academy of Social Science. Beijing Institute of
Broadcasting. Fudan University, People's University and Jinan
Lniversitv. National Journalism Association and journalism
associations of the Capital (Beijing), Jianxu, Heilunjiang.
Shandong and Guangdong provinces. Party officials invited are
the Chief of News Bureau of the Central Propaganda Department,
provincial Party secretary of Sichuan (the host province) and
Jianxu provincial propoganda department.
Thus we can observe that there is quite a difference in the
composition of jury between the two awards. The Pulitzer Prize
is dominated by practitioners while the National Award for Good
Journalism is dominated by both academics and practitioners. The
official elements are not significant in the National Award for
Good Journalism and can be regarded as political ritual because
they do not have significant influence on the decision of the
Q
award with their small number. Yet, in comparison with the
United States, the award is more official and formal. After the
above introduction of origin of the award and its structure, we
can notice that the Chinese journalism award system is much
larger in scale with clear goal of upgrading, the journalistic
standard and telling journalists the pace of China's press
reforms. The Pulitzer Prize, though also concern with the
upgrading of journalistic standard, serves more to appreciate
the deeds of outstanding journalists of the year. Understanding
this difference in jury composition, it is expected that the
Pulitzer Prize reflects more the viewpoints of practitioners than
the National Award for Good Journalism. Such simple comparison
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of the composition of juries of the two awards is summarized in
Table 3.5.
























N.B.: Only Pulitzer Advisory Board and Final Screening Panel are
compared because they are have the final decision power on the
selection of entries. The Pulitzer Board of Trustees can only act
on the recommendation of the Advisory Board.
The number of final screening panel committee members of the
National Award for Good Journalism are inconsistent every year.
The figure in this table only represent the year of 1984. But in
general, the membership is between 20 to 57 and the maximum
number of official representatives is three.
Constituents of Model Journalism
After analysing the structure of the award system, we come
to the focus of this study., namely, the constituents of model
journalism. Seven constituents of model journalism are
identified. They are 1) coverage, 2) newsgathering, 3) news
values, 4) style, 5) social role, 6) social impact incurred and
7) sacrifice of the reporter or reporting institution as a result
of publishing the news stories. These constituents serve as the
basis for our comparison of the attributes of model journalism.
Among the constituents, journalistic orientation, news portrayals
and social role played by the prize -winning reporting are
identified as key variables and examined in the form of threee
hypothesis to be discussed in the next chapter. Table 3.6
illustrates the conceptualization of model jouranlism in this
study.
A. Coverage
Coverage is defined as the news net or frame of reference of
a news story. In this study, six aspects of news coverage are
examined: 1) Occupation of Prinicipal actors being covered by
the prize-winning stories, 2) Sex of the principal actor, 3)
Scope of Coverage, 4) Topic, 5) Realm of Reference, 6) Event or
issue.
B. Newsgathering
Xewsgathering in this study refers to the process of
gathering information material of events, issues or persons being
covered by the reporter. Breakthrough from structural
constraints and cost of newsgathering are postulated to be
attributes of model journalism.
As Tiffen (1978) noted, breakthrough from structural
constraints such as difficulty in gaining access to information
and exclusiveness are the main discrepancies between mediocre and
outstanding journalistic practices. In this study, two common
problems of the press: the lack of background information and
bandwagon journalistic practices (pack journalism) _were_ examined
in model journalism: 1) Availability of background information
in the report 2)exclusiveness of the report.
C. Style
The style of journalist can be distinguished by the effort
of showing reporter's objectivity, form of presentation, his
Table 3.6 Constituents of Model Journalism: Scheme of Analvsis
A. Coverage i. principal actor by occupation
ii. sex of principal actor
iii. scope
iv. topic
v. realm of reference
vi. depth of reporting
B. Xewsgathering i. Breakthrough from structural constraints
- background information
- exclusiveness
ii. Cost of newsgathering
- method of newsgathering
- resources put on a story
C. Journalistic
Style
i. Degree of Objectivity
- number of sources quoted
- controversy or unanimity
- presence of reporters' opinion
- frequency of using direct quotations
ii. Form of Presentation




iii. Promptness in Reporting
iv. Journalisitic Orientation
v. Reporter's involvement
D. Xews Values reflection i. enduring social values
ii. news portrayal
E. social roles i. change or non-change
ii. innovation or criticism
iii. scandal or criticism
iv. level of criticism
v. existence of demand
vi. explanation or case study
F. Social Impact
G. Sacrifice in publishing the story
orientation and involvement. in the event. By examining the
journalistic style of the prize-winning stories, we can
appreciate the importance of journalistic style as a constituent
of model journalism and identify journalistic style favored by
the experts of the field.
QMgiljvJty as a Journalistic style
Objectivity treasured by journalists has been put to its
extreme by theorist who accused that journalists equate
'objectivity to truth. However, this author argues that
objectivity is viewed by truth-seeking journalists as the key to
truth. Atkins (1979) made an effort to explain journalistic
objectivity by borrowing from the historians' debate on
objectivity. Two thoughts of objectivity are distiguished: the
idealist objectivity and positivist objectivity. Idealist
objectivity is the critical evaluation of sources of information
and immersion in the physical evidence by the writer. Personal
biases are to be avoided but the writer needs to use his own
analytical ability to understand and interpret why an event had
occurred as it had. In this case, objectivity is viewed as a
tool rather than an end. But positivist objectivity aims to the
develop some kind of social physics' (objective reality) in
Comte's tradition. The truth can only be found through
observable evidence such as documents. No opinion is allowed and
objectivity- let the fact say for itself is the end or ideal.
To Atkins, news objectivity should be defined as an idealist form
of objectivity because journalism by its nature, requires
interpretation and empathy of understanding-the'mind and feeling
of the interviewees. 77 y A71II'
News objectivity, as Gans (1979) pointed out, is defined by
the profession as a matter of intent rather than the scientific
sense of complete exclusion of values. Thus what the press has
avoided are conscious values but not the unconsious ones.
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Enduring values are built into the judgment of newsworthiness.
and presentation in the choice of topic, use of connotative.
pejorative words and phrases and stereotyping.
In this study, journalistic objectivity is defined as a type
of journalistic style affecting the method of newsgatheririg and
presentation in a story. Besides 1) the number of sources as
an indicator of diversity, this study followed Tuchman's (1972)
characterization of the objective style of journalists as
indicators of objectivity, 2) presentation of conflicting
possibilities, 3) presentation of supporting evidence and 4)
usage of quotation marks. The operationalization of each of
these indicators is discussed in the next chapter. The higher
the number of sources quoted in a story, the less the reporter
show his opinion. the more the usage of direct quotations
sources and conflictual opinions are sought as shown in the
prize-winning stories, the higher is journalistic objectivity
treasured in model journalism.
Form of Presentation
Four dimensions of newswriting technique as different forms
of news presentation are examined if they are attributes of model
journalism: 1) type of lead, 2) narrative style, 3) story
structure, and 4) reporting format.
Three other aspects of journalistic style: promptness in
reporting, journalistic orientation, degree of reporters'
involvement as shown in the story, would also be examined.
D. Reflection of News Values
Enduring values shown
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The concept of enduring values comes from Gan's study (1979)
of news stories of CBS and the Time magazine. As he points out,
news values are preference statements about nations arid society
and major national and societal issue shown in news reports.
Aside from topical values which means opinion expressed on
specific actors or activities of the moment, enduring values are
values which can be found in different types of news stories over
a long period of time. These enduring values are built into news
judgment and normative behavior although most of which are
unconscious to the journalist. His proposed set of values are
examined in this study if they also constitute the values shown
in the journalistic ideal. As his scheme refers to American
context, certain modifications are made in this comparative
study. Besides his original eight enduring values:
1 )ethnocentrisra, 2)altruistic democracy. 3)responsible
capitalism. 4)small-town pastoralism. 5)individualism.
6)moderatism. 7) social order and 8)national leadership, four
categories of enduring values added in this study are 9)
altruistic communism, 10) responsible communism, 11) metropolitan
glamour arid 12) collectivism.
News portrayal
The good-bad news dyad which is a pertinent topic of
American journalism scholars may be considered as a puzzle of the
portrayal of a news event or issue. Whether the news are good or
bad to the general public depends on information provided in the
story. Thus it is considered as a type of portrayal of reality
showing the values of journalists who gather and organise the
story. As news portrayal is also one of the key variable in the
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hpothesis of this study, it is discussed in detail in the next
chapter.
E. Social Role of the Reporting
In this study, social roles performed by model journalism
are examined in terms of status quo maintenance and change.
Based upon different assumptions and perceptions of power,
there have been many different views on the concept of social
change (Strasser arid Randall, 1981). Coser (1967) illustrates the
confusion by the different interpretation of the same phenomenon
of social relation change within an organization. The change
will be viewed as reestablishment of the equilibrium by
functional theorists, but to evolutionary theorists it is the
formation of a new system.
Disequilibrium is viewed as the prerequisite of all social
change by functional theorists ana system theorists (e.g.
Parsons. 1961: Almond, 1965). Disequilibrium in a social system
results from the inability of the present social structure to
adapt to the external and internal demand of the system.
Possible stimuli of demands are too many to be listed. But
one main category of the stimuli is innovation- an idea,
practice or object perceived as new by an individual or other
relevant unit of adoption (Rogers Kim, 1985) which can be
created inside and outside the social system (Strasser Randall.
1981). Essentially, the goal of widespread adoption and heritage
of the past (Barnett, 1953) are the two basic properties of
innovation.
Another source of change is strain (Parsons. 1961) which
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means the conflict resulted by the failure of the system in
fulfilling its needs.. Strains are communicated to the structure
or person concerned in the form of overt expression- criticism
and other forms of deviant action such as rally or riot. But the
awareness of this inadaptability can only be achieved through
challenges and criticism to the status quo. Solutions to the
problem can be proposed either by elites holding power or
peripheral forces outside the establishments. The press can
create public's awareness of this state of disequilibrium and
irab a lanced power structure by processing, packaging and
disseminating problems of the society in an attractive and
easily-to-understand way. Among Smelser's six determinants of
collective behavior (Smelser. 1 962, quoted in Strasser and
Randall, 1981. a conflictual model of social change), the press
played a significant role in three of the determinants: 1) growth
and spread of a generalized belief. 2) creating precipitating
factors such as reporting a case of official corruption and 3)
mobilizing participants for action by arousing hostility, demand
for reform through event portrayal and opinion conveyed in the
news report.
Whether model journalism performed the role of change or
reinforcing the status quo is a hypothesis discussed in the next
chapter. In this examination of the attributes of model
journalism, the social-changing role performed by the press is
explored in more detail to understand its mechanism in the
process of social change.
Elernents of social change contained in the story
Accordingly, the two elements of social change identified
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in this study are innovation and criticism. Innovation includes
both technological and social innovation. Technological
innovation is defined as improvement of man's control over his
physio-chemical-biological environment such as a scientific
discovery. Social innovation is defined as the enrichment of
certain domains of symbolic environment and improvement of access
to them (Wiener, 1984) such as new method of management or a
heroic personality fighting temptations and difficulties of the
environment. Criticism includes scandals, exposition of
corruption and power abuse of the priviledged class and negative
comments on the issue. Innovation and criticism need not be
necessarily produced by the reporter, only if it appeared in the
story which might be the experience or opinion of the interviewee
are already viewed as criticism or innovation to the readers. As
mentioned in the above discussion of theories of social change,
there are numerous possible directions of change and this study
will include all directions of change such as the top-down flow
from elites authority to the masses (Eisenstadt. 1961) or change
initiated from a peripheral group to the ruling elites (Smelser,
1962).
But readers should not overemphasize the difference between
innovation and criticism because they are, in fact, two sides of
the same coin. Innovative solution to a power conflict and
problem may be embodied in the critical remarks of the
interviewee. In this sense; criticism is both the chicken and egg
of innovation. The difference mainly lies in the form of
presentation. Innovation is a positive interpretation of an
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event or an act which are socially accepted as a progress wrhile
criticism is a negative interpretation of an event or an act
which is portrayed as a rival challenge rather than friendly
help.
After identifying the change elements, each element is
hrio
explored in greater depth by examining innovation arid criticism
are reported in the prize-winning stories.
Besides the process of manufacturing the news, the
aftermath of the publishing of the news story; social impact
inccured by the story and the sacrifice of the reporter or
reporting institution for the story are also examined as the
constituents of model journalism.
Previous Studies on Mass Media Awards
Studies on mass media award as a phenomenon are only
occasionally found. Interestingly, all such studies focus on
non-literal visual or audio-visual media like news photos, TV
news photography or movies. Singletary and Lamb's study (1974)
on news elements in a ward- winn i ng photos is one of the few
studies to use mass media awards as subject of analysis in mass
communication research. They find that news photos are greatly
different from feature photos. Most of the award-winning news
photos emphasize tension and conflict used as illustrations for
local spot newrs such as crime or disaster. Timeliness is very
important for news photos because the subject to be photographed
will quickly pass away. Feature photos, in contrast, emphasize
human interest and evoke emotions of wrarmth, sympathy, courage
and the like.
Real's study (1985). is a critical study to reveal the
nature of the Oscar award as a ceremony for funding of the
Academy of Motion Picture. Arts and Science.. making profits
for Television networks and promoting Hollywood films without
examining the content of the movies or selection criteria of the
award. In another study on professionalism, and awards in TV news
photography, Smith Hubbard( 1 987) find that the news
photographers regard themselves more as specialists in
photography than news reporters.
Attention to news reporting awards has not gone beyond
compiling winning stories into volumes (e.g. Rucker. 1 975:
Hohenberg, 1964: 1980) or making occassional criticisms (e.g.
Irvine, 1980; Estabrook. 1984). Hohenberg's first history... of
Pulitzer Prize (1964) and two volumes of anthology of the
Prize-winning stories in 1969 and 1980 respectively are the major
works on the Pulitzer Prize. The preference of sensational
stories by Pulitzer jurors is expected by Plunkett's criticism
(1968) of sensationalism in Pulitzer prize-winning photos.
Besides Hohenberg's historical review, there has been no
systematic study on the Pulitzer prize-winning news reporting
to the best of this author's knowledge.
For the National Award for Good Journalism, the author has
explored the change of the Chinese Communist's concept of news
from 1979 to 1985 reflected in the award (Ha, 1986a) which is a
pioneer study on news award in China. The author finds that new
emphases on concepts• such as surveillance, competition and
promotional effectiveness are the major changes in Chinese
journalism as shown in the award. However, all the previous
studies did not attempt to build a theoretical groundwork for
model journalism and were confined to only one country. Our
comparative study of news awards can be viewed as a plough in
this bare field and a new approach to study mass media award.
NOTES
(1) The twelve conditions identified by Galtung and Ruge (1965)
that have a high probability to become news are:
1. Similarity in frequency to t-he news medium
2. Amplitude reach the threshold suitable for publishing
3. Unambiguity
4. Meanifulness in terms cultural proximity and relevance
5. Consonance to Expectation
6. Scarcity
7. Continuity
8 Composition effect: all .within the underrepresented
category of the news medium
9. Reference to Elite Nation
10. Reference to Elite People
11. Reference to Persons
12. Reference something that bring negative consequences
(2) According to one of the chief organizers of the Award. Mr
He Guongxian explained, they choose the word Good instead of
Outstanding or Distinguished is just for convenience sake.
Good is a more common and casual word to praise others. They
have also thought of changing the name of the award to
Outstanding Journalism Award. however, after considering the
confusion it may caused, they decided to maintain the name. But
he also said that they are thinking of naming the Special Award
after a very famous Chinese Journalist, Tao Fen (I- w.. V y,y
They establish the award without referring to the Pulitzer
system.
(3) Actually, ail the entries are- submitted by the newspapers
although public's response to the stories are emphasized in the
selection process and newspapers will also explain how the story
obtained public's attention and sometimes even enclosed
readers'letters.
(4) But starting from 1988, only the 1st class award will be
decided at national level, the second class award will be decided
at second-round screening, and third class award will be decided
at preliminary screening. Thus a trend of decentralization can be
seen from such delegation of decision power.
(5) Mr. He explained that they initalled only these two types
because the organisers thought news reports and correspondences
are the weakest spots in Chinese journalism and they wanted to
concentrate their efforts in encouraging and improving these two
kind of news stories.
(6) Correspondence, according to a book titled Forms of
News writing written by a contemporary Chinese
Journalism scholar, is defined as a form of news writing that
mainly use narration and description to reflect the person or
event promptly, concretely and vividly. it differs from news
reports in that correspondence describe mainly the thinking of
the person with a greater flexibility in writing styles. Such
explanation is different from Li Pu, the vice-president of the
New China News Agency who defined correspondence as any story
published in the newspaper which did not report a tiraelv event.
The author tried to discuss this Question with other journalists
in China during the interviews and no consensus can be obtained.
But generally, the practitioners of the field perceive
correspondence as stories which allow greater length and freedom
in using different types of writing techniques.
(7) The nomination quotas given to different provinces are as
follows:
Shanghai. Heilongjiang, Hebei, Shangdong, Sichuan, Jiangsu.
Hunan: 10 entries each
Beijing, Tianjin, Qilin, Liaoning. Shanxi, Henan. Anhui,
Hubei, Guangdung, Fujian, Shaanxi, Xinjiang, Jinxu, Yunnan,
Guizhou, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Guangxi,. Inner Mongolia: 8 entries
each.
Qinghai, Ninjia, Tibet, Guangzhou, Chungshert, Nanjing,
Zhunyang. Dailin, Harbin, Xian: 5 entries each.
People's Daily Group: 10 entries
New China News Agency: 12 entries
Liberation Army Daily: 10 entries
Chinese Medical Health Journalism Group: 8 entries
Capital Industrial Newspaper Research Institute: 12 entries
Guangming Daily: 6 entries
Economic Daily: 6 entries
China Daily (English): 6 entries
Technology Daily: 6 entries
China News Agency: 6 entries
Workers' Daily, Chinese Farmers' Daily. Chinese Youth
Herald, Sports News, Chinese Legal Herald, Chinese Women's
Herald: 4 entries each
Other papers (10 papers): 2 entries each
Source: The Regulation of National Award for Good Journalism,
1987 (Distribution of nomination quotas is similar in
years preceding 1987)
(8) In examining the documents on the National Award for Good
Journalism, the comments of the officials can rarely be found and
during the interview's with the judges, the officials are said to
give little opinion on the selection. Decision is made by
negotiation. If the result are controversial, then decision is
made by majority votes.-
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Fighters for truth, spreaders of murky
illusions, the mass media seem to jumble
the pieces of power in America. (Pale'tz
Entman, 1981, p.6)
CHAPTER FOUR
MODEL JOURNALISM, SOCIAL ROLE OF THE PRESS AND POLITICAL
SYSTEM- CONCEPTUALIZATION AND HYPOTHESES
Conceptual Scheme
To explore the nature of model journalism across different
political systems, this study uses both the deductive and
inductive approaches. The first approach used in this study is
the induction of a cross-national evaluative framework of
journalistic performance. We began by searching for a
distinguished pattern of model journalism, of each political
system (Area 2 3 in model 1) from the various constituents of
the prize-winning stories (Area 1). Then from the common
attributes among the constituents of model journalism in each
political system we can induce a cross- national evaluative
framework of journalistic performance (Area 4).














The second approach is the deduction of the social role
performed by model journalism from the politico-economic system
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under which the press operates. The politico-economic system
affects first the journalists' views on society which are
reflected in their professional orientation, then .the
journalists' interpretation and presentation of news events and
finally on the performance of the press. By portraying news
events in different ways, the press can perform different social
roles such as maintaining or challenging the status quo. In this
modeh the dotted arrow indicates the reciprocal relationship
between the political system and social role performed by the
press. On the one hand, changes in the political system can lead
to changes in the social role of the press. On the other hand,
the press can change the political system through its challenge
to the status quo.
II. Deductive Approach of social role performed by model journalism
Politico -economic System
Journalists' Views on Society
Journalistic Orientation
Xews Portrayal
Social Role Performed by the Press
Impact
Before we proceed to discuss the hypotheses formulated in
this study using the second deductive model, an ideal-type model
in the Weberian sense 'of the social roles performed by the press
is proposed. This model generalizes the common journalistic
practices in different political systems and serves as the basis
for our exploration of the social roles of model journalism.
The proposed ideal-type model of social roles performed bv
the press for the two different political systems is illustrated
in figure 4.1:
Fig 4.1 An Ideal-type model of the Social Roles





























































Journalists are members of the culture-creating business
exemplified by Bell (1976) and Khoshkish (1979). Thus the role
of journalists is subject to different interpretations by the
people on the job. This expectation of occupational role, is
determined by journalists' own views on society. Because of data
availability, we substitute journalistic orientation reflected in
the story for the journalists' views on the society in this
study. There are also situa-tions that journalists' own
orientation is distorted or suppressed by editorial interference
(TunstalL 1971: Lee, 1987). But in the case of selection of
model journalism, only those journalistic orientations that are-
favored by the nominating newspaper and the jury would be
selected. As Janowitz( 1 975) explained, journalistic-
orientation is the reflection of journalists' different client
identification and their different views on society. Their
journalistic orientation guides their choice of news topic and
interpretation of information.
Editorial policy represents the institutionalization of
journalistic orientation to a quite consistent distinctive news
style of a newspaper. Through socialization in the newsroom
(Breed. 1955) or a free-hand given to individual journalists by
the editor, the orientation of the journalists is reflected in
the story. Janowitz( 1 975),' in his pioneering study of
orientation of journalists, identified two models of
journalistic orientation: The advocate occupational model which
journalists express his own view in the story, the gatekeeper
occupational model which journalists keep impartiality and act
only as observer to news events. Gradually further studies on
journalistic orientation elaborate the simple dichotomy to three
distinctive orientations (Johnstone et. al 1 976; Fjaestad
Holmlov, 1976; Hoyer Lorentzen, 1977):
1) The participant advocate orientation- The society is seen as
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unequal, composed of a large group of repressed people exploited
by a few. Journalists holding this orientation emphasize the
active role of the press. They seek to influence opinion before
decisions are made by authorities and political bodies. to
criticise the government's decision and provide readers with
background explanation and analysis. This type of orientation is
based on the belief that certain segments of the society have
difficulty in obtaining their legitimate rights and only when
journalists participate in the advocacy process can the rights of
the repressed be gained. Journalists themselves determine the
choice of coverage and newsworthiness of an event. They have tc
investigate and expose the inequality in the society. The
muckraking journalistic practice is a typical example of this
orientation (Roschco. 1975). This orientation is equivalent to
the advocate model in Janowitz's (1975) professional model
typology of journalists or what Lowenstein( 1 979) called
as the subjectivist orientation.
2) The neutral observer orientation- Journalists holding this
orientation tend to report in balance terms and maintains local
harmony. They will write for the widest possible audience ana
perform mainly an entertaining role or consensus-building role
for the audience. Journalists having this orientation view-
laissez-faire as the ideal state of functioning in society. The
system of social and political control will correct itself and
the duty of journalist is confined to reporting news in a way as
objective as possible. This orientation is also held by the
followers of libertarian theory (Peterson.. Siebert Schramm.
1959) of the press which conceive truth as attainable through the
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market place of ideas. This type of orientation is equivalent
to the gatekeeper model of Janowitz's professional model or
objectivist orientation of Lowenstein.
3) The partisan advocate orientation- Based on a conception of
elitist society, partisan-oriented journalists view the role of
the press mainly as a tool for political mobilization and
political campaigning for the .elites the journalists belonged
to or affiliated with. This orientation may be voluntary or
obligatory depending on the political system the journalists work
with. In this study, the partisan orientation is further
differentiated into two types because there is a difference
between those glorifying type of partisan advocates who are
satisfied with the status quo and change-oriented type of
partisan advocate who seek for change and improvement under party
or government guidance.
a) Change-oriented partisan advocate: Although journalists
with this orientation have the view that the society
should be led by the ruling party who are doing good for
the public, there are problems existing in the status
quo. They wish to change the society through advocating
or supporting status quo-changing policies of the ruling
party.
b) Non-change-oriented partisan advocate: Journalists with
this type of orientation view the society in a state of
well-being as a result of the able leadership of the
ruling elites. Thus their task is to glorify the
status quo and superiority of their own politico-
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economic -system over the other system.
This four-fold typology of journalistic orientation: 1)
participant advocate. 2)neutral observer. 3) change- oriented
partisan. 4)non-change oriented partisan; is used to describe
the possible journalistic orientation across different societies.
Social and educational background have been found as good
predictors of journalistic orientation (Janowitz, 1975).
But this static view on journalistic orientation is challenged by
the dynamic view which sees journalists always having internal
conflicts and dilemmas. As Johnstone (1976), Fjaestad and Holmlov
(1974, 1976) observe, one journalist may be participant in one
case and observer in another case. Different professional ideals
are striving for dominance inside the journalist's mind. Although
- they refer to the Western context, it is postulated-- that this
also applies to the Communist journalists. Whether the event or
issue is viewed as crisis or routine (So, 1982) is also
postulated as one of the factors in determining the orientation
the journalists adopt.- But how and when a reporter determines
the event or period as crisis or routine besides expectabilitv is
unknown. Moreover, we cannot say it is a crisis mode or routine
mode of practice when journalists initiate an investigative
report on a social phenomenon. But in different political
contexts, the distribution of journalistic orientations among
journalists can be explained by the political-economic system
within which the press operates.
As China adopts a single party system and attempts to unify
the country with the Marxist-Maoist ideology, it is expected that
the partisan advocate orientation is the dominant form of
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orientation manifested in news stories. The United States, as
previous national surveys found out (Johnstone. 1976: Weaver
Wilhout. 1986). is dominated by the neutral observer orientation
with the participant orientation as a strong undercurrent.
The partisan advocate orientation is based on a elitist view
of society that there should be no conflict between the ruler and
the ruled. The rulers are perceived by partisan advocate
journalists as competent enough to lea'd the society to the state
of well-being. Harmony between the ruler and the ruled is
treasured. With such assumption, the press serve as allies of
the ruling elites. We can deduce a harmonious state-press
relationship model where the press would perform either the role
of maintaining the status quo or changing the status quo without
challenging the incompetence or corruption of the ruling elites.
Thus news happenings' in China are most likely be portrayed
positively as good news to reinforce public's confidence to the
regime and cooperation to the policies made by the ruling elites.
Even if there are problems, solutions wall be reported in the
story to demonstrate the responsiveness of the elites.
For change-oriented partisan journalists, improvement of the
status quo is achieved through advocating government policies
that aim to change the status quo. Stories reflecting such
orientation will manifest the status quo-changing role of the
press. Since non-change oriented partisan journalists are
satisfied with the arrangement of the society, the role of the
stories written by non-change oriented partisan journalists
will naturally appreciate the status quo by show!ng the
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accomplishment of the rulers.
But for participant-oriented journalist, a conflictual
state-press relationship is expected. They hold a suspicious and
skeptical attitude toward the ruling elites and try to improve
the society through covering the problems of the society or
conflicts between the ruler and the ruled. Whether they challenge
the power structure or not depend on the responsibility of the
ruling elites in creating the problems. Moreover, as critics
remark, the adversary attitude held by the participant
journalists may remain only attack on particular person without
pointing to the heart of the issue such as the basic inequality
in power structure (Pool, 1977; Epstein, 1975). Neutral-oriented
journalists who claim for neutrality, will report news events as
good, bad or neutral depending on the information given by the
sources. As noted by press critics (Tuchman. 1978; Bennett. 1983:
Jensen. 1987: Brown et ah, 1987). the objectivity treasured by
neutral-oriented journalists made these journalists particularly
susceptible to the manipulation, of the establishment or
powerholders. Thus stories written by neutral-oriented
journalists are expected to maintain the status quo because the
establishments monopolize the access of mass media through their
authority and possession of large amount of information.
Political System. Journalistic Orientation, News Portrayal an d
Social Role of the Press in Model Journalism- Conceptualization
and Hypotheses
Based on this ideal-type model of the relationship between
journalistic orientation, news portrayal and social role of the
press in the two different political system, three hypotheses are
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formulated to examine the pattern of journalistic orientations,
news portrayal and social role of model journalism under
different politico-economic system..
The hypotheses are:
1. Model journalism under democratic capitalism is dominated by
the participant orientation while its communist counterpart is
dominated by the change-oriented partisan orientation.
2. Model journalism under democratic capitalism has a higher
proportion of bad news than its communist counterpart.
3. The model journalism under both democratic capitalism and
communism performs mainly a status quo-changing role without
challenging the existing power structure.
These three hypotheses seem only to describe discretely the
difference in the patterns of model journalism under different
political systems. But if all of them are supported by the
findings of this study, then these three hypotheses on model
journalism can be organised into a model explaining the social
role of the press by the interaction of political system,
journalistic orientation and news portrayal. As the theoretical
framework of this study is premised on the aforementioned ideal-
type model of the social roles of the press, confirmation of our
explanatory framework on the social role of the press in model
journalism will indicate the validity of the model in explaining
journalistic practice in general.
The three hypotheses are recapitulated in Fig 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 Hypothetical model of the social role performed by
modal jusranlish




















the status quo withoui
challenging the power
structure
Many communication scholars (e.g. Chu, 1986; Chan. 1 986:
Nathan. 1985; Herman, 1985; Hachten, 1981; Chu, 1978; Dreier.
1977: Hoyer and Lorentzen 1977; Galtung and Ruge 1965; Siebert
and Schramm 1956) have pointed out that political factors such as
political system, government policy towards the press, political
ideology and power struggle shape the content of the press.
However, these discussions on state-press relationship suffer
from a shortcoming that they impose a mechanistic view on the
relationship between news content and the political constraints,
neglecting the importance of the journalists who actually run the
press (Mills, 1983).
Unlike the stress on environmental factors by socio¬
political perspective as the Four Theories of the Press ir
other typologies of press ideology in different political systems
6
(e.g. Hachten, 1981; Pi card 1983). studies on journalistic
orientation have focussed on the psychological tendency and role
perception of journalist as a factor in determining news output
and social role performed by the press. However, all the major
studies on journalistic orientations were done in capitalistic
democratic contexts. To what extent is journalistic orientation
determined by the political system under which the press operates
and which type of journalistic orientation is perceived as the
ideal for journalists is still unexplored. Our first hypothesis
is formulated to explore the issue by identifying the differences
of journalistic orientation in model journalism under different
political systems.
The portrayal of news events or issues is also affected by
journalists' orientation who have his ovn views on the society
but are also under the limitation of the ideology of the
political system. As explained in the ideal -type model,
participant-oriented journalists believe that only by exposing
conflicts arid arousing public pressure will the society be
improved. Thus their portrayal of events will be negative
because the striking effect of conflicts are neutralized or
dissolved in good news portrayal. It is postulated that there
will be more stories exposing the dark side of the society in a
system which overtly allows more freedom of expression than those
systems that overtly restrict the freedom of the press.
The American press operates independently (not in a strict
sense) and commercially based on the libertarian theory of the
press. Under the First Amendment of the American Constitution,
the government cannot exert overt control of the press: Congress
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shall make no law respecting ari establishrnent of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom
of speech or of the press. With such provision, the portrayal of
events is very much dependent on the orientation of the press and
factors outside direct government control in the United States
(Edgar Rahim, 1983). Jounrnalists can choose whether to
conform to the government policy or not at least on theory.
The American press is also market-driven under private
ownership in a system of democratic capitalism. Newspapers are
privately owned and the importance to capture readers for
survival and profit has nurtured the emphasis of timeliness
(fastest in coverage) and negative news by the American Press
because they are believed by the trade to be the commercial value
of news (Tiffen. 1978; Ruge Galtung, 1965).
The portrayal of news events, called as good-bad news dyad
(Stone et al.. 1987) or what Gieber (1955) called as positive-
negative news r e p o r t i n g. has been a pertinent tonic among
researchers of' the press. In sorae of the studies on the American
press, negative reporting or bad news such as crime and disasters
are found to be the dominant themes (e.g. Galtung and Ruge, 1965;
Lange 1984). Yet in other studies (e.g. Gieber. 1955; Haskins,
1980; Haskins al. 1984), there are even more good news than bad
news in the American newspapers. Conflicting results of these
studies may be attributed to the vague definition and unclear
distinction of good neurs and bad news.
As discussed in our proposed ideal-type model of the social
role of the press, in a system of democratic capitalism, most of
the journalist are either neutral- oriented or participant-
oriented. The Pulitzer Prize is often referred as deviants from
conventional practices that treasure the investigative efforts of
journalists inheriting the muckraking tradition (Roschco. 1975;
Hoheriberg. 1980). Thus among the two orientations, participant
orientation is expected to be favored by the selectors of model
journalism.
Contrary to the controversy of' American news portrayal,
studies on the Chinese press (most are studies of the Chinese
Press before the death of Mao) unanimously found that good news
supporting the present political system are the dominant themes
(Liu, 1980; Lin. 1978). Peterson, Siebert Schramm's classical
Four Theories of the Press (1956) and other discussions on the
Communist and the Western press echo similar views (Conrad. 1956;
See Martin Chaudhary. 1983 eds). A recent comparative study on
coverage of Sino-US normalization by leading American. Communist
China and Taiwan newpaper found that Chinese reporting is one¬
sided and American reporting is more objective (Lin. 1983).
Another more recent study (Sun, 1986) also found a positive
relationship between Chinese government policies and news
coverage.
In a communist system with strong political control on the
press like China, journalists with partisan advocate orientation
dominate the scene. Officially, journalists are required to
promote government policies in communist system and the
government adopts the policy of the Four Modernizations which
aims to change the backwardness and poverty of the country.
Moreover, the jury is headed by the well-known reformist Hu
Jiwei. The stress on reforms has become one of the manifest
criteria of the selection. Hence, change -oriented partisan
orientation that promote the Four- Modernizations is most likely
to be selected as communist model journalism.
Being an instrument of mass mobilization for the Party.
Chinese journalists are expected to adhere firmly to the
political line and p r oj e c t the i rn a g e of prosper it v a n d the
happiness of people under co m man ism to demonstrate the
superiority of communism (Lendvai. 1983). Even if there is an
internal power struggle among the leaders., journalists have to
present an appearance of collective agreement to the public (Pye.
1979). With the need to emphasize the harmony between the Party
and the people, the possible contradictions in the two main Party
lines of the Four Modernizations (agriculture, military, industry
and technology) and the Four Cardinal Principles are also
postulated to be portrayed as good news by reducing it to the
fault of deviant corrupt officials and reporting positive
aftermaths such as solutions and improvements in the same story.
Together with the partisan orientation of journalists as
discussed in the general pattern, it is predicted that Chinese
model journalism will portray event and issues in a positive
way, i.e. good news.
However it should be noted that the Chinese press has
undergone reforms and changes that has shown difference with the
past (Lee, 1981; Ha, 1986a) such as the respect for professional.
expertise which is a taboo during Mao's later reign. With such
changes in the political climate and the opening of China's door
to the outside world, how events or issues are portrayed in model
journalism has to he examined.
Journalists with a partisan-advocate orientation hold a
elitist view on the society and emphasize the harmony between the
ruler and the ruled. Borrowing idea from Chu's( 1 986)
proposition of two models of the social roles of the press as
policy-legislator and policy-executor, it is hypothesized in this
study that the American model journalism represent a conflictual
model that emphasizes status quo changing as the ideal social
role of the press while the Chinese model journalism represent a
harmonious model that also views status quo changing as the ideal
social role of the press. The American press, by checking and
criticizing the government policies, play a role similar to
legislators in promoting changes of the American society. The
Chinese press, in contrast, promote change in the society by
acting as propagandist of the Communist. Party through persuading
and educating the public. In another words, the change target of
of the American press is the government while the change target
of the Chinese press is the public.
In discussing one of the press' roles as promoting social
change, we must distinguish the magnitude of the change. Srnelser
(1962) explains that strains will appear first at the lower, more
operative level because the immediate impact of events is most
evident. Large-scale social change is a result of accumulation
of dissatisfaction rather than an overnight impulse. This author
agrees with such value-added or cumulative conception of social
change. It is expected that most of the model journalism will
facilitate social change on a basis that does not challenge the
basic power structure. There has been an attempt to solve the
puzzle of the role of the press in status quo maintenance and
status quo changing in a cross-national sense. By defining status
quo maintaining messages as items with a tone of praise,
justification, exoneration, rationalization, elaboration or
favoring intensification of existing economic, social or
political practices and status quo changing messages as items
criticizing, attacking, challenging or teasing the existing
economic, social or political practices, or messages that carry a
favourable tone for change, Lee( 1 986) finds that the press
contain more status quo changing messages than status quo
maintaining messages. Unless we stick ourselves only to complete
change of social power structure such as the 1905 Russian
Revolution as real social change, we can explore this issue from
a more pragmatic approach. Whenever the prize-winning story
addresses to pertinent inequality in power relations in a society
or incompetence of the ruling elites, it is already considered as
pushing social change which challenge the current power
structure.
Critical theorists and neo-Marxists are the pioneers in
launching criticism on the status quo maintaining role of the
mass media including the press (Gitlin, 1979). Althusser's (1971)
accusation of the mass media as the state ideological apparatus
or Gramsci's (1971) proposition. ideological hegemony have laid
the theoreticial foundation- of many criticism on the status quo-
maintaining role of the press. To them, the press maintain the
status quo and promote the current powerholders' interest by
distilling the repressed the legitimacy of the ruling regime or
narcotizing them by escaping from issues that reflect the
inequality in the society, in the case of model journalism, such
ruling ideology and escapist attitude toward the unequal reality
should be reflected according to such theories of domination and
repression.
There are also numerous studies on the press using other
approaches to explain why mainstream press can only act as an
agent of powerh© 1 ders in maintaining the status quo (e.g.
Tuchman. 1972, 1977. 1978 a b; Cohen Young. 1 976 eds..
Tiffen, 1978; Cans. 1979; Bennett, 1983). Various journalistic
practices and organizational constraints such as the fragmented
and objective presentation style of journalists (Tuchman, 1972:
Bennett. 1983; Jensen, 1987), unequal access to media (McAnancy.
1981; Altschull. 1984) and the narrowness of news net (Tunstall,
1971; Brown et al., 1987) are identified as factors contributing
to such status quo maintaining role of the press.
Although we have hypothesized that the participant
orientation is reflected in model journalism which lead to
negative news portrayal, the muckraking force in the press does
not necessarily challenge the power structure. The changes of the
status quo through muckraking which has been highly treasured as
journalistic legacy are viewed by critics as superficial scandals
that focus too much on misbehaviors of individuals rather than
discussing the structural causes of the problem or raising the
problem to a general level (Fulbright, .1977; Gallagher, 1977:
Epstein. 1975). It is expected that most Pulitzer prize-winning
stories play the social role of advocating changes of the status
quo but without challenging the power structure of the society.
It should be noted that these criticisms on the press are
confined to the capitalist context and the Communist context are
neglected. But as many discussions on the Communist Press point
out (e.g. Karch. 1983: Hachten, 1987). since Lenin, the Communist
concept of news is information that serves the interests of the
state, that advanceds its goals and policies (Hachten. 1981).
Mass media perform the role of political propaganda promoting the
achievements of Communist regime in order to demonstrate the
superiority of Communism over capitalism (Lendvai, 1983).
Although there is a theory of criticism and self-criticism that
the Chinese Communist press should publish criticism on bad
practices of governmental units and the units being criticized
are to learn from this criticism and improve through their self-
criticism. it remains a beautiful promise. In actual practice,
criticism is rarely found because the officials have great power
to take revenge and there is not enough protective mechanism to
those who write the criticism (Chu, 1978; Yim, 1982).
We have hypothesized that the journalistic orientation of
charige-oriented partisan advocate will be reflected in Chinese
model journalism and news will be portrayed positively to
reinforce the public's confidence in the ruling elites. However,
the change advocated by the Communists is mainly economic
development and not political development (in Almond's sense that
the ruling elites are more responsive to people's needs). As
reforms and national leadership are portrayed positively by the
change-oriented partisan journalists, social role played by model
journalism is to change the backwardness and poverty of the
status quo without challenge the power structure. The setting up
of the Four Cardinal Principles whi'ch emphasize the leadership of
the Communist Party and frequent reiteration of the Principles
in all major political occasions has clearly illustrated the case
(Schram. 1984).
As explained in the introduction of this thesis. Both roles
of the press in maintaining the status quo and advocating change
co-exist in a society. The main thesis of this study is that the
difference in the pattern of distribution of journalistic
orientations affect journalists' interpretation and presentation
of news events which in turn affect the social role performed by
the press in different political systems.
NOTES
(1) The Four Theories of the Press constructed by Peterson.
Siebert Schramm (1956) are:
1. Authoritarian theory- based an the belief that the press is
the privilege of elites and those in power. the press can only
be run by those who have been authorized by the state and the
state can takeaway the publishing right of the press at any time
the state like. This theory is originated in the late
Renaissance, and is still practiced by many countries at the
present time.
2. Communist theory- an expanded version of the authoritarian
theory. This theory is based on the belief that mass media is art
ideological machine for the dominant class. If the Communist
want to consolidate the proletariat dictatorship, the Party-
should have complete control of the mass media to use them as
tools to agitate, organise, educate and promote Communism to the
mass. The press tends to stress on the unity of interest between
the Party and the people and right and wrong is sharply
distinguished.
3. Libertarian theory- based on the belief that truth will be
finally appeared through the mechanism of a market place of ideas
according to works of Milton and Locke.
4. Social Responsibility Theory- a modified version of
libertarian theory in vhich press freedom will be restricted to
those that can effect public good. According to this theory, the





The problem of equivalence must be addressed by the
comparative researcher so that the concepts tested and data
obtained are meaningful and comparable in the study (Warwick
Osherson, 1973; Przeworski Teune, 1967; Smelser, 1973). There
are three types of equivalence: 1) conceptual equivalence,
2)measurement equivalence and 3)linguistic equivalence. These
equivalences are established in this study by the following ways:
Conceptual equivalence concerns whether the concepts or
variables used in the study are comparable. To facilitate the
comparability of the concepts, all the concepts used in this
study are of a universally identifiable dimension with high level
of abstraction such as political system, social role of the
press, journalistic orientation etc. Concepts that are culture-
specific or country-specific are avoided in the quantitative
analysis, but they are taken into consideration in the analysis
of the journalistic style. Those retained are only different
indicators addressing to the same concept. For example, in
identifying enduring news values of altruism to the current
regime, for China the indicator is communism and for the United
States, the indicator is altruistic democracy. With the
understanding of different journalistic traditions of the two
countries, we shall also classify negative reporting of those
violating the rule of current political system and positive
reporting of those glorifying the current political system as
altruism.
The main problem in this study here lay mainly in
measurement equivalence i.e. cross- national validity of the
indicators for the concept. For example, the difference in media
structure, composition of the news award judging body and the
difference in award categories are posing problems for
measurement of the prize-winning stories. However, since both the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Award for Good Journalism are
institutions of journalistic honor and the composition of juries
of both awards are experts in journalism, the usage of award-
winning news stories as indicators of model journalism is
justified. Of course, multiple indicators tapping the same
concept can also a 11 eviate the problem. In this study,
objectivity is measured by four indicators including the
diversity of sources, usage of direct quotations, provision of
supporting evidence and presence of conflicting opinion.
Concepts such as social impact incurred by the press, and
sacrifice of the reporter or reporting institution are examined
by both the text of the prize-winning stories, recommendation of
the newspaper which submit the entries and other relevant
documentation.
The problem of language differences is less serious in our
study because the problem is confined only to the interpretation
of coders. The perception of value-judgment words may be
different across different cultures. To reduce intercoder error
as a result of language and cultural differences, we employ
students of the Chinese University as bilingual coders who are
proficient in both English and Chinese. In addition, three
nati e- born Americans who st ay ed in Hong Kong as vis j tirig
teaching assistants of the English Department at the university
are consulted for their perception of news event portrayal and
reporter's degree of objectivity in the story so as to
approximate to the common American perception in the analysis of
the Pulitzer Prize.
Research Design
Both the methods of documentation analysis and content
analysis are used in this study. Interviews with award-winning
journalists and jurors of the National Award for Good Journalism
of China were also conducted to supplement information on the
details of selection procedures and the process of newsgathering
and reporting (Please refer to Appendix 1 for the interview
report). The content analysis of the stories has undergone two
stages: 1) quantitative analysis to obtain a profile of the
various attributes for testing the hypothesis 2) qualitative
analysis to illustrate the deep structure of the stories and the
intricate relationship of news stories with the politico-
economic-cultural complex.
Table 5.1 illustrates the research procedure of this study.
The author began by collecting all the available
documentation such as jurors' reports and recommendations,
comments on the prize-winning stories found in various journalism
review periodicals, celebrative advertisements for the prize¬
winners and biographical material on the prize -winning
journalists etc. From these documents, we can understand the
selection criteria of the award arid identify the various
' attributes of model journalism. After obtaining such background
infnrmoTinn th oi ui-Avn n-~ u A- -u,
P l CT~ l D AO A o a riAO n via-. P t-U 1 r At n
I. Face-to-face interview
- With award-winning Chinese journalists and judges fo
information on the award, the newsgathering process of the' award-
winning stories and their perception of social role of
journalists....
II. Content Analvsis
1) quantitative analysis of award-winning stories for hvpothese
testing, obtaining profile of model journalism
2) qualitative analysis to illustrate the similarities and
differences of the award-winning stories of the two countrit
with similar topics
TTT A a An rn on f o f i a n Ancilvc
1) Deeper understanding of the background and effect of th
winning entries and the manifest criteria of selection
2) supplement to content analysis, for background information not
found in the story
Documentations analysed in this study include:
- nomination and letters of recommendation of the prize-winners
- advertisements celebrating on the winning of the Pulitzer Prize
- official documents or reports on the winning entries by the
nominating jurors and judges
- all articles commenting on the winning entries or the award
institutions.
of content analysis of prize-winning stories to see if they
possess those attributes.
As mentioned above, the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Award for Good Journalism were chosen as representatives of the
news awards of the two countries for this study. The unit of
analysis in our content analysis is the' individual prize-winning
story. For stories that are in series form or with follow-up
stories, only the first one- of the series is analysed because in
usual piactice. the first one will contain all the most important
information on the topic covered and best written to attract
readers. Moreover, the bias caused by story length in content
analysis can be avoided by analysing only one story from one
prize-winner. However, at the stage of qualitative analysis, all
the articles submitted for the same story will be analysed to
obtain a full picture of the story. As the number of Pulitzer-
prize-winning stories is not large, the population of stories
from the publication year of 1979 to the year 1984 is analysed
(the year of award for the Pulitzer Prize is one year after the
year which the stories published). For the Chinese awards, only
the winners of the Special Prize and First Class Award are
analysed since this study aimed only at the best stories in the
eyes of experts. However, in the years betw'een 1981 to 1983.
there was no distinction of class, so all the prize-winning
stories are analysed. The text of the news stories and related
documents such as jurors' comments are analysed together to
obtain better understanding of the background of the story and
the attributes of the story.
The sampling frame for the study is a complete list of the
winning entries of news stories published within the period of
1979 to 1985 for both news awards. The years of award am
identical to control for the international environment of the
two awards. The Special Prize and First Class Award stories are
snnivQPrl hv vear and bv- category. Only reporting categories.
including feature writing ) and news reporting
is analysed because we want to examine reporters' ideal rather
than ideals of other personnel in the profession of journalism.
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Operationalization Measurement of Key Terms Concents
Orientation is the perception.- preference and evaluation of
choice through application of standards in the society or values
to the perception and preference as discussed hv Parsons and
Shils (1951. cited in Almond. 1956). In our first hypothesis.-
journalistic orientations identified in model journalism are
viewed as reflections of a consensus on the ideal social role the
press should perform from the three participants of the award: 1)
the prize-winnning journalists. 2) the newspaper which nominate
the entries and 3) the judges of the award. The indicators for
journalistic orientations reflected in prize-winning stories are
1) the showing of opinion on the event or issue being covered. 2)
existence of activities outside his reportorial duty to work for
the event or issue and 3) client identification. In sum.
journalistic orientations are measured as follows:
Neutral-Observer orientation: reporter a) shows no personal
opinion on the event or issue being covered in the story; bjtakes
no action outside his reportorial duty to work for the event or
issue;
Participant advocate orientation: reporter a) shows favourable or
supportive attitude to the repressed group of the society in the
story and show critical attitude to the establishment, b) takes
action outside his reportorial duty for the event or issue such
as investigation, c)showing his opinion on the event;
Change-oriented advocate partisan orientation: reporter a) shows
supportive or favourable attitude to the establishment, b) the
story contain elements of change such as innovation and criticism
in the story, c) shows reporter's opinion on the event:
Non-change-oriented advocate partisan orientation: reporter
a)shows an supportive and favorable attitude to the current
status quo such as almighty communism in China and almighty
capitalism in the Lnited States by reporting of events and issues
demonstrating the superiority of one system to the other
b)the story contain no element of change; c)shows his opinion on
the event.
Good news has been defined as news of any event interpreted
by most people as expressing things positive, pleasant, humorous,
agreeable, pro-social, healthy, wholesome, constructive, healing.
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favorable, sharing, helping, cooperative, altruistic, expressing
affection, sympathetic, reassuring, positive new discovery, an
improving trend or anything else normally perceived as a pleasant
event (Haskins et al.. 1984). news stories that a majority of
local persons would perceive as positive or upbeat (Stone et
al.. 1987). Bad news has been defined as new information about
events, objects or other referents which are themselves generally
considered to be unpleasant (Haskins. 1980). new information
about any event that would be interpreted by most people as
negati ve, unpleasant, critical, conflictual, unhealthy,
unwholesome, gruesome, disagreeable, anti-social, deceitful,
destructive, painful, injurious, socially or individually
problem-creating, troublesome, verbally or physically fear
provoking, abusive, deteriorative or declining, or anything else
normally perceived as an unpleasant event1 (Haskins et a 1..
1984).
In our second hypothesis of news portrayal, definitions of
good and bad news are a mixture of Gieber's definitions (1955) of
positive and negative news reporting and Haskins' Good. Bad and
Neutral news' (1984) because both has a deficiency the other has
not. Gieber's definitions are clear with good classification,
however the scope of his definitions are too narrow to include
the wide range of bad news found in reality. Haskins
definitions are vague but encompassing. His emphasis of majority-
perception rather than a scheme created by a researcher is more
useful to deduce potential effects of good and bad news.
Therefore, good news in this study is defined as news items that
are portrayed as reflecting social cohesion and co-operation.
Five main categories of good news are identified: Dinternational
co-operation such as normal communication among nations;
2)government at work such as non-controversial information on
governmental affairs; 3)society at work such as information about
the groups of persons co-operating in non-governmental affairs:
4)Life Goes On; news items about individuals' daily lives;
5)Accomplishments and achievements such as economic growth and
technological breakthrough..
Bad news is defined as those items that report social
conflicts and disorganization. Four major types of bad news are
distinguished accordingly. Dinternational tension such as
military, political and economic conflict between nations (but
success in war is considered as good news); 2)civic disruption
such as conflicts between political, economic and social groups;
3)crime and vice (but the capture or punishment of the criminals
is consideied as good news); accidents and disasters (but the
heroic deed duringthe accident is considered as good news).
Neutral news are defined as any news items that majority readers
would not feel encouraged nor depressed after knowing the news
such as non-controversial meetings, national crime statistics
showing essentially no change in different categories, mixed
national economic indicators, normal weather (from Haskins
Neutral News issue quoted in Galician and Yestre. 1987). For
items in doubt. Haskins' definition of good and bad news serve as
rpfprpnrp
From such definitions, we should realize that news events
can be portrayed as good or bad depending on how the story is
organised and what type of information is nut in the story by the
i aii n o 1 i ft-
Role is a common concept used by sociologists. According to
Frank III et. als (1986). role consists of behavior typically
performed by an individual in a particular situation. In this
study, social role is defined in terms of status quo maintenance
and change. Actually what we can measure are the story's
messages of demanding changes of the status quo rather than the
actual change in the society. Since the changes of the society
is determined by many factors besides press' coverage, we ca
only infer that the message of the story already represents the
role journalists play in the society. In our thirr
hypothesis of social, role played by the press. Lee's( 1 986)
definition of status quo as existing political, social and
economic practices is adopted.
Power structure refers to the pattern of power domination ii
a society as discussed by Giddens (1984). In the United States,
the society is dominated by wealthy, white males who are aided by
the governmental bureaucracy (Greeriberg. 1977). The government,
especially the present Reagan administration, is viewed as allies
to these large corporations rather than curbing their dominance
(Chafe. 1986). The Party bureaucrats, instead of capitalists in
capitalistic society or nobles in feudal society, are the power-
holders of the Communist society. Therefore, whenever the story
is addressing to the unequal power relations existing in the
status quo such as abuse of power by Party officials in China
such as exploiting fertilizers for personal use by officials,
the corrupt and exploitative practices of large corporations such
as the Three Mile Island expose by the Philadelphia Inquirer
are classified as items challenging the power structure of the
status quo. Those that call for changes in general moral
standard such as public toilet sanitation or community relation,
are classified as stories promoting change of the status quo
without challenging the power structure. When the award-winning
stories cover the positive aspects of the society such as the
accomplishment of Chinese government in the National Award for
Good Journalism or normal functioning of the capitalist
government and large corporations in the Pulitzer Prize, is
viewed as stories maintaining the power structure. Stories
covering situations beyond human control such as natural
disasters are classified as items unrelated to power structure.
Tuchman (1978b) argues that reporting events unrelated to the
power structure is another form of maintaining the power
stiucture diverting public's attention from the core of the
problem. Taking her argument in our analysis, all stories that
are unrelated to the status quo are grouped also into the
category of maintaining the status quo.
The items analysed in this study and details of their
measurement are listed in a code book (Please refer to Appendix
2). It consists of country, type of newspaper by target readers
(specialized newspaper or general newspaper), and the seven
dimensions of model journalism as introduced in chapter three: 1)
coverage, 2)newsgathering, 3)news values. 4) style. 5) social
roles of the reporting, 6)social impact incurred by the reports,
7) sacrifice in publishing the storv.
The operational definitions and m e a s u r e rn en t of the
constituents of model journalism are as follows:
Coverage
Coverage is defined as the news net or frame of reference of
a news story. In this study, six aspects of news coverage are
examined: 1) Prinicipal actors being covered by the prize-
winning stories, 2) Sex of the principal actor, 3) Scope of
Coverage, 4) Topic, 5) Realm of Reference. 6) Event or issue.
Prinicipal actors being, covered by the prize-winning stories
11 types of the principal actors in the new story are
differentiated by social status because the classification
implies political power and socio-economic status of the actors.
The typology is a slight modification of Schramm Atwoodh
(1981) scheme of analysis of Asian news:
1) government officiaKinclude senators, military officers and
party officials).
2) interest groups such as labor union, professional associations
etc.
3) businessmen(the owner of an enterprise)
4) academic (minimum at college level)
5) workers or farmers in general or in unorganized form
6) middle management executives doing administrative work
with policy-making power,
7) professionals or outstanding figures, e.g. teachers,
doctors, lawyers, movies stars etc.
8) students
9) children
10) the public in general
1 1 1 othpr
Scope of Coverage
The scope of coverage of a story is identified by the
location of the events covered in the stories:
International news- news that occurred in locations outside the
national boundary of the country which the newspaper belonged.
It is subdivided into 2 categories:
1) international news that the country of the newspaper is
in vo 1 ved s u oh as d 1 p 1 orna tic visits of po 1 i t i ea1
leader to another country
2) international news which took place in a country that the
newspaper is not involved.
Domestic news is also subdivided into two categories:
3) Domestic National- Event or personality being covered
affects the whole country and took place domestically,
e.g. the President, the economic policy, large
construction work at the Yellow River.
4) Domestic Localregional- Event or personality being
covered affect part of the country only and took place
domestically, e.g. corruption of a provincial Party
secretary, pollution problem of one particular state or
province.
Topics
By modifying Hohenberg's classification scheme (1974). the
prize-winning stories are categorized into 16 mutually exclusive
tvoes. The 16 topics distinguished are:
1) Exposing graft and corruption, at all levels of government
2) War
3) Crime
4) Social Problems at large such as education and social
welfare
5) Community affairs, improvements
6) Human interest
7) Domestic Governmental news
8) Disasters and accidents
9) Science and Technology
10) Diplomatic or foreign governmental news
11) Ecological Problems
12) Sports and games
13) Cultural activities
14) Economy and Finance




Realm of reference is an attribute used to examine the
whether the press is just a government policy-trailer or an
independent voice. In this study the distinction of adhering and
non-adhering to the policy is in a dichotomous form:
1) A d h e r e to the domestic and foreign policy of t h c
government or Party Line (policy-trailer).
2)Reporting the disjunction within the government policy or
party line, or reporting events outside the realm of the domestic
and foreign policy of the government (independent voice).
Dp nth of rhp 'pw; Rpnnrt
Overemphasis of events over issues in reporting has been a
bitter attack on the western press (see Tiffen, 1978: Gaining
Ruge, 1965). Thus the choice of event or issue as mod
journalism represents the preference in news types of the jurors.
Event is defined in this study as happening that lasts for a
specific period of time. It can be transformed into an issue
through follow-up stories and in-depth analysis. News issue can
originate from an event or from a phenomenon revealed by th
journalist to stimulate public discussion. News issue is




Following Schramm At wood's (1981) study of Asian
International news, background information is used as one of the
indicators of quality of journalism. Background information here
is refered to information that cannot be collected at the scene
the event occurred but gives readers an understanding of the
context. For example, in case of a fire accident., past
statistics and previous experience contained in the story are
considered as background information.
Exclusiveness (self-initiated stories)
Exclusiveness of a story in common usage include two
aspects. One is the common usage by the profession as scoop,
the earliest to break the news. The other is the self-
intiativeness of reporter in digging information so that another
newspaper could not have the same information at the same time.
In this study, exclusiveness refers to the latter while the
former is considered as the attribute of promptness in reporting.
In our analysis, a- story is either exclusive or non-exclusive.
Cost of Newsgathering
The cost of newsgathering includes not only the amount of
money spent on the gathering of information but also the efforts
put to get the story such as team-work, large-scale
investigation. In this study,• 6 methods of newsgathering are
identified:
1) personal interview
2) controversial sources for balance of opinion
3) investigation or observation by reporter
4) press conference or situations that reporters are invited
o) multiple sources, same opinion
6) other
Among the six methods identified, press conference is
considered as the lowest in newgathering cost because information
are ready for the reporter.
Besides the method of newsgathering. the number of sources
quoted is also another indicator of the cost of newsgathering.
Thus the higher the number of sources quoted, the more the number
of newsgathering methods are employed, the higher the cost of




In .this study, the degree of journalists' objectivity is
measured by the aggregate score of the objective rituals used in
the story as discussed in the previous chapter.
NUMBER OF NEWS SOURCES QUOTED
Attribution to a large number of news sources is a tool to
increase the diversity of opinion and a protective mechanism
employed by the press against the manipulation of propaganda
(Comstock, 1981). The number of news sources in this study is
calculated by the number of non-repetitive and identifiable
attribution (per individual person) found in the prize-winning
text. The sole observation by reporter would be coded as one
source only.
PRESENTATION OF CONFLICTING POSSIBILITIES
In the examination of newsgathering, multiple sources
expressing same opinion represent unanimity of opinion in a
news story. The reporting of persons holding different views on
an event or issue represent controversy of opinion in a story.
Adopting an objective journalistic style, the reporter should
show controversial opinion of interviewees in the story.
PRESENCE OF REPORTER'S OPINION AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
The press have always b'eeri accused as inserting their
subjective judge m ent or opinion on the s t o r y w h i c h ere a t e
illusion for the public (Cans. 1979; Pool.. 1979; Epstein. 1979;
1985). Thus how objective are reporters in their presentation
is an interesting point to b- explored. One indicator of their
objectivity is the presence of reporters' own opinion on the
story. If the reporter shows his own opinion in the story, how
the reporter show his opinion is examined such as whether the
opinion is accompanied by supportive evidence. The insertion of
reporter's own values by usage of pejorative or connotative words
and phrases in the news story such as cunning, persevering,
cruel.messy is also a-factor in considering the subjectivity
of the reporter.
A five-point index was used to measure the degree of
subjectivity of the prize-winning reporters by the intensity of
opinion expression. The scale ranges from highly subjective to
no opinion. Neutral in this context means both positive and
negative opinion on the subject covered are shown in the same
story and they are attributed as interviewees' opinion.
If the reporter uses a first person or second person style
in writing the story, then every opinion made is counted as
reporter's own opinion because the choice of such narrative style














FREQUENCY OF USING DIRECT QUOTATIONS
Frequency of using direct quotations is an indicator of
both objectivity and involvement of reporters in this study.
Direct quotation is defined as a phrase or sentence enclosed by
quotations marks and the source of the phrase is identifiable.
A four point scale ranging from no direct quotation usage to
very frequent usage is constructed to measure the frequency of
direct quotation usage. The frequency is measured in proportion
to the opinion given by the sources.
Type of Lead
Lead is the first paragragh in a news story. As Mencher's
popular newswriting textbook( 1 97 9) explains, a lead should
either capture the essence of the event- or attract the reader to
read the story.. Although writers of newswriting textbooks have
offered different classifications of lead, the typology of Metz
(1985) was used in this study because the distinction is clear
and represent a variety of style and mastery of writing skill.
Following Metz's typology; leads are diffentiated into 6
categories in this study:
l)Striking Statement- using an exciting statement of a Gee
whiz sense as the first paragraph
2)Summary Lead- present a synopsis of the entire story for
the reader in the first paragraph.
3)Direct Address- using you or directly addressing the
reader in the first paragraph..
4)Tarrative Lead- An introductory paragraph to the whole
story which contain no significant information of the event
or issue covered.
5)Descriptive Lead- Description of the scenerio of the event
covered in the first paragraph.
6)Unclassifiable Lead- lead that do not belong to any one of
the above types of leads.
Story Structure
Story structure is defined as the presentation order and»
organization of a news story. Two major types are distinguished
in this studv: the inverted pyramid news structure and the
chronological news structure (Hill Breen. 1977).
Dinverted pyramid structure: the basic design used for most
straight news stories. The most important facts are blurted out
in the first paragraph and the reporter works his way down to and
through the trivial facts (i.e. in order of decreasing
importance) which facilitate readers' choice of story.
2)chronological structure: the story is presented by
temporal order instead of significance order, writing the story
from the beginning of the event or issue until the latest
development. A variation of this structure would be started from
the latest development in the first paragraph and then told the
story in chronological order.
3)Other structure: the structure of the story which neither
belonged to the inverted pyramid nor the chronological structure.
Narrative Style
The variable of narrative style compliments the
journalistic style of objectivity because the style of narration
enables the writer to insert his own opinion or feelings.
Moreover, the most common newswriting style is the third person
and variation from this' is an innovative attempt which
deinonstr ates a variety in narration of news e ven t and
personalities. Five types of narrative style were distinguished:
1) First Personusing I to tell the whole story
2) Second Person, using vou to tell the whole'story
3) Third Person, naming the source without using You or
I to tell the story.
4) Mixed: dialogue
5) Mixed: a combination of any of the above.
Reporting Format
Format of news report as a variable compliments the above
variable of narrative style. Four types of format are identified:
1) single item form without follow-up
2) cumulative story: single item form with follow-ups
3) the series form (published consecutively in the
same newspaper)
4) other- reporting format that does not belong to any of
the above forms.
Promptness in Reporting
Promptness in reporting, or currency-timeliness in other
discussion of the speed of reporting is found by many studies as
the emphasis of the western press. Whether promptness ir
reporting is an attribute of model journalism is also under
examination in this study. As the importance of promptness
varies to different journalists and different topics, it is
. considered as a matter of journalistic style. The promptness in
reporting is indicated by the time lag (difference) between the
time the event occurred and the time of publication. Eight types
of time lag are distinguished in this study:
1) within two days
2) within two days to one week
3) within a week to one month
4) within one month to three months
5) within three months to half a year
6) more than half a year
7) unclear (cannot be sure e.g. recently)
8) unknown (cannot find any timing information in the stor
Degree of, Reporter's Involvement
The degree of reporter's involvement is a concept evolved
from the typology of journalistic. orientations. However, the
typology of journalistic orientation has not indicated the
difference of reporter's involvement in the event heshe report
which may have significant impact on the client-identification,
attitude to the event or interviewee and method of presentation.
Two types of involvement are identified: psychological
involvement and physical involvement. Although both are
interrelated, psychological involvement is considered as more
important because it affect the portrayal of personalities and
events.
A three- point index is constructed to measure the degree of
involvement in the story.
high involvement moderate involvement low involvement
(3) (2) (1)
The determination of reporter's involvement is under the
following rule:
High involvement is indicated by:
- no or rare usage of direct quotation
- the showing of reporter's attitude toward the event or
interviewee
- the showing of intimate relationship or friendship between the
reporter and the interviewee such as calling the interviewee
by nickname in the story
-V evidence of action that the reporter has taken other than
reporting such as personal investigation conducted for the event
or issue.
Moderate involvement is indicated by having part of the
indicators of high involvement in the story but less in intensity
Low involvement is indicated by the opposite to high involvement.
News Values Reflection
The operational definitions of the 12 values modified from
Cans proposition of news values are as follows:
D ethnocentrism: viewing the event or issue from the viewpoint
of domestic country in news involving another nation.
2) altruistic democracy; support to the present political system,
According to American tradition as Gans (1979) pointed, the
negative affirmation is the expression for the support of the
system of democracy by frequent attentions to deviations from
an unstated ideal e.g. corruption, protest, conflict,
biireaucratic malfunctioning thus indicating how American
democracy should perform.
3) altruistic communism: Iri China, positive affirmation is the
expression for the support of the system by reporting models
and the public's realization of Party's policy.
4) responsible capitalism: stories that support to a capitalistic
economy such as positive coverage of rich people, business
competition and private ownership.
5) responsible communism: stories that show favour to command
economy, national enterprise and business cooperation among
business competitors.
6) small-town pastoralism: stories reporting life in rural area
and small town are more positive than those in urban area.
Peace, nature and simple life are reported positively.
7) metropolitan glamour: stories reporting positively urban
prosperity and modernity as opposing to small-town
pastoralism. Examples are coverage on usage of high-tech
audio-visual facilities, enjoyment of life, luxurious life
style, fashion and high consumption without criticism.
3) individualism: preservation of the freedom of individuals
against the encroachments of nations and society such as
positive' reporting to person who successfully. struggle
against adversity and nature.
9) collectivism: positive reporting of cooperation, persons who
sacrifice for the sake of others.
10) moderatism: value that discourage extremism by showing
negative attitude to radicals and their activities such as
rallies, demonstrations.
11) social order: reports that uphold the legitimacy of present
powerholders of formal authority as long as they are abide
by the other enduring values and reflecting the values
of the establishments.
12) national leadership: maintenance of social order based on a
theorv of society that the social process is shaped bv
leaders. This value is reflected in the news by portraying
the strong and able personality of incumbent leaders and
focus the recruitment of new- leaders. Leaders are defined
as the political leading figures, public agencies, the
academics who are often consulted by the press for their
opinion toward an event or issue.
Element of Change
Two elements of change were identified in this studv:
j
1) innovation: including all sorts of new things such as
successful experience of a person, invention
2) criticism: including scandals, expose of corruption and
abuse and negative comments on the issue
Reporting of innovation
Two types of reporting on innovation are identified by the
degree of generality:
1) explanation only, introducing the innovation as a
phenomenon by just providing the facts such as the reporting
of a scientific discovery without concentrate on a specific
real-life example
2) case study or advanced models (terminology used by communis
press) introducing a specific successful case as real life
example of innovation.
Ponnvrino nf PrvTirUcrn
Two types of criticism reporting are distinguished by
presence of demands or suggestion within the criticism to examine
the validity of accusations on the press as focussing oi
personalities, scandal type of superficial reporting (Pool, 1977;
n 11 r-, V, 1 a 7 T•
Dscandals which focus on the misbehavior of a particula
individual or group.
2)criticism with substance that dig into the root of a
problem such as interlocking of interest between large
corporation and public enterprise providing with demand or
qnlnrion.
-t'.L. f f._]J t bj_s 111. i_n C r i t i c a 1 R p p n r t i n g
Following t he dismission nn t he low le el nf• r:r »r-iS:n -as
s a n d a] s. in t h ••hove paragraph.«» what level .-r scope of
cr;: i:• ism is ro 11o pxarairied in the level of crirjcsra in eaeh
stcr. The highest level of criticism found in the text of each
P• 2 t~ w i n n i n g stor is viewed as the maxim urn le'pl of cntiejsm
the reporter or intevieweee has attempted.
1) at individual level (e.g. an official, a criminal)
2) at group level (e.g. triad societies, youth, minorities)
3) at institutional level (not just criticize the persons
invo 1 ved but the insitution as a whole e.g. Federal Tax
Bureau, a school, a pressure group, a company)
4) at systemic level (e.g. command economy, party line,
official corruption in general, unequal wealth
distribution)
Social Impact
Social Impact is defined as the consequence to the society
incurred by the publishing of the story. The manifest social
impact of prize-winning stories are found in documents such as
letter of nomination. Five categories of impact are examined in
this study: 1) Content support the present government policy;
2) Content stir up demand for changes or reforms; 3) educate
readers on the topic covered; 4) concession gained from the the
person or institution beng criticized; 5) attraction of
innovation adoption.
Sacrifice in publishing the story
Sacrifice in publishing the story is defined as unpleasant
consequences like legal threat, letters of protests, resent or
life-endangerment to the reporter or reporting institution who
reported the story. The throwing of stones and arson to Boston
Globe during the reporting of bussing is a good example of
sacrifice of the reporting institution in publishing the story.
Reason for Recommendation
Reason for Recommendation is defined as the reason for
selection as explained in relevant official documents of the
award such as comments of the judges, recommendations of the
nominating newspaper. Five rton-mutually exclusive official
reasons were distinguished in the analysis:
1) Content support the status quo
2) Content stir up demand for change or reform
3) Writing style and skill
4) Timeliness or exclusiveness
Onprti Anal PrnnoHnroc
The preliminary coding of prize-winning stories started from
15th Nov., 1 987, which was done by the author. Severa 1
modifications were made to include items that were not-
specified in the coding scheme. Within the month of January,
six sophomore journalism students of the Chinese University of
Hong Kong who are bilingual and have taken courses in
newswriting, communication history and professional ethics were
trained as coders to check the reliability of the coding scheme.
In total, they coded 60 randomly chosen Chinese prize-winning
stories and 20 Pulitzer-winning stories. Then this author coded
all the stories. Three native-born American visiting fellows
(one male, two femaled having first degrees in Literature and
Psychology in the Yale University were invited as coders. They
were mainly responsible for coding items that may have cultural
difference in perception such as reporter's objectivity and news
portrayal. The results of the coding will be compared and a
rndpr reliability test was conducted with the formulae:
0.702 (Across all the 59 categories)
Total number of agreement across all categories
Total number of cases coded by each coder
Coder Reliability Coefficient
The reliability for the most important categories are as
follows:












































Thus drawing from the above comparison, differences in
perception are found between American coders and Hong Kong coders
particularly on news portrayal and the identification of the
values of social order. The main problem of news portrayal was
the distinction of good and neutral news. The great difference
in perception of the existence of the value of social order
between Hong Kong coders and American coders (0.57 to 0.14) can
be attributed to cultural differences. The Americans'
unsensitivity to value of social order may indicate that social
order is taken for granted by the Americans. The general
acceptable level of 0.7 also poses problem for our analysis. For
example, reliability of social role of bilingual coders fell
below the level of 0.7 while over 0.7 for American coders. The
confusion of journalistic orientation is mainly caused by the
inability to distinguish the neutral and participant orientation
because some of the participant-oriented stories are written with
objective rituals such as frequent usage of direct quotations and
reporting of conflicting opinion. As the reliability of social
order and rnoderatism fell below 0.7, these two enduring values
are discarded in our discussion. Thus we can learn from this
study that research on the deep structure of news stories is not
easy because it is difficult to be measured in quantitative terms
and varied according to the perception of the researcher. In
such a situation of difficult choice, the author would accept the
reliability of the categories of this study but interpret with
care.
The interviews were conducted in Shanghai and Beijing which
are the centres of the Chinese press from 14th December, 1987 to
22nd December. 1987. A total of 18 related personnel of the
award including organisers, jurors and prize-winning journalists




(1) the category of Accomplishment and Achievement is a category
commonly perceived as good news but not stated in Gieber's
category scheme.
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It is not, I think, humanly possible
for any reporter to be completely
objective, for we are all to some
degree prisoners of our education,
travel, reading- the sum total of
our experience.
(E. R. Murrow ,1953, adapted from
Roschco, 1975, p.48)
CHAPTER SIX
COMPARISON OF JOURNALISTIC ORIENTATION, NEWS PORTRAYAL
AND SOCIAL ROLE OF THE PRESS IN MODEL JOURNALISM
In this study, a total number of 194 prize-winning stories
were coded among which the Pulitzer Prize accounted for 39
(20.1%) of the total and the National Award for Good Journalism
accounted for 155 (79.9%) of the total. The frequency
distribution of the amount of award given in different
publication years is shown in Table 8.1.
The distribution of award amount in National Award for Good-
Journalism is quite inconsistent. In 1981, the amount of award-
winners reached 38 while in 1979, which is the founding year of
the award, only six stories were awarded with the First Class
Award. The amount of winners of Pulitzer Prize increased in 1984
because there were two winners for the same category and two new
award categories were established.
A Profile of the Prize-winning Reporting institution
Although the juries of both awards were dominated by
respresentatives from elitist newspapers or academics, from Part
I of Table 6.2 we can see that the share of the awards were quite
evenly distributed among elitist and (55.1%) and non-elitist
(44.9%) reporting institution. The eliteness of a reporting
institution is determined by the ranking of the peers in the
profession as high quality newspaper and influential to
Table 6.1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATION YEAR
USA China Total
1979 6 6 12
(15.4%) (8.8%) (6.2%)
1980 6 27 33
(15.4%) (17.4%) (17.0%)
1981 6 38 44
(15.4%) (24.5%) (22.7%)
1982 6 32 38
(15.4%) (20.6%) (.19.6%)
1983 6 34 40
(15.4%) (21.9%) (20.6%)
1984 9 18 27
(23.0%) (11.6%) (13.9%)
(N) 39 155 194
TOTAL (20.1%) (79.9%) (100.0%)
political decision-makers. In this study, an American reporting
institution is considered as elitist if it belonged to the
American Society of Editors Publishers' list of the Top 15
newspapers. For China, all the central newspapers and news
agencies are considered as elitist because they are the highest
in the political and media hierarchy as either organ of the
Central Party Committee or national functional organizations.
Despite such rough pattern that seems to show a fair
distribution, several elitist reporting institutions are regular
winners of the award such as the New York Times and Boston Globe
of the United States, the People's Dailys the New China News
Agency and the Workers' Daily of China.
As mentioned in the structure of the American press, group
newspapers occupy the bulk of the American newspapers. The result
of the Pulitzer Prize reflects the American press structure. The
Pulitzer roster was dominated by group newspapers (71.8% in
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average). The Knight Ridder Newspaper group, being the largest
newspaper group in the United States, had the largest share (20%)
of the Prize.
In Part III of Table 6.2, we can see that there was a large
gap between central (national) and provincial newspapers before
1981 in award amount. Gradually, the difference between central
newspapers is reduced to no more than 14% in each year. Non-
central functional newspapers rarely obtain a high class prize.
Such an outcome is anticipated because in China, resources are
allocated to the newspapers in accordance with the paper's rank
in the hierachical order. Central newspapers have much more
resources and better-qualified personnels than newspapers of
lower hierarchy.
Table 6.2
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As expected, general newspapers (92.3%) overwhelmed al
other types of reporting institutions in the Pulitzer Prize
roster (Part IV of Table 6.2). In China, although general
newspapers also captured a large portion of the awards, other
reporting institutions have a significant share in the award.
Specialized newspapers obtained more than 30% of the award. New
agencies seemed to have the least amount of prize in absolute
volume, in fact, they have the highest probability in winning the
award than other reporting institution if counted per institution
10'
Table 6.3











2 winners in 1984
Table 6.4
AWARD CATEGORY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL AWARD
FOR GOOD JOURNALISM (1979-1984)





because only two agencies already captured 18.7% of the awards.
Among the two Chinese news agencies, the New China News Agency,
being the official national and international news agency,
captured the bulk of the agency-winning reporting awards.
Table 6.3 and 6.4 give us a profile of the distribution of
award categories. Among the reporting awards, news reporting
occupies 51% and feature writing occupies 49% of the National
Award for Good Journalism. The Pulitzer Prize emphasized more on
news reporting which accounts for about 80% of the piizes. The
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remaining 20% of the prizes are non-news reporting categories
such as feature writing and explanatory journalism.
A Profile of the Prize-winning stories
From Table 6.5 we can observe that the news net of both
Chinese press and American press were quite similar. Government
officials are the most frequently covered principal actors in the
news stories (33.3% of Pulitzer prize-winning stories, 37.4% of
the Chinese award-winnning stories).
In China, the working class was the second group most
frequently covered in the Chinese award-winning stories but the
general public was the second most•important concern of the
American prize-winning stories. Professionals and outstanding
figures were the third group (13.5%) covered most frequently as
principal actors in Chinese prize-winning stories. It can be
attributed to the Party's quest for development and current
pragmatistic policy which respect expertise. As experts or those
who won international reputation for the country, professionals
and outstanding figures were frequently covered as the opinion
referee or exemplary cases in the society.
Undercovered both by the American and Chinese model
journalism were the youngsters who constitute the bulk of the
population. Only 2.6% of American prize-winning stories and 3.2%
of Chinese Prize-winning stories covered students or adolescents.
Businessmen and middle management executivesr as the vein of
the economic sector, were also an underrepresented group in both
countries. This phenomenon seems to be strange for the United
States since it is a capitalistic system in which business is a
Table 6.5




































major activity. It can be explained by American press
concentration of attention to governmental affairs which led to a
neglect of the business sector. Moreover, businessmen and
government officials were often covered together in the prize-














Local news stories were the most frequent winners of
reportorial prizes (Table 6.6). It is not unexpected when we
consider the fact that local news dominate the news pages of most
newspapers. Comprehensive in-depth analysis and conduction of
exclusive investigation which are the assets of winning a prize
are more attainable in local news than foreign news or national
news which are much larger in scope. This is even more obvious
in reports of criticism at local level which require thorough
investigation to obtain evidences. In China, criticism at
local level are more acceptable to the authority than national
level because these criticism could be regarded as deviant cases
without hurting the integrity of the regime. There is also an
interesting phenomenon in the international news reporting
category. Although the Associated Press and the United Press
International were among the world's biggest four international
news agencies, none of them won the international reporting award
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within the period of study. All the Pulitzer prize-winning
international news stories were written by the staff of
newspapers such as the New York Times and Newsday rather than
news agencies. But in China, the prize-winning international
news stories were nearly the monopoly of the two news agencies
except the Guangming Daily's coverage of the American discovery
of the causes of ranppr apnoc 1 anrrac
The greatest difference in coverage between the National
Award for Good Journalism and the Pulitzer Prize is their topics
of coverage (Table 6.8). While economy and finance were the most
popular prize-winning topics in China (23.9%), none of the
Pulitzer-winning stories covered the economy and finance of the
country. Disaster and accidents, being the second most popular
topic in the Pulitzer Prize roster, was among the least popular
topics in the National Award for Good Journalism roster.
Human interest ranks the second most popular topic among the
Chinese prize-winning stories. Most of these prize-winnin
human interest stories were the exemplary cases such as a cit
cleaning campaign organised by a group of old women or a girl who
contributes her 100,000 Yuans' legacy to the country. Exposures
of graft and corruption in government rank the third popula:
topic for the Chinese prize-winning stories. These three most
popular topics of the prize-winning stories were in line with the
general selection criteria of the award: stressing reporting of
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Following the muckraking tradition, exposures of graft and
corruption continued to be the most popular topic of Pulitzer
stories (23.1%). Social problems such as public education and
Scientology, scientific discovery, natural disasters and
accidents were also popular prize-winning topics (12.8% for each
topic category). Crime was a popular prize-winning topic as well
(10.3%). The Pulitzer prize was less diversified in topics than
its Chinese counterpart. This difference in topic diversity can
be explained by the amount of award. The amount of awards given
by the Pulitzer Prize was just a quarter of the total amount of
the Special Prize and First Class Awards of the National Award
for Good Journalism.
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After an overview of the major features of the prize-winning
stories, we examine the three hypotheses of this study.
Journalistic Orientation Reflected in Model Journalism
As expected in our first hypothesis, there was a significant
difference in the journalistic orientation reflected in the
model journalism under different political systems. The Pulitzer
Prize, representing model journalism in democratic capitalism, is
dominated by the participant orientation (71.8%). The National
Award for Good Journalism, representing model journalism in
communism, is dominated by the change-oriented partisan
orientation (42.6%). Table 6.8 shows that the difference in the
journalistic orientation of the two systems is statistically
significant (Chi-square= 60.99027, p 0.0001). Our first
hypothesis that model journalism under democratic capitalism is
dominated by the participant orientation while its communist
counterpart is dominated by the change-oriented partisan
nri anfafiAn i c ennnnrfoil
From Table 6.8, however, we can see that in a communist
system like China, although the change-oriented partisan
orientation was dominant in proportion, the other journalistic
orientations- neutral observer, participant advocate and non-
change-oriented partisan advocate, together occupied more than
half of the awards. Particularly noteworthy is the existence of
the participant orientation which is rarely discussed in previous
studies of the communist press. It may be either viewed as the
revival of the Chinese Communist tradition of criticism and self-
criticism or the press as the throat and tongue of the people in
Table 6.8






Parti- oriented oriented TOTAL
Neutral cipant Partisan Partisan (N)
The chi-sqaure value is calculated with the partisan and non¬
partisan orientation merged together to avoid the contamination
of the empty cell. In this table, the category of change-oriented
partisanand non-change partisan orientation are distinguished
separately only for the purpose of illustration.
pre-communist rule.
In a democratic capitalistic system like the United States
where the press status' as the Fourth Estate is already
3
endorsed as the motto of the American press, overt propaganda
for the capitalist system cannot be found in the American model
journalism. Model journalism reflects the agreement between
judges and the nominating newspapers in news orientation. Since
participant or change-oriented partisan have already accounted
for 84.6% of the Pulitzer prize-winning stories, we can say that
American model journalism favors an advocacy or leadership role
of the press more than a role of neutral observer. There were
only 15.4% of the Pulitzer stories that displayed a neutral
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orientation. But in previous studies of the general practice of
the American journalists, the neutral orientation is found to be
predominant (e.g. Weaver Wilhout, 1986). Journalistic
orientation may be viewed as one of the distinctions between
model journalism and mediocre journalistic practice particularly
in American model journalism. Stories reflecting a neutral
orientation have a low probability of being selected as model
journalism. In China, stories reflecting the participant
orientation and the neutral orientation were commended is also
different from orthodox view on the Chinese news reporting as
mere propaganda.
News Portraval in Model Journalism
From Table 6.9, we can see that journalists in China
portrayed news events or issues mostly as good news that
emphasize social cooperation, cohesion, progress and
accomplishment (74%). But most American prize-winning stories
portrayed news events or issues as bad news such as conflict,
disruption, accidents or disasters (71.8%). The difference in bad
news proportion of the two awards is significant (Chi-square
= 41.94597, p 0.0001). Thus our second hypothesis that model
journalism under democratic capitalism has a higher proportion
of bad news than its communist counterpart is also supported.
The difference in news portrayal can be attributed to the
difference in journalistic orientation as discussed in our
conceptualization part. To achieve their demand through building
up an atmosphere of tension, participant journalists portray
news events and social phenomena as bad news exposing the dark
sides and conflicts of society. The insignificance of neutral
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Table 6.9















Total (N) 38 143
X2= 37.25105 DF= 1 P 0.0001
(Yates Correction)
The category of neutral news which only account for 6.2% of all
the stories was discarded to avoid contamination of of cells with
less amount that five in computing the statistics.
news in model journalism of both countries reinforces the
observation discussed above that advocacy either in the form of
good news or bad news is desired more than neutral news that
contain purely information without provoking any feeling from the
readers.
Social Role Performed by Model Journalism
The third hypothesis stipulates that the model journalism
under both communism and democratic capitalism performs mainly a
status quo changing role in society without challenging the power
structure. From Table 6.10, contrary to what press critics will
expect, the model journalism under both-communism and democratic
capitalism performs mainly a status quo changing role in society.
The proportion of stories that demand changes in the status quo
are high under both capitalism (87.2%) and communism (58%). So
the first part of our third hypothesis that model journalism
under democratic capitalism and communism perform mainly a status
Table 6.10











The chi-sqaure value of this table is calculated by merging the
categories of status-quo maintenance and unrelated to status quo
to avoid the contamination of the low value cells. Since items
that are unrelated to status quo performs the same role oj
maintaining the status quo, the merging of the categories is is
justified. The two categories are presented here separately only
for the purpose of illustration.
quo changing role can be supported. However, when we examine the
second part of the hypothesis that model journalism perform
mainly a status quo changing role without challenging the
existing power structure, it is found that the hypothesis can
only apply to Chinese prize-winning stories which seldom
challenge the existing power structure. Pulitzer prize-winning
entries, refuting the charges of critics of the capitalist press,
quite often challenge the power structure dominated by














social changing role of the press between the two systems is
significant (chi— square— 46.72321, p 0.0001). Thus our third
hypothesis is par11 y supported and may be rno d i f i e d as: Model
journalism under democratic capitalism and communism perform
mainly a status quo-changing role. However, model journalism
under communism occasionally challenges the power structure and
model journalism under democratic capitalism quite often
challenges the existing power structure.
One may wronder why American model journalism demonstrates a
different social role to what commonly viewed by critics as
repressing changes of the status quo. The most plausible
explanation to this phenomenon is the strong heritage of the
muckraking tradition in the Pulitzer Prize. In addressing to
problems of existing social, political and economic practices,
the prize-winning journalists exemplify the domination problem or
manipulation of the powerholders with a concrete event or case.
For instance, in the reporting of the suspicious death of a
young navy officer in Peacetime death at sea, the brutality
existed in the navy and military in general was revealed and the
authority of military was challenged. In this case, the military
conceded to the criticism and improved the conditions of the
officers. But if the military refused to give in, then
accumulation of public anger will gradually grow into a boycott
against the military service.
With such findings, we can say that the criticism of
Althusser and the others on the capitalist press cannot be
applied to model journalism. We can also say. that what the
critics condemn are also what the jurors dislike. As shown in
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the model journalism, the press is not as simple as a state
ideological apparatus (Althusser, 1971) or a cultural arm of
the industrial order (Gerhner, 1972). Rather the press serves
as the voices of change in society (Beasley Harlow, 1979),
although the level of change varies.
We must bear special consideration in discussing Chinese
model journalism. The challenge of power structure in the Chinese
press is much more difficult than the American press. With the
dual role of government information service and public press,
Chinese journalists have a dilemma of acting as a critic on
behalf of the people or a spokesman or Party in situation
that involves conflict of interest between Party officials and
the public.' Moreover, as discussed in chapter twro5 there is an
internal communication network used for articulating complaints
to the government. The publication of criticism mainly functions
as an official response to the problem or serves to arouse public
attention to the problem. As criticism has a special function in
Chinese political functioning, the positive, harmonious approach
to promote changes through accounting the experience of exemplary
cases is more often found in news page than criticism.
We should also have a certain extent of reservation to the
findings of the social role performed by model journalism in this
study. The difficulty in determining the social role of a story
is shown in the unsatisfactory intereoder reliability of the
variable of social role as the reliability coefficient is only
0.6. To determine whether a news story has reached the threshold
of changing the status quo that does not overtly express a demand
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for change is very much dependent on the attitude of the
researcher to the society under study. In the case of this
comparative study, the predisposition about China and the United
States affects the perception of the role of the story.
Social Role of the Press as the Product of the Interplay between
Political System, Journalistic Orientation and News Portrayal
As all of our three hypotheses on the relationship between
political system and model journalism are supported in our
quantitative analysis (the rejection of the second part of the
third hypothesis does not affect our general model), we proceed
to examine the validity of our proposed model in respect of
journalistic orientation, news portrayal and social role played
by the press.
At this point, we have to examine the relationship between
journalistic orientation and news portrayal; news portrayal and
social role of the press, before v;e can make any claim that
social role of the press is the product of the interplay between
political system, journalistic orientation and news portrayal. In
this study, journalistic orientation and news portrayal is
correlated (X— 21.36652, Cramer's V— 0.38654 p 0.0001), news
portrayal and social role played by the press is also correlated
(X2= 17.42508, Cramer's V= 0.34908, p 0.0001). Moreover, the
supportive findings of our three hypotheses have demonstrated how
political system greatly influences the press' social role in the
society. With these. statistical findings, our proposed model
that social role of the press is the interplay between political
system, journalistic orientation and news portrayal is supported.
Political system is a strong factor in explaining the homogenity
of the press within a society in cross-national studies. However,
the heterogenity of the press within the same society has to be
explained by the variety of journalistic orientation in that
society. Although political system affects the distribution of
journalistic orientation, which in turn affects portrayal of
news, and through different portrayals, the press can perform
both roles of maintaining the status quo and advocating change.
Previous studies treated journalistic orientation (e.g.
Janowitz,1975; Johnstone, 1976) as a dependent variable and did
not assess the impact of such journalistic orientation on the
social role of the press. News portrayal was in the same way
treated as an isolated phenomenon which affects, public's
perception on the society (e.g. Haskins 1930, Galician Vestre,
1987). In contrast, this study illustrated 'the close
relationship between journalistic orientation, news portrayal arid
social role of the press.
The implication of this explanation of the social role of
the press is that the status quo maintaining role the press
performed as accused by critics is not the nature of the press.
Such maintaining role is caused by journalist's orientation.
Instead of maintaining the status quo, the changing of the status
quo is desired by judges of news awards of both system. If we
are contented with just changes of the status quo, then both the
change-oriented partisan and the participant orientation of
journalists can fulfil this role either in the form of promoting
government's change-oriented policies or exposing the dark side
of the reality. However if we want to change the existing power
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structure, then only journalists with participant orientation can
fulfil this role as they believe their own initiative can achieve
the changes of the status quo. Such challenge to the pwoer
structure will have a greater striking and emotional impact when
news events or actors are portrayed negatively and the faults of
the members in the power structure are clearly illustrated.
Hence if we want to predict newrs portrayal and social role
of the press in society, we have to pay special attention to the
orientation of journalists who wrote the story and the editorial
policy of the newspapers which is an institutionalized form of
journalistic orientation.
This study has shown that political system affects the
distribution of journalistic orientation. Changes in the
political system will lead to the changes in distribution of
journalistic orientation among journalists. However, other
factors such as educational background, sense of social
commitment and past experience of journalists also affect their
views on the society in general and on specific issues. Apart
from changes in the political system, the increase of better
educated journalists can also increase the probability of
participant orientation among the journalism profession.
Examination of Enduring Values in Model Journalism
We have used model journalism to illustrate the social role
of the press. As a further investigation, we can also explore the
press' rationale of maintaining the status quo and promoting
change. Social values reflected in the press would offer an
answer to the necessity of the press in maintaining and promoting
Table 6.11



















the change of the status quo. Cans'(1979) scheme of enduring
values of American news stories was also examined to see whether
they were also the values shared by the judges of model
journalism.
Among the 12 enduring values evolved from Gans's scheme
which were examined in the study, the values of social order,
moderatism were discarded because of low intercoder reliability.
That is why these two values were not presented in Table 6.11.
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As the values of national leadership and responsible economic
system such as communism were commonly found in communist system
only, we can say that Gans'- proposed set of values was
insufficient to describe the enduring values of model journalism.
Since Gans1 scheme was insufficient to characterize the news
values shown in model journalism, this author identified the
values shared by the judges of news awards and the nominating
newspaper from overall impression and interpretation of the
Drize-winnina stories.
NOTES
(1) The top 15 U. S. dailies rated by publishers, editors and
journalism professors in a poll conducted by the Media Research
Institute at California State University in 1983 were:
1. New York Times
2. Wall Street Journal
3. Washington Post
4. Los Angeles Times
5. Chicago Tribune









15. St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Source: Editor Publisher June 11, 1983.
(2) It is not uncommon for the Pulitzer Prize to move one entry
from one award category to another by the Advisory Board to
facilitate the story to win the Pulitzer Prize of the year.
Examples are St. Petersburg Times' coverage of Scientology, from
public service category to national reporting in 1980 award;
Boston Globe's report on the armament race, from public service
to national reporting in 1983 award.
(3) The Fourth Estate has been endorsed as the motto of the
Society of American Editors and Publisher as shown in the title
of each issue of Editor Publisher.
The practice of journalism rests in
an ongoing discrimination between
what is right and what is wrong,
what is good and what is evil.
(M. S. Mander, 1987, p. 54).
CHAPTER SEVEN
PUBLIC SAFETY, JUSTICE, MORALITY HUMAN WITS:
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF VALUES IN MODEL JOURNALISM
The Four Human Values in Model Journalism: Public Safety,
Justice, Morality Human Wits
As shown in our quantitative analysis, what Gans (1 979)
proposed as enduring American news values wTere not apparent in
model journalism. However, his conception of enduring news
values should not be considered as null and void. In fact, from
the author's impression during the analysis of the text of the
stories, four values could be identified in model journalism.
The four values were: 1) public safety, 2) justice, 3) morality
and 4) human wits in domestic news. These values are not mutually
exclusive and they always go hand in hand. In different political
systems, the values are reflected in different forms. In
democratic capitalism system, model journalism stress on covering
events or persons that encroachment upon these values; in
communist system, model journalism stress on the realization of
these values under the current regime.
1) Public Safety
The treasure of public safety can be seen from the selection
of stories on great disasters and crime such as the Three Mile
Island'Radioactive Leakage, mast bumping of helicopters,
Harvest of Harm, Hyatt Collapse, Terror behind bars,'A Day
on the Murderer's Pass, Police K-9 Cases. Ail these stories
had a theme of condemning those people or institution that
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encroached on public safety. In most cases, these encroachments
were made by the powerholders such as large corporations and the
government bureaucracy. Thus that 'helps to explain why more than
half of American model journalism challenge the existing power
structure. The value of public safety is not the monopoly of
American model journalism. Although there were not too many
stories on crimes and abuse of power of official which directly
encroached upon public safety, the frequent selection of stories
that illustrated the improvement of the living conditions of the
people is a positive affirmation of this value.
2) Justice
Justice as a value refers to both equality in civil rights
(including welfare) and duties of the members of a society.
Among the three most commonly cited power domination problems of
the United States (male dominance, white dominance and large
corporations in making major decisions for the society), the
inequality between the whites and other minorities was most often
covered by model journalism. Coverage on the inequality among
the Mexicans, the Blacks and the whites already captured three of
prizes. But the infringement of female's right was discussed
only in one prize-winning story, a Day on the Murderer's Pass.
Other public institutions were also accused of doing injustice to
the common interest of the public. The Associated Press' critique
of interest groups and congressmen who exploited the resources of
the American government in the prize-winning feature The Bigness
of American Government was another form of advocating justice
to all people in the society. In Chinese model journalism, the
value of justice was xalso more often reflected in a style of
positive affirmation by praising the competent leadership of
Party officials who maintain justice. Negative affirmation such
as condemning those that abused their power for personal profit
are also found in stories covering the corruption of officials
such as The Story of Tracing Chemical Fertilizer which expose
widespread corruption of officials at all levels, The Ten
Thousand Miles' Travel of 'Mitsutbishi' which criticizes the
exploitation of official car for personal travel by a local
official.
3) Morality
Morality, as Mander (1987) noted, is a value upheld by the
journalism profession. The essence of morality is a standard of
conduct to realize love and respect, among human beings.
Infringement to the current moral standard by the public sector
in the form of corruption of abuse of power was severly condemned
which Gans called as responsible capitalism or responsible
communism in this study. The revelation of the lavish life¬
style of the Pauline Fathers and the operation of Scientology,
helps to maintain the morality standard of the society. However
when the present morality standard is perceived by the
journalists as infringing the other two values of public safety
or justice, then the current moral standard will be challenged
such as The Case of Baby Jane Doe. There is a particular
strong emphasis on the value of moral standard in Chinese model
journalism.. The frequent coverage of exemplary cases was used to
upgrade the morality standard of the society. This aspect of
Chinese model journalism will be discussed in greater depth in
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the parag. agh on Chinese model journalism's response to the
period. However, it should be noted that when morality is
opeiationalized as a standard of conduct, it may differ across
cultures. In cross— national comparison, we could only define
morality by its goal of achieving harmony in human relations.
4) Human wits
Appreciation of human wits in nevs story is another value
treasured in model journalism. The appreciation of human wits
can be showm in the positive coverage of scientific discovery
such as In search of Planet X in the Pulitzer Prize; the
discovery of causes of changes in cancer genes in the National
Award for Good Journalism, innovative ideas to solve a problem
such as Bet on Boeing 757; the positive coverage of
entrepreneurs such as The Songs of Entrepreneurs in the
National Awrard for Good Journalism, methods to struggle against
adversity like A Boy with Unusual Vision. However if human
wits are used in a way that violate the above three values as
above, then it will give way to the other three primary values
and condemned by the journalists. For example, nuclear energy
as a human innovation should be appreciated under the value of
human wits, however its destructive effect on human life and
environment was severly criticized as shown in the reporting of
the Three Mile Island Radioactive Leakage or Hiroshima Plus.
The condemnation of the tricks used by corruptive officials such
as the story of the The 'Calibre' of the Deputy Officer Zhang,
which won the National Award for Good Journalism is another
example of how the value of human wits gave way to the other
three values.
The values identified as above can also apply to the
reporting of international news that does not involve political
relationship between the country being reported and the mother
country of the newspaper. For example, the selection of stories
that covered sympathetically of the Cambodian refugees arid
starving people in Ethiopia as model journalism is another form
of valuing public safety although they are citizens in other
countries. In cases where there is a sensitive political
relationship between the country being reported and the United
States, the propaganda framework of Herman (1985) or what Gans
identified as ethnocentrism of serving the self-iriterest of the
country would become the dominant value in the press.
From the above discussion, we should realize that there may
be conflicts among the four human values identified in model
journalism. In cases of conflict, model journalism seemed to
give higher priority to the three values of public safety,
justice and morality than human wits. Hence, we may consider
public safety, justice and morality as the primary human values
and human wits as a secondary value treasured by the judges of
the news award and the prize-winning newspapers. These fou
values together guide journalists' interpretation of news events.
The treasure of these four values can also explain why it is
essential for the press to play the social role of changing and
maintaining the status quo. If the status quo is perceived as
violating these four values, then the press promotes or demands
changes of the status quo. If the status quo is perceived as
enhancing or maintaining these four values in societv, che press
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supports the status quo. These four values, in fact, are the
origin oi what we commonly called as news elements, the basis of
journalists determination ot the newsworthiness of a news event.
For example, the significance and reward, of a new;s event to the
readers is the journalists' perception of the effect of the event
on the four values in society. The different emphases on one
primary value over another primary value in the choice of topic
and news angle represent the priority of these values in
journalists' mind and may differ across political systems.
Why should journalists treasure the four values of public
safety, justice, morality and human wits in model journalism?
The physical need of survival and the pyschological need of
social relation possessed by human beings together seem to be
the clues that can explain the necessity of these values. Public
safety, closely related to survival which is the basic need of
human beings in Maslow's human needs hierachy, can explain why
public safety is the primary concern of journalists. Justice and
morality which outline the realm of freedom and limitation to
each member of the society, are the sources of harmony in social
relations. Thus justice and morality fulfil the social need of
human being. Wits is also a psychological need of self-
improvement. It, in turn, is essential to the development of
human beings as a species to be the master of all organisms.
Model Journalism's Response to the Period of 1979, to 1984
The Pulitzer Prize- Continuing the fight against encroachment
upon civil rights
As discussed above, the muckraking tradition persists in the
the mind of the judges and Pulitzer prize-winning journalists.
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All the exposure of the graft and corruption of the power
structure have, in one way or another, caused by their
encroachment upon the three primary values which have been
labelled as civil rights in the United States. United States by
the 1980's is already a highly developed country and a nuclear
military power with high consumption, but the press' concern
remain unchanged. The welfare-cutting policy of Reagan was
responded only in one of the prize-winning stories. The bigness
of American government of the Associated Press supported
Reagan's policy by criticizing the overexpansion of American
government by the politicians and interest groups.
Intensification of the armament race as a military problem had
also been addressed. But such concern of big problems of the
period were not common topics in Pulitzer prize-winning stories.
The theme of the press wTas mainly exposing problems at local
level that cater to the immediate needs of local residents who
are the major subscribers of the newspapers. Readers may wonder
wrhy this author use the term of continue to characterize the
theme of American model journalism. Before this study, the
author had briefly read through Pulitzer prize-winning stories of
the past which also reflected this theme of fighting against
encroachment upon civil rights. So the theme of the Pulitzer
prize-winriing stories can be viewed as a continuation of the
past. In international news, the four human values of public
safety, justice, morality and human wits can also apply as long
as it does not threaten American military or economic interest.
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China -1—Quest for Development and Rebuilding Public's
Faith in Communism
Aside from the general analysis, two main themes can be
observed in Chinese model journalism as the Communist press'
response to the period of 1979 to 1984: the quest for economic
development and the rebuilding of the public's faith in communism
after the disillusionment of the Cultural Revolution.
1) The Qripp.f for Dpifplnnmont
The first evidence of the quest for economic development
over ideological struggle revealed by the judges of Chinese model
journalism is the large amount of economic news on the prize-
winning list. Successful experiences of entrepreneurs were
covered as exemplary cases for the masses to learn. The reports
of the problems in supply of basic goods in markets were
appreciated as contributing to the development by arousing
necessity for improvement. The communist rhetoric of bourgeois
thought as a cause of corruption was rarely found in the prize-
winning stories. Rather, the leftist remnants and nepotism were
often accused as obstacles to the development program. The
appreciation of competent leadership and criticism on incompetent
leadership and poor management which resulted in low production
rate also reflect the quest for development in the prize-winning
As discussed in Chapter Two, economic development, being the
uniting force of the people, has much political implication, j he
success of the development is not only a national goal to achieve
but also a means to legitmize the Communist regime and to rebuild
publics' faith in communism (Schram, 1984).
2) Rebuilding public's faith in communism
The period of 1979 and 1984 is also a period when th
people just recovered from the hardship during the Cultural
Revolution and the reign of the Gang of Four. The social and
psychological impact of this nightmare was engraved deeply in the
hearts of the Chinese. The intellectuals were frustrated by the
political-ideological attack on them during the past two decades.
To the ruling elites, the loss of faith in communism among the
intellectuals is strategically deleterious to the success of
modernization in China because their expertise is required. In
response to such problem of faith, many intellectuals werey
commended as advanced models such as. physicist Jiang Zhuying
, astronomist Luo Jianfu (1 medical doctor Lu
Shicai in the prize-winning stories. Their suffering
was sympathized and their unshakable faith in communism and
contribution to the nation was praised. Sacrifice for the
country was portrayed as heroic rather than an infringement of
the civil right of public safety as in the United States.
Usually the_stories ended with their deaths and the Party awarded
them Party membership at their request. As the Party proclaimed
the importance of respecting intellectuals, the urge for the
improvement of their living conditions was also a common topic
among the Drize-winning stories.
Besides the shattering of intellectuals' faith in communism,
the general public' faith in communism has also been shaken wit
the suffering of poverty. The improvement of public's living
conditions under the current policies wwa also a common topic ir
the prize winning stories. The emphasis on the material benefits
of the current policy to the people, in a way, serves to
legitimize the Communist rule and demonstrates that a responsible
and flexible form of communism could lead the people to the road
of wealthandprosperity.
The quest for development and rebuilding of faith in
communism, can still be applicable to describe the prize-winning
Chinese international news reporting. In reporting foreign news,
these themes are in the form of introducing knowhow fo:
development such as Toffler's The Third Wave or althletes'
winning glory for the nation in sports games held in other
WTe may interpret the difference between Chinese mode
journalism and American model journalism in response to the
period by the different stages of economic development as Lange
(1984) did. The United States is a big economic power and one
of the leaders in high technology. The general living standard of
the people is better than a less developed country as China.
Thus it is understandable that the American press pays rnor
attention to the readers1 specific needs by reporting those that
directly affect their living such as accidents, crimes rather
than a general goal such as economic development. However, sue
focus led to the neglect of other important aspects in advanced
capitalist societies such as environment protection (Winship,
1987), the widening gap between the rich and the poor (Moss
1987), problems of adolescents, unemployment etc., uride
Rpapan's welfare— cutting policies. These topics have noi been
chosen as issues in model journalism. Iri China, as the standard
of living is still below average, the press' focus on reduction
of poverty and the pace of development of the country is also
justified. But. whether the development is just an illusion or a
reality depends on journalists' careful observation and
interpretation of information.
Qualitative Illustration by Comparing Three Pairs of Stories
To illustrate the four values discussed above and the
differences and similarities of the model journalism in communist
and democratic capitalist systems, a total of six prize-winning
stories w:ith similar topics of coverage were chosen for
qualitative analysis and in-depth comparison. We employ Roeh
Ashley's (1987) paradigm of news as storytelling to explain how
the prize-winning stories perform its social role by making a
social phenomenon meaningful to the readers with the four human
values.
The prize-winning Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident and the
Bohai No.2 were chosen for comparison of because both criticize
the powerholders in reporting an accident. The accident were
well-known in the world. Moreover, the level of criticism were
among the highest among the prize-winning stories and well-known,
.pointing to a national problem and leaders in the power
structure. The social problem of working safety is the second
topic for comparison. The Brown Lung Series and the Story of Li
Yart was chosen because both addressed to the problem of working
safety in urban factories. Ethnic minorities is chosen as the
third topic for comparison and illustration because it is a
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common social phenomenon of large countries like the United
States and China but rarely explored in cross-national
compaiison. The three pairs of stories under comparison are
listed below:
Table 7.1
List Of Stories for Qua!it.nfiVP romnaricnn
Pulitzer Prize National Award for Good
Jnnrnalifim
1 .Graft Corruption of powerholders: Accidents
Three Mile Island Radioactive Leakage The Capsizing of tb
Expose Oil Rig Vessel Bohai
No. 2
(1979 Philadelphia Inquirer) (1980 Workers' Daily)
2• Social Problems




(1980 Charlotte Observer) (1983 Workers'
Daily)
3. Coverage of Ethnic Minority
The illegal odyssey of Don Bernabe Changes as seen
Garay from the Post Office
(1980 New York Times) (1980 New China News
Agency)
THE THREE MILE ISLAND RADIOACTIVE LEAKAGE EXPOSE (Three Mil
The Three Mile Island Expose is a typical example of how a
spot news event of radioactive leakage became an issue
questioning the usage of nuclear power as a source of energy and
exposing the irresponsibility of large corporations. Although the
submitting entry is an exclusive report published a week after
the event occurred, the other preceding stories submitted as
background reference of the entry were also included in our
According to the Inquire? s reports, the cause of the
leakage was the malfunctioning of the the secondary pipe system
where the steam goes through to turn the turbine which generates
electricity. The journalists' concern of public's safety could be
reflected in their interpretation of the significance of the
event: the first time that potentially harmful radiation had
been spread outside a nuclear power plant- the worst accident
ever at a commercial nuclear plant because of the amount of
radiation that escaped and the fact that it involved damage to
the reactor core. Besides that, the Inquirer published a story
on an investigation conducted by the Department of Environmental
Resources which assessed the leakage's impact on milk plants of
four counties around the plant. From the beginning, the leakage
was already portrayed negatively as bad news- the worst
Q r»rU H pnf
Table 7.1.1
Comparison of Graft Corruption Reporting
Similarities
Three Mile
1. VALUES Public Safety
leakage's impact loss of
on society workers' lives
Morality Human Wits
honesty: honesty:
condemn lies' condemn lies
of utility co. of officials
and nulcear energy and violation of rules
as threat to life
Justice
unfairness to punishment
public: payment of responsible














5. PRESENTATION Presence of Reporters' Opinion
Chronology
Usage of Pejorative Words Phrases
Usage of Contrastirony
Nuclear Energy Normal Capacity of the vessel





1. PROMPTNESS Next Day
2. PRESENTATION Mention the names of
person being criticized
3. STORY INITIATOR Journalists
Bohai
8 months
no mention of the names of
person being criticized
High-ranking official
The incident wasx interpreted as a zero-sum game of public
safety by the Inquirer's participant orientation as shown in the
Stirling and threatening tone of the Inquirers warning to the
authority:
The alternative to full discovery and
disclosure would be to play lose with the
possibility that the present cause of
government and the power industry is
literally suicidal: an act of killing
inestimable numbers of Americans by
gradual ge.netic assault through radiation
or of wiping out masses by direct
rmHpar
The criticism on the nuclear authority was posed directly in
the story. The authority wras accused of ridiculing those that
were critical of developing nuclear energy. The Three Mile Island
incident became an example used by the reporters to illustrate
the fault of the decision-makers on the issue of power supply.
Reporters led readers to recall the past opposition in the
building of nuclear power plant. The failures of the anti-
nuclear movement were attributed to the wish of relinquishing the
reliance of imported petroleum and the immensity of public money
and corporate capital being invested on the plants.
The prize-winning exclusive report was published on the next
Sunday after the accident occurred. The accident wras concluded
as an apocalypse. Besides summing up all the information in a
a
chronology, the report revealed the irresponsibility and
unconscientiousness of the utility company by overhearing the
company officials' secret meeting which the reporter described
as• not how to get the facts out, but how to keep the facts
hidden. The concern of morality standard of the responsible
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people could be shown from the the journalists' condemnation of
the conducts of the officials of the Metropolitan Edison Company,
operator of the plant. The officials were accused of
deliberately releasing more radioactive gas and steam to relieve
potentially explosive pressure building up inside the plant. To
the Inquirer team of reporters, 'the Three Mile Island event
'proved, within the power industry, there is a full measure of
fools and liars to offset the extremes of antagonists. The
reporters' dissatisfaction with the nuclear authority and
Metropolitan Edison officials was clear with their pejorative
description of the actions of the officials as irresponsible and
their statements are unbelievable. The event was hailed as the
victory of those who opposed to the construction of nuclear plant
proclaiming that credibility shifted to those who oppose it.
We can see that the accident bacame a vantage point for the
Inquirer to launch attacks on nuclear energy and demand the
changes of the status quo. The journalists' hatred of nuclear
power plants is shown in statements like Building and operating
facilities like Three Mile Island is an act of irresponsibility
tantamount to homicidal madness. Moreover, by outlining the
death of many animals reared near the plant before the outbreak
of the accident in a special report, the Inquirer implied the
effect of radiation. In such a crisis situation, the Inquirer
chose to express their worries amid the difficult choice of
hysteria and unalertness to the potential harmful effect of
radiation.
Irresponsible human wits in the foriti of 111 cks ei e
condemned. One example of the dirty tricks used by the company
.2
revealed in the story was distributing telephone numbers to the
press as Met Ed communications numbers, then keeping those
phones off the hooks or keeping the lines busy all the time.
Nuclear workers were locked out but not warned of the radiation
beaming from the plant's wall. The concern of the value of
justice to the public could be seen in the journalists'
challenge of the government's and company's plan of transferring
the loss of US 47 millions in this accident to the consumers. The
long term impact of the leakage to the health of the Americans
was highlighted. President Carter's unwillingness to abandon
the development, of nuclear energy was described as one of the
voices loyal to nuclear plant.
During the crisis of the Three Mile Island, the Inquire?s
story stressed the searching and reporting of truth rather
than calming the public's panic. This story was chosen as model
journalism and we can see how important the digging. of inside
information in crisis situation was as a criterion of selection
by the jurors of the Pulitzer Prize.
The Inquirer invested huge resources to cover the incident
and the newsgathering process was well-planned. Three teams of
reporters, 60 in total, were formed to cover the incident: an
investigative group, a group for the special Sunday chronology
and one team for the technical story. Background information
contained in the stories include: 1) past nuclear power's mishaps
and causes of those failures; 2) how nuclear power plant works;
3) polls conducted to obtain residents' response to the accident;
4) effects of radiation.
The story was recommended not only for the huge resources
put in the gathering of the story but also the thoroughness of
the investigation ol different people involved in the accident:
the federal officials, the utility company officials, the company
workers, the Pennsylvania state governor arid the residents of the
area. The great social impact of the report was also
appreciated. The uncovering of the deficiencies in the
operation of the plant resulted in a federal investigation and
the Congressional committee's decision of the closing down of
nuclear plants in densely populated area. Officials also further
conceded to the criticism by recommending fundamental changes
in the way reactor are constructed, operated and regulated.
CAPSIZING OF THE OIL RIG VESSEL BOHAI NO.2 (Bohai)
The award-winning report of the capsizing of the oil rig
vessel Bohai No. 2 is chosen for comparison with the Three Mile
Island because both are highlighted as one of the greatest events
of the year in both countries and are well-known overseas. It is
also the most diastrous accident in the history of oil rigging.
Seventy-two people died and the country lost 37 million Yuans in
the accident. Moreover, the criticism on the officials teas sharp
and vas directed at the ministerial level.
The event was broken out by the Workers' Daily who won the
award. In contrast to the promptness of the Three Mile Island
expose, the capsizing was only reported eight months after the
accident occurred. According to the assignment editor of the
Workers' Daily in an interview, the reporter of the newspaper was
at the scene of the accident. And at that time (1979), the
reporting of disaster was a taboo in Chinese press because it was
believed that reporting disaster would stain the good image of
the communist society. After discussion among the editors (not
even the Party secretary was consulted), the paper already
decided not to publish the accident. It wras only until June,
1980 when the Vice-premier Wan Li questioned why the Workers'
Daily did not report the accident did the Workers' Daily report
the accident.
The Bohai No. 2 vessel belonged to the Ministry of the
Petroleum Industry. At the beginning of the story, the reporter
already characterized the accident as a serious violation of
regulations and instructions of the leading officials.
The report was precisely written with only 1400 words. All
the mischiefs of the leadership wrere listed chronologically.
The treasure of human wits is shown in the story when the
incompetence and stubbornness of the leaders were condemned. The
judges' recommended the report as exposing the leftist
ridiculous behavior of the leaders and serious problem, of
bureaucratism. They were reported as just demanding early and
immediate voyage without considering the necessary safety—
measures at the workers' meeting. At a higher level meeting, no
one among the leadership proposed different views and just gave
permission to the voyage. Even wThen the leaders were notified of
the storm alarm, they still followed the original schedule and
ordered navigation. The concern of public safety is shown in the
denoucement of leaders' unconscientiousness of not providing
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prompt and sufficient remedial measures when the accident
occurred. It was already alter seven hours that the first saving
crew arrived at the scene.
ihe participant orientation of the journalist is clearly
shown in the story. The morality of the leaders was challenged as
trying to shoulder off their responsibility by creating a lie
that the accident was unavoidable and claiming that the vessel
encountered a 10th to 11th degree strong wind. By presenting the
evidence, the leaders were denounced as unifying thinking
coercively, deceiving the superior and bullying the inferior,
attempting to cover up the contradictions and to deny the
responsibility and posing obstacles to the investigation of the
accident. But the journalists did not mention the names of the
responsible officials in the story.
The workers' discontent was especially emphasized in the
report since the newspaper is the organ of the National Workers'
Association. Acheiving justice through punishing the officials
was demanded. Workers were reported as demanding criminal
responsibility of the official-in-charge and other important
leaders to be handled seriously by the Party. It is clear that
the press played a social role in demanding changes of the
corruptive status quo. Although the story reported the Court's
investigation of the case, it is still considered as bad news
because no punishment to the responsible officials was given and
the conflict was still developing.
A month after the reporting, the State Council decided to
take serious measures against the officials responsible for tne
accident. Song Zhenming, Minister of Petroleum Industry who bore
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major responsibility for the accident, was dismissed. The Vice-
premier, Kang Shien who was in charge of petroleum industry, was
given a demerit of the first grade for failing to take a
conscientious attitude and timely measure in administering the
accident. Although we cannot prove that the government's
decision of punishing the officials was directly a result of the
press' coverage, the story's striking impact in exposing the
officials' incompetence clearly challenged the power structure.
The report of the Bohai incident was commended by the jurors
as providing detailed facts and accurate analysis of the
accident. It was praised as very convincing, shocking and
enlightening. The journalist's refutation of the wrong claims of
the responsible officials and persistence in investigating the
the event was also highly recommended.
THE CASE OF BROWN LUNG- A DEADLY NEGLECT (Brown Lung)
The Brown Lung Series won the Charlotte Observer two awards
- the Pulitzer Prize and the Roy Howard Award. Yet it was also
one of the most controversial Pulitzer winners. Although the
Pulitzer Board received a letter of complaint from the Duke
University Medical Centre after the announcement of the award,
the Board insisted the award to be given to the Charlotte
Observer, describing the complaint as impressive and important
but politely declined the complaint by only promising to keep the
letter in the archives.
The Brown Lung Series contained 13 parts running over 2
pages on the same Sunday. Essentially, the series is bad news
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for the people in North Carolina as the Observer told the
readers, Reading this series may make you angry and the issue
was described as a Case of Deadly Neglect. The concern for
public s safety was explained to the readers by informing them
the significance of the threat of bysinnosis (Brown Lung) in
North Carolina State, the most: important cotton textile
industrial centre in the United States. Part Two, The threads
of a long-tangled story, traced the reason of high occurrence of
the disease to the cotton industry.
The journalists were. also discontented with the
insufficiency of present human wits in finding the causes of
bysinnosis. The disagreement of experts over the causes of
bysinnosis disagreement was blamed as bringing tragic results
for cotton-mill workers: Not only do inconsistent medical
diagnoses deny some workers' deserved compensation, they also
mean workers don't know that their job are endangering their
health. In the presentation of the professional disagreement,
opinion of Dr. Winn who was sympathetic to the workers, was put
at the top of the story. Opposing views of other academics in
the field were also reported but in the later part of the story.
The series concluded with exemplary case of Burlington plant (a
cotton mill) which minimized the hazards. Burlington's usage of
human wits in enhancing public safety was praised.
The Observer then broadened the scope of the Issue from
medical dispute to political stronghold of the cotton industry
over the government: the textile industry still wields political
and economic clouts on Wall Street, in the White House and
rnnarpc:c Thp value of morality was shown when the indifference
of the state officials to violators of federal cotton dust
standard was condemned. The the Carolinas congressmen were also
accused of falling to support compensation pension bills ignoring
the suffering of the infected workers. The Observer then told
the readers how infected workers wrere not given the approriate
compensation with a emotional headline Sometimes Death is
Victims' Only Compensation in Part Five. In the honoring of the
deeds of the Brown Lung's Association who have fought against the
neglect with some impressive achievements, the journalists'
support, to the infected workers as a moral obligation was
reflected.
The huge efforts of the Observer to produce the series can
be shown in its large amount of background information contained
in the series: 1) distribution of textile employment rate in
North Carolina State; 2) history of the Cotton Dust Standard; 3)
profile of North Carolina Industrial Commission members; 4)
manufacturing process of cotton fabric and 5) a profile of the
stand of Carolina congressmen on the issue.
Readers' responses to the series were also mixed. Some
praised the Observer as doing a good job and others accused the
— Observer as'prejudiced and irrationally sympathetic to the cotton
mill workers. Despite this controversy, the participant
orientation of the Observer and its stand on the issue was
manifested clearly in its editorial: A good measure of the
morality of society is the vigor of its effect to protect
citizens who because of ignorance, of powerlessness, cannnot
nrni-prt thpmsplves. The series reflected the journalists' urge
foi the changes of the status quo of widespread high cotton dust
level in the indusry. Solutions to the problems were suggested
by reporting experts' opinion and .demands such as finding the
toxic agents of bysinnosis, protecting the susceptible by
avoiding hiring smokers or people reactive to cotton dust or
smokers.
The power structure of the cotton mill owners and government
bureaucracy wras challenged because they had maintained this
high cotton dust level. The series angered the industry and
letters of protest from the cotton mill owners came in large
amount. Nevertheless, the issue was taken into concern by the
legislative. people and the compensation were processed promptly.
But experts then spoke out announcing that smoking, not cotton
dust, was found as the cause of byssinois and the Observer also
published their findings. Thus the Brown Lung series
demonstrated the mechanism of the truth-seeking process of the
press: They may publish pre-mature judgement on an issue. But
only until they report the issue and arouse t h e p u bile's
attention will those being criticized willing to speak up and
explain the situation. Through such trial-and-error reporting and
discussion, mutual understanding between the public and those
being criticized can be achieved.
FIGHTING RIGTHEOUSLY AGAINST THE UNRIGHTEOUS WAVE (Wave)
The report of Fighting righteously against the corruptive
wave is a story of how a young cadre of workers' association
fought against the corruption and neglect of working safety by
the leaders. As the reporter (now the assignment editor of
Workers Daily) of the story told this author in an interview,
the story was a good case to demonstrate how important is the
support of the press in relieving the grievances of the common
people. The story also revealed how difficult can justice be
gained through criticism in China. In his viewy it was the back¬
up of Workers' Daily that the cadre was able to fight against
the local officials in Qilin. The story opened by illustrating
how Li Yan, the young workers' association cadre, w7as injured and
the office of the workers' association was cracked down by a
vulgar in daytime. This opening created a shocking effect on the
readers. The reporters of the story, by exploring into the
causes of injury, illustrated the problems of bureaucratism. The
treasure of morality was shown in the praising of Li Yan. She
was described as righteous since the beginning of the story:
this young Communist Party member, just 30 years old... It's she
who speaks for the wTorkers, works for the workers and criticize
those bureaucratism that ignored the suffering of the workers,
revealing the corruptive practices that were hated by the
workers. Like most of the other prize-winning critical
stories, lthe story of Li Yan was triggered off by Li's writing
of letters to a local newspaper in Qilin province (Northeast
China) and the Worker's Daily. Guided by the concern of public
safety, the Workers' Daily exposed how the deputy manager of a
factory ignored the workers' safety in production and how7 Li
fought against such neglect. After the publication of her letter
and the reporter's investigation, Wei, the responsible deputy
manager, was dismissed. It was Wei's friend and Yang, the
assistant officer of the political department who wanted to
revenge on Li. caused the injury and crack down. After spending
one week in the city Si ping where the event occurred to
investigate and conduct interviews with the suspects, the
reporter obtained ail the necessary evidence and was confident to
write the criticism.
Tactically, the reporters stated the legitimacy of their
criticism before exposing details of the corruption which
indirectly criticized those leaders who oppose to criticism:
Criticism and self-criticism in newspaper
is an important part of the democratic
socialist life. Writing articles to
newspaper or revealing the fault of the
leadership in any unit is a civil right.
However, some of our leading officials
are not familiar with it.
Like most of the critical stories, the quick response by the
leaders was emphasized in the story. Within three days, the
problem was handled by the leaders of the city. An investigation
was ordered. The criminal offenders were kept in court while the
other persons related to the incident were relieved from the job
to wait for investigation. The punishment of the offenders
reflected the realization of the value of justice. So it is
classified as good news........,
Contrast was used to illustrate the malice of the officials
and the kindness of Li. Using the communist rhetoric, Wei and
Yang were described as those Party members that are poisoned by
exploitative class thought, disregard the Party's spirit,
disregard principle, dining and drinking, mutually manipulate
each other and manoevre for self-interest. They built up a
relation net with the superior and inferior, iolate the laws and
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cover up for each other. Their misuse of human wits were
reported in the story as dirty tricks of revenge, trying to
defame Li and spread rumours on her such as having sexual
relations with many men. Li, suffering such pressure, was
described as so unselfish and brave. The moral ideal that good
people would be rewarded is also. reflected in the story: Li was
commended in the meeting of the representatives of Provincial
Workers' Association and was selected as an outstanding cadre
after the event. According to Liu, the reporter of the story,
even with such glory, Li was still under strong pressure in the
city where many local officials had close relationship with Wei
and Yang. At the advice of the local Party secretary, she went
to Qilin Party cadre school. Interestingly, Li who wrote
the complaint' letters became a reporter after the event and now
she was the president of a newspaper called North East Economic
Post.
The story of Li was recommended by the judges for its clear
contrast between the righteousness of Li and the selfishness of
Wei through praise and criticism. The meaning of the story was
especially significant during that period of the Party's
rectification campaign. The Workers' Daily was praised as
providing a good model, grasping the pulse of the time. The
writing skill of the story was also appreciated as using episodes
to reveal the mind of the Li. Emotion-provoking, the story
explored into the contradictions inside the mind of Li when she
faced harsh attack from Yang and Wei. To change the unrighteous
wave in the status quo, the humble and righteous character of Li
was highlighted at the end of the story to educate the other
Party members by quoting her comment on the, issue, I'm not a
hero. I just defend the interest of workers in the
rectification struggle of the Party's spirit. I'm doing my job
as a Party member and cadre of workers' association.
Although the story ended with such a good ending, it is
considered as reflecting the participant orientation because the
newspaper backed Li up to fight against the pressure from local
officials. The Workers' Daily's report of Li also shed light on
the limits and potential power of the Chinese press in the
process of advocating social change through criticism in the
press. The reporter of the story agreed with this author that
Central newspapers published by functional organizations are in a
more advantageous position to criticize the bureaucratic
machinery of the Party than other Chinese newspapers which are
directly under the Party committee. These specialized nevspapers
can speak on the behalf of their target groups such as workers
and peasants, and pose challenge to the leadership who neglected
their interest. Hovrever, criticism must be based on sufficient
evidence and the right and wrong must be easily distinguished.
In Li's case, the right and wrong was easy to distinguish. But in
many other cases, it was difficult to punish those being
criticised because of the lack of evidence. The insufficiency of
protective mechanism to those who complain further- discouraged
the frequent publishing of criticism. Li was a 1 r e a d y a very
lucky person as she was strongly supported by the newspaper and
the Party organization. Moreover,' the u of the probe.mi as the
d e fi c i ore; y i n pu:: 1 s It' f i g much a ri i s rn.:: c- rloc-U r: g r1 i a:; o :t
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network among the officials also'reduce the power of the press.
THE ILLEGAL ODYSESSY OF BERNABE- GARAY
As Mexicans are the fastest growing minority in the United
States, the prize-winning reporting of the illegal immigration of
Mexicans of the New York Times is chosen to compare the coverage
of the ethnic minority. The report was one of the most
unanimously well—received news stories. Another non-journalism
prize, Distinguished Service Award of the Non- American Legal
Defense and Education Fund was awarded to the same story. Over
40 stories were w'ritten by the journalist to reveal the abuse of
power and the corruption of the immigration service and the
suffering of the Mexican aliens. The bilingual teaching of
the school system was challenged and the ways the officials
abused the immigration laws in the border towns were exposed in
detail. So it is clear that the problem was portrayed negatively
as bad news.
The concern of the Mexicans' safety was .shown early when the
reporter opened the story by building up a horrifying atmosphere
of the smuggling journey of a group of Mexicans whom the reporter
accompanied. The leader of the group, the 55 year-old Bernabe
who had worked in the States' for three decades, was positively
portrayed as a dignified, cheerful man. The readers were told
that the Mexican aliens travelled to America by pickup truck at
danger rates. Life of these immigrants was routinized to each
autumn they go north, and each summer they returned bringing
dresses and gifts. The reporter did not hesitate to explain why
they made such illegal odyssey and expressed his sympathy. The
Mexicans were driven north by the poverty of rural Mexico where
life reduces to the simplest of equations: work or starve. The
phenomenon that, each summer fewer men return to their home
village than left the year before was attributed to the frequent
accidents occurred in the field they worked The hardship and
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unsafe lives of the illegal aliens arouse the sympathy of the
readers. The high rate of born retarded childre-n was attributed
to the Mexican workers' exposure to illegal pesticide at work.
The treasure of morality can be seen when the merchants of
the border towns took advantage of the aliens. Quoting from the
interviewees, the immigration service was described as a
bureaucratic stepchild filled by dishonest employees. The
reporter further gave his opinion on the service as beset by
political interference and official indifference, an agency
mixed in mountains of unsorted paper and hampered by lost and
misplaced files, and with a record of selective enforcement,
brutality and other wrongdoings possibly unmatched by any other
Federal agency. Thus besides the sympathy to the Mexicans, the
condemnation of the. immigration service also showed the
participant orientation of the journalist.
Besides discussing the illegal immigration problem, the
reporter further investigated into the problems of legal
immigration to reflect the necessity of changes of this
corruptive status quo. Wrenching economic disparities between
the United States and Mexico have created opportunity for bribery
and corruption in immigration approval. Injustice to the aliens
were condemned. Examples of corruption were given such as
extortion of sexual relations from female aliens in exchange for
documents of admission into the United States, illegal exemption
from immigration laws given by the immigration service to some
ranches and other business, and u neons cientiousness of the
officers at the border. Using a few cases, t.h e reporter
demonstrated how corruption were ignored and covered up by the
patronage among the immigration officers.
As the recommendation of the story said, the 40 stories on
Mexican illegal immigrants and the immigration service
challenged the nation's laws, traditions, economy and even its
humanity, and digged beneath the surface emotionalism of
suffering and lost dreams. An eminent advocate of human rights,
Abrams, appreciated the stories as a sophisticated expose of a
suspected but previously uridemonstrated social evil written in
precision, knowledge and enormous care. The strong emotional
impact to the readers provoked by the reporter was also'stressed
and its excellence in writing was praised as comparable to
literature. The Federal Justice Department began its own
investigation and policy review. Some reforms have already been
taken. The department admitted the ambiguity in the country's
immigration laws and policies and the problem of money and
manpower involved in enforcing these policies. The reports also
led to a marked change over the last three years in the New York
Times' coverage of Hispanics which is more fair and more real.
As remarked in a letter commending the deeds of this story, a
elitist newspaper such as the New York Times could contribute
much to the improvement of the situation with its visibility to
the policy-makers.
CHANGES AS SEEN FROM THE POST OFFICE (Cigars)
Changes as seen from the Post Office is the only story
arnong the 155 Chinese prize-winning stories that covered the life
of the ethnic minority in China. Through observing the changes
in the post office, the reporter told readers of the improvement
of the living standard of the Uigurs iru Xinjiang self-
administrative zone (North West of China). As the reporter did
not insert his own opinion on the event, it is not considered as
change-oriented partisan. This story showed the contribution of
the economic reforms to Uigurs' safety and welfare. Contrast was
used to praise the accomplishment of the current policies by
comparing the suffering of the people under the reign of the
Gang of Four and their present prosperity. In the past when
there was a shortage of food in the area, the Post Officers had
been busy with parcels of food mailed from the inner, part of
China. But by the time of the reporting, readers were told that
everything was available in the market and the Post Officers were
busy with subscription of periodicals. It was reported that the
subscription rate had been increased more than 20% than the
previous year. By illustrating the prosperity of the region,
the story played the role of maintaining the status quo.
In this case, the life of the minority was portrayed as good
news although the reporter adopted a neutral orientation. And
such portrayal is one of the reason why the selection panel
appreciated the story. Unlike American stories, no conflict
between the ethnic minority and the Chinese was mentioned in all
the Chinese prize-winning stories. We can either interpret this
phenomenon as the Chinese journalists did net feel any conflict
between the ethnic minority and the majority or they deliberately
avoided the coverage of ethnic conflict. To this author, the
former explanation is more plausible nom the jedges A •one!a i, on
the story. This only story on minority was praised as a well-
written story in glorifying the accomplishment of the policies
set during the Eleventh Third Plenum Session instead of a good
story on the life of the minority. The choice of post office in
remote and backward Xinjiang was appreciated as a good example to
illustrate the general economic development of the whole nation.
Moreover, reporting the increase of the subscription of magazines
induced readers' appreciation of the Uigurs' aspiration of
learning, cultural knowledge as the asset to the Four
Modernizations in the area.
Similarities of the Three Pairs of Stories
In reporting graft and corruption of officials and social
problems, the Chinese and American prize-winning stories were
similar to one another in values reflection, journalistic
orientation and social role. Complimenting our quantitative
findings, this qualitative comparison of the prize-winning
stories has shown that none of the prize-winning reporters
refrain from giving their own opinion on the event. Although in
the Uigurs story, the reporter has not inserted his own-opinion
directly. By quoting the opinion of the post officers and
reporting the happiness of the Uigurs, the readers could also
feel that the their standard of living is satisfactory. Most
of the prize-winning journalists assumed a role of opinion
leadership. The clear distinction between who was right and
wrong based on-the four values of public safety, justice,
morality and human wits is one of the most remarkable
ciinnilnrities of model journalism in both countries.
Contiary to what Tuchman (1978) accused the press as
imposing a fatalistic view on the- society to the 4readers, all the
model journalism shared an optimistic view that the society can
be improved through human efforts. Human fault rather than other
uncontrollable factors were traced as the causes of accidents and
social problems.
As the prize-winners of the National Award for Good
. Journalism told this author in the interviews, they would have
an idea of the problem or planned the story before gathering
information for a story. In the case of the reporting on the
life of Zhang Haidi, a 23 paralyzed woman who self-learnt
acupunture, the reporter already observed the common problem of
the Chinese youth who were greatly frustrated and lost after the
lesson of the Cultural Revolution. To rebuild their faith in
life, the reporter planned to find a personality that can serve
as a model for the youth. When she knew that Zhang Haidi was
chosen as the distinguished member of the Communist Youth League
and a commending ceremony was going to be held in Beijing, the
reporter sensed that Zhang might be the person she was looking
for. She immediately visited Zhang's hometown in Shandong
province to reach Zhang before she left for Beijing. Interviews
were conducted with those that were said to be cured by Zhang to
check the validity of the claim for Zhang's good personality and
her medical competence. Similar to the practice of American New
Journalism, the reporter involved herself in the life of Zhang.
Instead of' hastily gathered the material from an interview with
Zhang, the reporter accompanied Zhang back to Beijing and built
friendship with her. By knowing more about her personal life, as
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she said, made the s t o r y more substantial than any other
reporter. In the case of the Three Mile Island Expose, the
Inquirer staff who were aware of the significance and
implications of the leakage, planned three teams of reporters to
gather different information. In the coverage of the illegal
immigration of Mexicans, the reporter Crewson, went into migrant
camps to document how alien workers were held like slaves,
visited border jails to tell how alien children were held in
adult detention facilities and travelled to Chicago to examine
the efforts of aliens to find work in urban America. Hence,
distinguished journalistic practice, in most cases, is the
outcome of a well-planned effort by the journalists rather than
simple accidental luck.
Inferring from the causes of success of the stories, we
could see that the occupational outlook is also very important in
distinguishing outstanding reporter from mediocre reporter. At
institutional level, outstanding reporting institutions were
willing to commit heavy resources in contrast to those relying on
press releases. At individual level, the prize-winning
journalists viewed their reportorial work as a career rather
than a job and they possessed a strong sense of commitment to the
society. They were not just led by what came to their eyes but
actively sought news with their perception of the needs of the
society.
Another similarity found between American and Chinese
prize -winning stories had a high successful rate of critical
reporting in achieving publicly known changes of the status .4u0.
1x OKJ
Five of our stories in this qualitative illustration criticize
the encroachment of the four values by the powerholders. All of
them resulted in some kind of concessions from those being
criticized and improvement of the status quo. Reaffirming the
findings of Protess et. als (1987), the investigative reporting
are easier to obtain positive response from government officials
and politicians who are responsible to the public. The press
becomes less potent when criticizing the private sector- the
large enterprises. They usually refuted its charges as shown in
all the Pulitzer prize-winning stories used in this quantitative
comparison. Only with the arbitration of the government is the
private enterprise conceded to press' criticism.
Differences of the Three Pairs of Stories
Apart from these similarities, there were also significant
differences among these three pairs of stories with similar
topics. In the report of spot events such as accidents, American
journalists report promptly and challenge the national leaders
directly mentioning their names such as President Jimmy Carter
and other responsible officials. In contrast, Chinese
journalists only published the report after obtaining directions
from the Party authority and did not mention the names of the
officials. Such difference can be attributed to the journalistic
traditions of the two countries. Timeliness is an important news
element especially in reporting spot news and the American
journalists followed this conventional treatment. Clear
attribution, in both muckraking reporting and objective
reporting, is a rule-of-thumb of the American journalists so that
the ones responsible could be easily identified by the readers.
Communist journalists have a tradition of criticizing high-
ranking officials in an esoteric. style that would not directly
mention their names (Chan, 1983). Moreover, the self-censorship
of the news by the Worker's Daily at the beginning of the
accident is the result of the long-term suppression of reporters'
freedom to criticise Party officials since the Anti-Rightist
Campaign. The taboo of refraining from writing news stories that
expose the failures in the communist society is also an obstacle
to prompt reporting of accidents. However when the Chinese
journalists were given the green light from the authority such as
the story of the capsizing of Bohai No. 2, they could' be as
critical as their western counterpart with in-depth analysis and
systematic presentation. But as these stories only occupied a
small portion of the Chinese prize-winning stories, investigative
and disaster reporting in China are still at the stage of bud
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In contrast to the high similarity between the reporting of
social problems and accidents, there were big differences between
American model journalism and Chinese model journalism in the
report of ethnic minorities. They were viewed as a racial and
social problem in the United States. However in China, the
ethnic minority was viewed as a remote part of China and the}
developed in pace with the modernization of the inner China. With
such different conception of the ethnic minorities' status in the
country, it is natural that the journalists' orientation,., news
portrayal and social role of the press in this pair of stories
covering ethnic minority were e-cmpletely differer t. (T:tbIo
7.1.3).
Among the manifest criteria of selection, the journalists
weie either appreciated as a good researcher, a good analyst or a
good narrator. The journalist is a good researcher if he can
identify a news topic fitting the needs of the society and
demonstrates his expertise in the gathering of information. The
journalist would most probably win a prize if what he covered was
an undercovered but important topic. As a good analyst the
journalist shows his high calibre in interpreting the meaning of
the information which he has gathered on the basis of the
aforementioned four values. Analysis of a news. event r includes
the distinction of the right from wrong, and provision of all the
essential information so that readers can easily grasp the
essence of the event and make their decison. As a good narrator,
the journalist has to present his analysis by organizing the
information being gathered in a way that attracts readers'
attention. Literary skill and. prose-style writing were often
appreciated as a good form of narration in news reporting
especially in feature stories. This mastery and manipulation of
language could impressed the readers deeply on the message the
journalists were sending. As many researchers of the press noted
(Gans, 1979; Golding Elliot, 1979; Bogart, 1981; Roeh Ashley,
1987), to guide the perception of the readers on the news event,
contrast and irony, perjorative words arid phrases in describing
the events are common techniques used by j ourn a] ists. For
example, in the report of the capsizing of Bohai Xo. 2, the irony
created by the reporter was used to illustrate the ridicule of
the accident. The arousal of readers' emotion was appreciated in
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the judges comment. The vessel which could normally bear 11th
degree of strong wind capsized at a situation of only 8th to 9th
degree of strong wind at the Bohai Bay which is just 27 metres
deep. In the coverage of Mexican aliens, the reporter illustrated
the poverty of the Mexican villages by telling the readers that
the number of 50 already meant countless for the villagers. The
popularity of working in the United States was implied with the
statement that the preferred medium of exchange is not the peso
but the dollar. Irony v;as also used to demonstrate the hardship
of the illegal Mexican workers who consoled their family of their
t-
American odyssey as a great adventure but confessed their
suffering to the patriachs.
Although the conception of journalistic excellence is
identified as tripartite, news awards of different political
systems, usually focus on only one aspect of three components of
journalistic excellence. In this study, narrative excellence of
the journalist was more emphasized in the National Award for Good
Journalism while the heavy efforts in gathering news information
(investigation) was more emphasized in the Pulitzer Prize. In
this study, 70.6% of the Chinese prize- winning stories were
appreciated for its narrative excellence and only 20.4% of the
American prize-winning stories were appreciated for its narrative
excellence. Efforts of journalists in nt wsgath ering can
reflected in the cost of newsgathering for the story. There were
53.8% of the Pulitzer prize-winning stories which had a high cost
of newsgathering while only 5.2% of the Chinese prize-winning
stories obtained a high score in the cost of newsgathering. Such
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difference in emphases can be explained by the different
composition of juries of the two awards. The Pulitzer Prize
Advisory Board and jurors were composed mostly by practitioners
of the field as discussed in Chapter Three. They understood well
the difficulty of newsgathering in practice and inclined to
appreciate more to this aspect of newsmaking. However, the jury
of the National Award for Good Journalism was composed of similar
amount of academics and practioners. They were more easily to be
impressed by the narrative excellence of the news story which
required less background information on the topic covered.
Moreover, the stress on promoting current reforms in the award
might also lead the jurors to appreciate the narrative excellence
which is an asset of effective propaganda of reforms. Apart from
this tripartite conception of journalistic excellence, social
impact is also an addition asset for a story to win a prize for
the reporting awards of both political systems.
Practicability of a common evaluative framework- an assessment
From our quantitative analysis, there is quite a big
difference betuTeen Chinese model journalism and American model
journalism. While the Pulitzer Prize was dominated by the
participant orientation and most of the prize-winning stories
were bad news, the National Award for Good Journalism was
dominated by the change-oriented partisan orientation and most of
prize-winning stories were good news. Grouping the distinctive
and common attributes of model journalism of the two political
systems as shown in Table 7.2, we can -see that room for a common
evaluative standard, though is not large, Is promising. The most
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remarkable similarity is the common social role played by model
journalism. They both favored the changes of the status quo of
their societies but their approach to promote change is
different. American model journalism often uses a conflictual
approach to demand change while Chinese model journalism often
uses a harmonious approach by supporting government's policies
which were change-oriented.
This comparison of model journalism has shown that the
evaluative standard of journalistic practices in two different
political systems is converging. Such phenomenon can be
attributed to the changes in China's political climate which is
more open than before and the American press' response to
criticism. On the one hand, American model journalism showed that
American journalists realized that not only promptness in
reporting, but also depth of the news story is important in
reporting social events and phenomena. On the other hand,
Chinese journalism experts also recognised that the neglect of
promptness in reporting spot news- in the past had hampered the
press' surveillance function for the public. Although the
organisers of the award strongly advocate promptness in news
reporting as one of the selection criteria, most of the Chinese
prize— winning stories have not met this standard (tor deiails of
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the comparison, please refer to Appendix 4).
Although there are different emphases of attributes in the
selection of model journalism across systems, most of them are
not incompatible. All manifest criteria of selection identified
in this study such as writing skill especially in feature
writing, exclusiveness and promptness in reporting, stirring up
demand or reform are found in both systems of communism and
democratic capitalism. The common reason for rejection of a
.story's candidacy for a prize for b o t h a a: i r d s is f a c t u a IV c
, 9
falsehood.~
Besides the strict requirement of factual accuracy, the
interpretation of the event is open t_o jonrnalysfs. The op]uion
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leadership of the press is commended by the judges as discussed
in both the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the prize-
w inning stories. The presence of reporters' or interviewee's
opinion in nearly all the prize-winning stories confirms that
journalistic objectivity should extend from just an assembly of
facts to an careful interpretation of facts for the readers as
suggested by Roschco (1975) and Atkins (1977). The first element
in the common evaluative framework thus is how careful and
insightful the reporter interpret the facts- provision of
background information, supportive evidence and exclusiveness of
the report. Whether the reports have used all the objective
rituals is not important because the guidance or opinion
leadership of the press is already recognised in this framework.
As the public sector is the common focus of model
journalism in both system, the quality of reporting on this
sector is given the top priority in this evaluative framework. We
have to evaluate press' performance by its ability to identify
sources of encroachment upon or realization of the values of
public safety, justice and morality and sharing of the fruits of
human wits. As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, there
may be conflicts among the four values which an outstanding
journalist should be aware of.
Reporting the success of rural reforms can illustrate the
usage of this proposed framework in evaluating a journalist's
performance. Besides reporting the i os} pi.otui e of econorciic
growth and monetary figures, a good leportei has lo examine to
whether the success enhanced or encroached on public safety and
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justice. For instance, the ecological problem behind the economic
growth must also be folio wed and reported. But for strategic
purpose such as the facilitation of authority's acceptance,
criticism can be modified into an exemplary case as commonly
used in the Chinese model journalism and occasionally in American
model journalism. One may argue that too much consideration will
hinder the pace of development, however an alertness and
pyschological preparation for the foreseeable problem must be
maintained to ensure long-term well-being of a society. The
prize-winning report of Viewing the Majority From
Transformation which discusses problems behind the success of
agricultural reforms in China is a story that meets the proposed
evaluative standard. Under this framework, journalists play an
important and legitimate role in interpretating social phenomena
and news events.
To meet this evaluative standard, journalists have to
identify the sources of encroachment upon these values and
broaden their frame of reference from officials to various
segments of the society such as large corporations and the
masses. Moreover, journalists must keep an open-mind to those
interviewees who could identify the sources and or giving
suggestions to sources of encroachment. or realization of these
four values. As a middleman in society, journalists have the
responsibility to reveal the possible conflicts among the four
values in social phenomena. Solutions to the encroachment upon
the four values depends on who is the source and intensity of
encroachment. Possible solutions may v a r y f r o in p u b 1 i c' s
cooperation, national loaders' arbitration or i orr:ov al of loaders.
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Through analytical reporting of ideas and facts, the press can do
a good job in providing information to readers ind articulating
opinion of different segments of the society.
As shown in this study, model journalism did not advocate
overthrow of the existing power structure through violence. What
they demand is systemic adjustment and adaptation. As long as
the system is willing to concede, the press will let it go and
give it an opportunity. Demanding reform is a better alternative
•to solve the problems in the status quo than escapist
indifference or bloodshed revolution in an independent country
like China and the United States. As human history told us,
in most of the cases, bloodshed revolutions serve more as a
symbol of change than actually solve the problems of society. The
society will only be developed lively and prosperously through
successful implementation of policies that cater to the needs of
the environment and win the support from the masses. But this is
not to discard the necessity of revolution. Sometimes,
revolutions are necessary to achieve fundamental changes in the
power structure. If the power structure encroached upon the four
values of public safety, justice, morality and human wits and is
perceived by journalists as unwilling to improve or concede, the
mainstream press may evolve to a revolutionary press which
advocate complete overthrow of the powerholders. It may even
advocate violent means by supporting the revolutionaries when
necessary. However, this would only be the last resort taken by
the press. Hence the press' social role is very much dependent
on the orientation of those who run the press. Although the
power holders can use various suppressive measures or coercive
force to prohibit journalists' freedom of expression, it may only
be effective within a limited period. When it comes to a time
when the situation becomes so untolerable that the ruling elites
always encroach upon the four human values, underground press
will emerge to take over the opinion leadership role of the
mainstream press if it does not respond to the people's
dissatisfaction.
This proposed framework aimed to serve for further cross-
national comparative studies on news and journalistic practice
and as a guideline for further improvement of yorldwide
journalistic performance. One possible research problem will be
the comparison of how the press of different countries interpret'
events with the four values of public safety, justice, morality
and human wits. The possible difference in priority of the four
values shown in the choice of topics and themes of news stories
in different poiticai systems can also be studied. In this
exploratory study, Chinese model journalism placed higher
priority to morality and human wits as shown in the large
quantity of reports of innovation. The American model journalism
placed higher priority to public safety and justice as shown in
the large quantity of graft and corruption, accidents, crime and
social problems.
NOTES
(1) He Guongxian, one of the judges and research fellow in the
Journalism Practice Section, Chinese Academy of Social Science,
estimated that about 50% of the critical Chinese news stories
came from readers' letters. The amount of critical stories in
model journalism is higher than general journalistic practice.
(2) Cases of rejection in the period of 1979 to 1984 are:
The Pulitzer Prize: 1979 Janet Cooke's Story of a fake nine-year
old drug addict Jimmy (Washington Post).
The National Award for Good Journalism: no mention of
rejection before 1985. But in the year of 1985, two stories were
rejected. One story was rejected for plagiarism, and the other
was reip.et.ed for exaaaeration arid falsehood.
Just as I hoid the intellectual more
responsible than others for the rigorous
explanation of phenomena and the
courageous enunciation of truths, so
too, do I ask for better and still
better performance from those who have
the awesome power to shape men's mind.
(Leo Rosten, 1960, adapted from L.
Sellers W. L. Rivers eds., 1 977, p. 13)
CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSOM: THE DUAL ROLES OF THE PRESS IN THE
CHANGE AND MAINTENANCE OF THE STATUS QUO
Social Role of the Press: a Reappraisal
In this study, model journalism has performed mainly a
role in promoting changing of the status quo in contrast to
common critique of the status quo maintaining role of the press.
Comparing the two versions of model journalism, we can see that
American .journalists often act as muckraking critics in model
journalism but Chinese journalists often act as innovation
salesmen in model journalism. Predominated by the participant
orientation, the Pulitzer judges selected news stories that
attempt to change the status quo through exposing the defects of
the society as model journalism. Such criticism were fairly
successful in gaining concession from those being criticized.
The judges of the National Award for Good Journalism, on the
other hand, preoccupied with a change-oriented partisan
orientation, preferred stories that skillfully promote or support
the reforms pursued by the Chinese government.
Although we have emphasized the statu? quo-changing role of
the press in the society throughout this study, it does not mean
tr» neglect the importance of the status quo maintaining role of
t h e p r e s s. The i m p o r t a ri c e c f m a i n t a in ing tit e s t a tus quo
including political stability has been demonstrated by political
scientists (e.g. Almond, Schmitter) as a favourable factor for
economic development. This is particularly necessary for
developing countries like China. For a highly developed country
like the United States, the changes of the status quo and the
breaking down of the mass consensus on the capitalistic regime
seems a more imminent task for the journalists to the critical
scholars (e.g. Tuchman, Greenberg, Altshull, Gitlin). However,
we should remember that the maintaining of one aspect of the
status quo does not omit the possibility of changing another
aspect of the status quo. Besides such active role of the press
in maintaining the status quo and initiating change, the press
can also play a less active role by interpreting or illustrating
the changes in the status quo in the traditional mirror,
adaptor conception of the press that the press reflect the
social reality (Shaw, 1977; Rosengren, 1981; Lee, 1982, Chan,
1986). The coexistence of the three roles of the press as
maintaining the status quo, interpreting and promoting changes is
a fact that can hardly be denied. But the big question remains
to be solved: what is the proportion of each social role the
press plays in the general practice and what should be the
optimum distribution. At this point, we can only conclude that
the desire to use the press as a force to change the status quo
is shared by the judges of the news award of both China and the
United States.
In our comparison of the short-term social impa'U incurred
by the prize-winning stories, the press seemot no nav- done a
bet t e r j o b a s a c r i t i c t h a n a ri i n n o v a t i: s q! o s m a n o r
government's spokesmen (please refer to Table A23 and A24 in
Appendix 4). However, as critics. noted (Brown et al., 1937), theA
press had generally been watchdogs that barked a bit late. The
public were warned only when the thief had entered into the
house. As Roschco (1975) and Mander (1987) noted, journalists
have their limitations and we cannot expect them to be an
omnipresent God that can understand all happenings thoroughly and
give prophecies. But this should not be used as an excuse for
journalists to shoulder off their agenda-setting responsibility
for the readers. Despite all the difficulties, journalists can
still be a watchdog that will bark more timely if they keep their
eyes open and develop a critical view of society.
This study has no intention to defend the wrongdoings or
sloppy journalistic practices that are so common in the field.
Rather than disappointing the journalists, this study is to
reveal what a journalist (including reporting institution) can do
for the society. Despite the various political and economic
constraints on journalists, equipped with the common tripartiate
evaluative standard of journalistic performance and analyse the
social phenomena based on the four human values of public safety,
justice, morality and human wits, journalists can still do their
best within the constraints. They can also use the press' forum
to challenge the constraints such as the unfairness Of media
laws. To this author, the rationalization of mediocre
journalistic practice by .putting the blame solely on the
exogenous constraints of journalists is uie real uarige. for the
field.
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Man pi ob 1 ems in the journalism profession are either
reduced to sensationalism or structural constraints such as
editoi ial policy, deadline pressure and eommerical constraints
rather than facing them as a challenge to the analytical ability
of the journalists or editors. This is not to deemphasize- the
importance of structural constraints in the process of
newsmaking. But what we propose here is that journalistic
responsibility and competence which are at the control of
journalists' and newspapers' hands, should be the first to
improve. Certainly, news readers' indifferent attitude toward
problems in the status quo as shown in the popularity of features
and entertainment materials in newspapers has also fostered and
reinforced journalists' mediocre and irresponsible practice. The
conservative treatment of putting spot news event as headline
stories rather than in-depth investigative reports is also an
obstacle to the development of high quality reporting. A number
of Pulitzer prize-winning stories were not headliners but were
special supplements which might not attract readers' attention.
The awareness of both possibilities and limitations is the
psychological prerequisite for distinguished journalistic
nraeti ce.
Human Optimism and Journalists' Albatross- Faculty- and
Responsibility
Throughout this thesis, the human initiative and the bright
prospect of the press are emphasized. This optimism should riot
be viewed as an assumption but an appreciation of the human
faculty and desire of breaking through the yonst mints of the
environments. The common values shared by the prize-winning news
stories transcending different politico- economic systems have
shown that journalists' still retained a certain degree of
autonomy over their reporting. Despite the politico-economic
systemic constraints, there was also a variety in journalistic
orientations. In a pluralist system, the interpretation of
social phenomena can either be in the form of appreciating the
status quo in advancing the values of public safety, justice,
morality and human wits or in the form of criticizing the status
quo in encroachment upon these four values. But irregard of
which orientation, a comprehensive understanding of the meaning
of social phenomena should have the dual concerns of the sources
of encroachment upon and advancement of the four values.
Journalists are the front-line people who come across the
complexity of happenings in different aspects of the society and
assign meaning to the happenings. What they wrote serves a-s the
window7 frame of the readers (Tuchman, 1978b). The demand of both
' faculty and responsibility on journalists is no less than other
professionals such as physican or lawyer. Joseph Pulitzer and
other predecessors who emphasized formal journalism education,
are aware of the far-reaching impact of the press on society and
the need to nurture journalists with high calibre arid strong
sense of social responsibility. However, current western
journalism education has only concentrated on equipping students
with objective rituals and writing in a convent!-, rial news style
rather than developing students' analytical i;:r King and social
knowledge that is essential to the interprets! ion of the
p o liti c o— socio —e c o n o rn i c c o in p I e x. T It e m a sit: y- f a'• s d a tie' in g
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inteiviewing, and writing techniques is art important asset for
good journalistic performance, but how to interpret the
information gathered critically with regard to the values of
public safety, justice, morality and appreciation of human wits
is equally important in evaluating a journalist's performance.
This advocacy of the critical role of the press is shared by
Fortner (1981). He vievred this critical role as a journalist's
albatross by which journalists obtained public respect and the
status of the Fourth Estate. A proficient journalist can no
longer be just an observer-reporter but a researher-analyst-
narrator of his society.
Dilemma of Quality and Quantity
In advocating journalists' critical evaluation of
information and social phenomena, wTe must also face the pragmatic
problem of resources that can put on a story (Roschco, 1975). A
news story with substance needs exhaustive research and careful
interpretation which cannot be produced within short time. Even
if readers are interested in high quality news report, reporting
institutions must still face the difficult choice of quantity
and quality. The large amount of space in news page cannot be
left blank waiting for high quality news stories. Moreover, we
have a regular need on daily breakout news to serve our need of
surveillance of the environment. Prompt record of spot news
events that threaten our immediate safety and other values are
still essential ingredients in the news page. The author would
propose a pragmatic way to improve t h e quality of n e.-. s b%
maintaining the general practice of filling the news page .edi
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daily-use information or spot news events and putting part of the
in-depth reporting on the front page. Such measure can highlight
the importance of high quality report to the readers. Moreover,
as the experience of the model journalism taught us, many spot
events can be cumulated to an issue of great concern if the
reporter is alert enough to follow up on the event or issue. But
this is not to advocate the magazinization of news stories. The
terseness and precision of newspaper stories must be maintained
because of the massive character of newspaper. Lengthy material
will scare the general readers away.
From Journalists to Members, of the Culture Industry:
a Concluding Note
Inferred from the above discussion,—we' should notice that
our requirement on journalists has to change from a recorder of
social happenings to a researcher-analyst-narrator if journalists
are to fulfil the sacred task of protecting and enhancing the
well-being of the societythrough publishing news. If what we
require is just a factual account of the speeches of the
interviewees, then television stations which only broadcast
complete videorecording of the whole speech of the interviewees
or a newspaper filled with press releases can do a better job
than news stories written by journalists. But if we go beyond
factual accuracy and require journalists' service of giving
insightful interpretation of the. status quo, then journalists
must be alert of the social needs of the society to develop plans
for the gathering of information. After the gathering of
information, the interpretation of the information v. 11 n the
social context helps the reporter iri determining the news angle
and style of narration to facilitate communication of the story.
Many reseachers on the press (e.g. Tuchman, 1978; Fortner, 1981)
are already aware of the similarity of journalists with other
members of the cultural profession in the production of
knowledge. Academics, in many ways, are facing the same problem
as the journalists in regard to factual accuracy. Many academic
principles, especially in the positivist tradition, are just the
variations of the journalistic objectivity rituals such as heavy
reliance on observable evidence and frequent quotation from
authority of the field. What many are producing are sheer
statistical tables without theoretical or policy implications.
To understand the society, the objective ritual of both
journalists and academics should always be a tool only to verify
information but not an end. We should cherish both the
scientific good of exhausting all possible sources of information
in the newsgathering and our critical mind in interpreting the
information endorsed by Atkins (1975) as idealist objectivity.
Limitations of this Study and Suggestions for Further Inquiry
This study of model journalism is based on a motivation to
compare the similarities and differences of model journalism
betweeen different political systems. Although a cross-national
evaluative framework is induced and the social role performed by
model journalism has been examined, the phenomenon of model
journalism has not been fully explored. To reveal the actual
discrepancies between model journalism and routine stories, a
comparative study of prize-winning stories and non prize-winning
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stories within the same political system is highly recommended.
Besides revealing discrepancies between model journalistic
4
practice and general practices, this author also thinks it
important to uncover journalists' view on the general and
specific issues of the society. As shown in this study,
journalistic orientation is an important intevening variable in
determining news portrayal and the press' role in status quo
maintenance and change. A study on journalists' viewr on the
society will help us to predict news portrayal and social role of
the press.
Many concepts used in this study such as model journalism,
non-change and change-oriented partisan journalistic
orientation, the three-level typology of social role of the press
as maintaining the status quo, promoting change of the status quo
without challenging the power structure and challenge to the
power structure are new in the field. Further efforts are needed
to examine their usefulness in analysing the social roles of the
press.
Finally, the author must also admit that the scope of this
study concerning model journalism limits only to one of the
possible indicators- news awards. Other possible indicators such
as journalism textbooks, journalism periodicals, surveys of
attitudes of journalism profession, etc. are not yet explored.
Further researches are recommended to examine other indicators
for a fuller understanding of the ideal social role of the press.
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I. Summary of Interviews conducted in China with prize-winning
journalists and judges of the National Awards for Good Journalism
The interviews were conducted in Shanghai and Beijing from
14th to 16th and 18th to 22nd, December, 1987 respectively. The
two cities were chosen because of. their importance as cultural
centres of China. Beijing is the capital of China and all the
Central Newspapers of China are based in Beijing except Wen Wei
Pao which is based in Shanghai. Moreover, the chief organizers
of the Award, the News Front and the Union of Journalism
Associations of China are also stationed in Beijing. Shanghai
has been one of the cities as the co-organiser of the Award in
1986.
A total of 18 related personnels of the awards were
interviewed. Among the interviewes, one is the chief officer-in-
charge of the Award, Mr. He Guangxian, the Deputy Secretary-
General of the Union of Journalism Associations of China and
Director of the Journalism Practice Section, Institute of
Journalism, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Four of the
judges are also interviewed(two sit at the final screening panel
and two sit at cityregional level). They are Mr. Zhang
Qianqiang, former editor of the News Front; Mr. Yu Jiahung,
former professor of Journalism at the Fudan University, Mr. Chen
Jinpeng, Staff Reporter of the Wen Hui Pao Daily and Chairman of
the Shanghai Journalism Association; and Mr. Zhou Ruijin, Vice-
Editor-in-Chief of the Jiefang Daily.
The rest of the interviewees are all 1st Class Award prize-
winning reporters except Ms. Xu Chengzi, who is a Second Class
Award winner of 1986. The following is the namelist and present
positions of the winners being interviewed:
1. Mr. Chen Pengju , Correspondent, Jiefang Daily,
1986 winner.
2. Mr. Fan TianyU Vice-Director Correspondent,
.Tiefana Daily. 1983 winner.
3. Ms. Guo Meini Director Reporter, Technology
Daily, 1983 winner (former reporter of Chinese Youth Herald),
4. Ms. Li Kelii former Editor, People's Daily,
1 QR4 Rr 1 985 winner
5. Ms. Liu Heng Correspondent, People's Daily, 1983
winner
6. Mr. Liu Jianguc Deputy Chief Editor, Workers'
Dailv. 1983 winner.
7. Mr. Lu GuangC President Editor-in-Chief, Sports
mpws 1981 winner. (Win the prize as special correspondent
fnr Chinese Youth. Herald!
8. Mr. Ma Heqir , Director Staff Reporter, People's
Dnilv. 1981 winner
9. Ms. Mens Xiaoyui Director Correspondent,
People's Daily, 1986 winner
10. Ms. Xu Chengzi Correspondent, Jiefang Daily,
1986 winner.
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11. Mr. Xue Fukani Correspondent, Guangming Daily,
1981 winner
12. Mr. Yu Liangxii Reporter, Xinmin Evening
News(Shanghai), 1986 t winner.
13. Mr. Zian Qunglii , Reporter, Wen Wei Pao, 1981
winner.
The interviews were face-to-face and conducted in a semi-
structured way. A series of seven questions were asked to
every winner(the order varies according to the response of
the interviewees):
1. How did you get and write your story and did you encounter any
difficulties or pressure for the story?
2. Have you received any public and peer response after the
publication of the winning story?
3. Is the winning story the most satisfactory piece of your
own?
4. What is your opinion on the authoritativeness,
representativeness of the National Award for Good Journalism as
a member of the profession?
5. Have you receive any special recognition or benefits after
winning the Award from your peers or your newspaper?
6. What is your opinion on how to achieve the state of ideal
journalism.
7. How would you place the priority of the following roles that
a reporter can perform?(the list of choices is shown to the
interviewees)
a)crusader(create public opinion, mobilize the public for a
non-Party or government-directed campaign)
b)propandist(promote the present Party line and policies)
c)watchdog(surveillance of the work of the Party and government
for the public)
d)informereducator(supplier of information useful to the
readers)
e)entertainer
f)ombudsman (voicing the greivances of the public and helps them
to exert power to the institutions concerned)
g)others
Besides the above questions, other questions related to the
journalism field were asked in an unstructured way depending on
the response of the reporters being interviewed such as hisher
opinion on the journalistic performance at the present moment,
reforms on journalism etc.
For the judges, a separate set of questions were asked to
have a better understanding of their selection criteria and the
actual operation of the screening process:
1. What is you opinion on the standard of the winning stories?
Are they up to your standard of good journalism?
2. Have you received any complaints of unfairness or opposition
to the Award?
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3. Who are the ones in recommending the stories at the
preliminary stage? The newspaper or the readers?
4. What is the criteria for the decision of the class of award?
5. Are there many submissions?
6. During the selectionscreening process, are the opinion of
the judges unaminous? Are there exciting debate on who should be
the winner?
7. What do you think is the most urgent task in improving the
present state of news reporting? Writing skills or topics of
coverage?
As what happened to the interviews of the reporters, other
related issues of journalism in China is discussed during the
interviews with the judges.
Overall speaking, most of the interviewees are co-operative
in terms of their willingness to share their experience with a
stranger and the author has learnt a lot from these experienced
reporters or editors. Although one must take into account that
they may not speak the whole truth as one can observe a few
interviewees are official in their answers, when the author
compare with what they say and what they write in their news
stories, the discrepancies found will enable the author to make
the best judgment as she could on the truthfulness of the answers
of the interviewees.
Unfortunately, the author could only contact veteran
reporters over 40 years of age during the trip to China. One
important reason was that most of the younger reporters were
sent out to work. Thus veteran reporters' views were
overrepresented in the interviews.
Reporters being interviewed generally showed favorable
attitude to the Award, especially among the younger ones(40 to
50's) because it provided them a chance to be known to the
profession, better benefits and prospects for promotion. But to
reporters that have nationwide reputation such as Fan Tianyi and
Guo Meini, the award is just another recognition of their deeds.
For Li Helin who won two awards in consecutive years, the awards
were just surprise because she was not a reporter but editor of
People's Daily and the stories were written after personal
visits. These reporters also thought the award-winning stories
were of high standard in the country.
Minor criticisms to the award is also heard by the author.
Vice-Editor-in-Chief of Jiefang Daily, Mr. Zhou Ruijin,
complained that the final screening panel were not competent to
make the right choice because they were either already retired
practitioners or academics who we re not familiar with the curent
working environment. They emphasized too much on the writing
skill rather than societal impact of the story. Moreover the
bigger newspapers are favored by the jurors because jurors came
from large newspapers. He also accused the organsiers are too
submissive to complaints and reject a story's eligibility for the
award just by another newspaper's opposition. He made such a
claim because their story on film direction Jie Jin was rejected
by the panel at the final level for 1986 award after the
opposition from Wen Wei Pao, its major competitor in Shanghai.
He threated to withdraw from next year's award if the matter
cannot be settled satisfactorily.
But Mr. He refuted Mr. Zhou's criticism, saying that
the controversial report will not.be considered for the award is
the policy and the submission of the controversial Jie Jin story
for final screening has already violated the rule. Moreover, he
said the Jie Jin story is just a traditional refutation of
others' criticism by the person concerned and granting award
to this story might pose bad effect of limiting open
discussion of issues.
Mr. He also explained that the award was set up according to
the needs of the domestic environemnt of China without making
reference to journalism awards of other countries such as the
Pulitzer Prize. The main purpose of the award is encouraging the
field rather than pure journalistic excellence and expertise as
he thought the Putlizer Prize is. Thus, the amount of winners
is large to give more chance for smaller newspapers to win the
award and penetrate the award to the county level. At first,
only provincial newspapers were allowed for candidacy of the
award but now 2300 newspapers, 2900 broadcast stations and 100
news agencies and branches participated the award.
Different newspapers have different policies toward award-
winning reporters, e.g. Award-winning reporters of Jiefang Daily
will be recorded with priority for promotion and won two
additional scores for allocation of staff residences. But in
People's Daily, no special arrangement is given to the award-
winner. According to Mr. He, the general situation is: the
smaller the newspaper, the greater the celebration to the award-
winning staff. Not only do they run front page story on their
winning, but also gave extra monetary and welfare benefits to the
winners. This phenomenon is understandable as small newspaper
has a lesser chance to gain a national award amid the strong
competition of central and provincial newspapers.
The present monetary award system given to the prize-winners
is as follows:
Special Award: 500 Yuans
1st Class Award: 300 Yuans
2nd Class Award: 200 Yuans
•3rd Class Award: 100 Yuans
Commending Piece: 50 Yuans
The internal selection of news stories for submission also
varies from one newspaper to another newspaper. Some newspapers
such as People's Daily, Jiefang Daily, chose thestories from the
good stories or Red Flag stories( ijj( 4w) selected in
regular monitoring evaluation. Reporters being nominated are
notified beiore submitting the entries. Some newspapers place
the whole selection process in the.hands of the editors and have
no regular evaluation. They submit their choice without even
notifying the reporters. Xie Fukiang of Guangming Daily and Lu
Guang who has been special correspondent to Chinese Youth
Herald, only knew they were nominated after they heard they had
won the award.
And still for some newspapers, reporters are informed of the
submission and they can nominate their most satisfactory stories
to the editors who would finally determine which stories among
the reporters' self-nomination tp be chosen for submission.
Xinmin Evening News( began such nomination policies
Although only a few said the winning stories were their most
satisfactory stories, all of them thought they were among the
better ones they had written. A large majority of the reporters
being interviewed were the first one to break out the news.
Exceptions are Liu Jianguo's story on a Party member fighting
against offical corruption and labour abuse, Chen Pengju's story
on first signing of performance contracts of Peking Opera
artists, Guo Meini's report of Zhang Haidi. However, even
these three exceptions have their attributes of have fuller
coverage, greater societal impact and successful highlights on
the significance and uniqueness of the event or personality.
Most of the reporters being interviewed won by writing good
news. Thus they encountered no threats or pressures. For those
few who won by reporting bad news such as Liu Jianguo's report of
a communist party member fighting against managerial abuse and
corruption in Jilin Province, the difficulty was only in
gathering of information because the people being accused were
uncooperative. He explained to the author that provincial units
dared not to have open confrontations with a central newspaper
like Workers' Daily. Moreover, usually the reporter will obtain
sufficient evidence and make thorough investigation before
publishing a critical story. But when the truth is still unclear
and evidence not yet enough to determine who is right or wrong,
together with the existing legal dificiency, then the newspaper
would not publish the story.
Another reason worth mentioned is the self-censorhip
practiced by the Chinese newspaper. To Ma Hokqin of People's
Daily, most of the critical stories or complaints are channelled
through internal communication to the departmental units
concerned and they must give answer to the newspaper in due
course. He thought this is a right policy because it is more
effective in forcing a department to response to the criticism
and fair to the unit than publishing the criticism. In the case
of the sinking of Boihoi Vessel No. 2, it was only under vice-
premier Wan Li's direction that Workers' Daily publish the story
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accident just after it happened.
The placing of priority of reporters' societal role by the
reporters being interviewed is as follows:
Ranking of Imnortance of renort.er snript-ai mio







Propagandist is found to be given highest priority for 5
reporters being interviewed. 4 reported it as the second most
important role. The role of informereducator(others in the
content analysis scheme) is also high. Two think it is the most
important role of reporter, 4 think it is second important. The
role of watchdog, essentially a western concept, is surprisingly
also highly regarded by 5 Chinese reporters who rank it as most
important or second important. The most consensual answer is the
role of entertainer is the least important for reporters. 6
put it as least important and 3 put it as the second least
important. The most controversial role is the role of
ombudsman in which 2 think it is most important 2 think it is
least important.
Several problems are found in the answers to this question:
1) Interpretation of the wording for the role- when asked of
mobilization in the crusading role, many reporters recalled the
unpleasant experience of the Cultural Revolutions and rejected
this as the role of the reporter. The reporters could not
distinguish the difference between concepts of watchdog and
ombudsman even though the author had tried to explain to them.
2) Two of the interviewees gave answers contradictory to their
views expressed outside the question. A few of the older
reporters clearly showed the tendency of giving Party-approved
standard answers.
3) This question asked the journalistic ideal the reporter think
or believe rather than actual practice. However, quite a number
of interviewees gave their answers considering the possilibity of
these roles in reality.
4) As one reporter rightly remarked, all the roles listed are
performed by journalists of different beats and their importance
varies with beats.
Thus the above answers must be interpreted with care and
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3. Award Category for China: as the categorization of the National














As the year of award is different between National Award for
Good Journalism and the Pulitzer Prize, so year of publication is
used as the variable for the timing of the winning entries.
5. Case ID no.
For Both Pulitzer and National Award for Good Journalism From 01
6. Type of Newspaper
1-General (newspaper without specific news coverage
preference, e.g. New York Times, People's Daily)
2=Specialized (newspaper with specific news coverage
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preference e.g. The Wall Street Journal, Sports News)
3=News Acrencies
7. Prinicipal actors being covered by the prize-winning stories.
The categories are differentiated by occupation because it
implies political power and socio-economic status of the actors.
01-government official(include senators, military officers and
party officials).
02=interest groups such as labor union, professional associations
etc.
03=businessmen(the owner of an' enterprise)
04=academic (minimum at college level)
05=individual workers or farmers in general
06=middle management executives doing administrative work
with policy-making power.
07=professionals or outstanding figures, e.g. teachers,
doctors, lawyers, movies stars etc.
G8=adolescence or students
09=children
10=the public in general
1 1 rnf-hpr
8. Gender of the principal actor :•this variable is to examine is
there is an unbalanced coverage of the two sexes.
l=male
2=female
3=both male and female
4=unclear
9. Topics covered: by modifying Hohenberg's classifications
scheme, the prize-winning stories are categorized into the
following types(if there is a mixture of topics, then try to find
the major emphasis, if you can't, then code as other):
01= Exposing graft and corruption at all levels of government
02= War reporting
03= Crime reporting
04= Social Problems at large
05= Community affairs, improvements
06= Human interest
07= Domestic Governmental news
08= Disasters and accidents
09= Science and Technology
10= Diplomatic or foreign governmental news
11= Ecological Problems
12= Sports and games
13= Cultural activities
14= Economy and Finance
15= Non-technological Innovations
16= Other
10. Good or Bad News (as perceived by majority)
Good news are news of any event interpreted by most
people as expressing things positive, pleasant, humorous,
agreeable, pro-social, healthy, wholesome, constructive, healing,
favorable, sharing, helping, cooperative, altruistic, expressing
affection, sympathetic, reassuring, positive new discovery, an
improving trend or anything else normally perceived as a pleasant
event (Haskins et al., 1984), news stories that a majority of
local persons would pereive as positive or upbeat (Stone et al.
1987).
Bad news has been defined as new information about events,
objects or other referents which are themselves generally
considered to be unpleasant (Haskins 1980), new information
about any evnet that would be interpreted by most people as
negative, unpleasant, critical, conflictual, unhealthy,
unwholesome, gruesome, disagreeable, anti-social, deceitful,
destructive, painful, injurious, socially or individually
problem-creating, troublesome, verbally or physically fear
provoking, abusive, deteriorative or declining, or anything else
normally perceived as an unpleasant event (Haskins et al 1984.).
In this study, the definitions of good and bad news are a
mixture of Gieber's definitions (1955) of positive and negative
news reporting and Haskins' Good, Bad and Neutral news (1984)
Good news is defined as news items that cover topics
reflecting social cohesion and co-operation. Five main
categories of good news are identified: 1)internetional co¬
operation such as normal communication among nations;
2)government at work such as non-controversial information on
governmental affairs; 3)society at work such as information about
the groups of persons co-operating in non-governmental affairs;
4)Life Goes On: news items about individuals' daily lives;
5)Accomplishments and achievements such as economic growth and
technological breakthrough.
Bad news is defined as those items that report social
conflicts and disorganization. Four major types of bad news are
distinguished. 1)international tension such as military,
political and economic conflict between nations(but success in
war is considered as good news); 2) civic disruption such as
conflicts between political, economic and social groups; 3)crime
and vice(but the capture or punishment of the criminals is
considered as good news); accidents and disasters (but the
heroic deed during the accident is considered as good news).
Neutral news is defined as any news items that majority
readers would not feel encouraging nor depressed after knowing
the news such as non-controversial meetings, national crime
statistics showing essentially no change in different categories,
mixed national economic indicators, normal weather (from Haskins'
Neutral News issue quoted in Galician and Vestre, 1987). For






11. Elements of social change contained in the story
l=innovation(including all sorts of new things such as
successful experience, inventions)
2=criticism(including scandals, expose of corruption and
abuse and negative comments on the issue)
9=no element of change
12a. Reporting of Innovation
l=explanation only
2=good model or case study
9=criticism reports or reports with no change
12b. Level of Criticism in Criticism Reports(determine by the
highest level of criticism found in the report)
l=at individual level (e.g. an official, a criminal)
2=at group level (e.g. triad societies, youth, minorities)
3=at institutional level (not just criticize the persons
involved but the insitution as a whole e.g. Federal Tax Bureau, c
school, a pressure group, a company)
4=at systemic level (e.g. command economy, party line,
official corruption in general, unequal wealth distribution)
g=nnn-rri f i ci aid rsnorts
12c. Existence of demandsolution in criticism reports (from
reporter or the interviewee in the story)
l=no explicit suggestion for action (i.e. scandal only)
2=with suggestion for action (such as reforms and remedial
measures)
3=non-criticism report
12d. Response by persons or institutions being criticised:
1= no response
2= slightly improve the situation being criticised such as
dismissing the responsible official
3= largely improve the situation being criticised such as
the reorganization of a department
4= completely followed the demands suggested by the stories
5= refutation or denial to the criticism
6= non-criticism reports
7= unknown
12e. Realm of Reference of American prize-winning stories
l=Adhere to the domestic and foreign policy of the American
' government
2 Violate the domestic and foreign policy of the American
government
1 r a n h A M J_
As America has been called as Imperial Presidency in which
the power of the president is great, the government policy thus
refers to the policy of the presidents. The year 1979 belong to
Jimmy Carter s administration. His domestic policy is
environmental control, and promote fair and undiscriminatory
appointment of official and stagflation in economy. His
international policy is promoting international peace and avoid
conflict. 1980 Ronald Reagan became President. His domestic
economic policy is to stimulate production and control inflation
through tax cuts. A large budget deficit characterised his
adminstrat ion in which most are used to promote American
industries and step up Star War plan, expansion of MX missile
development. Sharp reduction in government spending results
in less welfare. Socially, he is against labor strikes.
Internationally, he hold steadfast position against USSR,
exert political influence in Carribean by supporting pro-American
forces such as the Nicaraguan contras in Latin and South
America and invasion of Grenada. Intervention in the Middle East
Affairs such as Lebanon. Hard-line policy to terrorism such as
attack on Libya. Politically, America's allies are:
Allies: Britain, Taiwan, Israel, South Korea and Philippines.
Semi Allies: West European countries, Japan, China.
Neutral: Scandinavian countries, OPEC countries
Semi Enemies: non-Aligned Third World Countries
Enemies: The Communist Bloc except China.
Thus reports which show attitudes matching with th
international interest of USA (i.e. negative reporting of her
enemies means adherence to foreign policy, positive reporting of
her enemies means violation).
12f. Realm of Reference of Chinese prize-winning stories
l=Adhere to the Party line and foreign policy of th
Communist Party:the Four Cardinal Principles, the Fou
Modernizations, Open Door Policy and Diplomatic Relationship with
foreign countries, e.g. stories that report the success oi
failure experience of economic reforms, positive report tc
international allies and negative report to enemies.
2=Violate the Party line and foreign policy of the Communist
Party. Since the Communist government stress the harmony between
the Four Cardinal Principles and the Four Modernizations, any
story reporting the conflict between the two policies belong to
this category.
the Four Cardinal Principles are keeping to the socialis
road, upholding the people's (democratic) dictatorship
leadership by the Communist Party and Marxism and Mao Zedon
Thought. The Four Modernizations are Defence, Industry
Agriculture and Technology.
The Open Door Policy includes:
sPefeconomic zones and 14 coastal cities providing
preferential terms to attract foreign investment;
b. attraction of efficient investment of foreign capital
c. increase of trade
d. the import of modern technology management techniques
According to Chen Zhung Jin(1987), the committee member of
the international problem research institute of the State Council
and professor of International Relations of Beijing University,
the foreign policy of China is:
a. against hegomonism and protect international peace
b. establish friendly relationship with 2nd and Third World
countries.
c. stress on the cooperation with Third World countries
China's political and economic allies and rivals thus are:
a. Enemies: Vietnam, Taiwan, USSR
b. Semi enemies: India, United States, South Korea
c. Neutral: Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia
c. Semi allies: ail third world countries except India,
Philippines; East and West European countries.
d. Allies: Japan, North Korea.
13. Scope of Coverage
The scope of coverage is divided by the location of the
events covered in the stories:
a. International news- news that occurred in locations outside
the national boundary of the country which the newspaper
belonged. It is subdivided into 2 categories:
1= international news that the country of the newspaper is
also involved.
2~ international news which there is no direct involvement of
the country of the newspaper.
Domestic news will also be divided into two categories
3= Domestic National- Event or personality being covered
affects the whole country and took place domestically, e.g. the
President, the economic policy, large construction work at the
Yellow River.
4= Domestic Localregional- Event or personality being
' covered affect only to part of the country and took place
domestically, e.g. corruption of a provincial Party secretary,
pollution problem of one particular state or province.
14. Availability of background information in the
report(as an indication of quality)
Background information here is refered to information that
cannot be collected at the event but serves as explanation for
the eventissue covered. For example, in case of a fire
accident, past statistics and previous experience contained in
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the story are considered as background information.
l=no
2=yes
15. Presence of unpleasant consequence to the newspaper or
reporter published the story such as legal threat, letters of
portest, resentment and life endangerment to the reporter.
The throwing of stones and arson during the reporting of bussing






17. Enduring values shown- the concept of enduring values comes
from Gan's study of news stories of CBS and the Time{1979). The
set of values are examined if they also constitute the values
shown in the journalistic ideal. As his scheme refers to
American context, certain modifications are made for this
comparative study. Additional values are altruistic communism,
responsible communism, metropolitan glamour and collectivism.
i~no 2=yes
i. ethnocentrism: viewing the event or issue from the viewpoint
of domestic country in news involving another country.
ii. altruistic democracy: support to the present political
system. According to American tradition as Gans (1979) pointed,
the negative affirmation is the expression for the support of the
system of democracy by frequent attentions to deviations from an
unstated ideal e.g. corruption, protest, conflict, bureaucratic
malfunctioning thus indicating how American democracy should
perform.
iii. altruistic communism: In China, positive affirmation is the
expression for the support of the system by reporting models and
the public's realization of party policy.
iv. responsible capitalism: stories that support to a
capitalistic economy such as positive coverage of rich people,
business competition and private ownership.
v. responsible communism:, stories show favour to command
economy, national enterprise and business cooperation among
business competitors.
vi. small-town pastoralism:stories reporting life in rural area
and small town is more positive than city. Peace, nature and
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simple life is reported positively.
vii. metropolitan glamour: stories reporting urban prosperity and
modernity as opposing to small-town pastoralism. Examples are
coverage on usage of high-tech audio-visual facilities, enjoyment
of life, luxurious life style, fashion and high consumption
without criticism.
viii• individualism:preservation of the freedom of individuals
against the encroachments of nations and society such as positive
reporting to person who successfully struggle against adversity
and nature.
ix. Collectivism:positive reporting of cooperation, persons who
sacrifice for the sake of others.
x. moderatism: value that discourage extremism by showing
negative attitude to radicals and their activities such as
rallies, demonstrations.
xi. social order: reports that uphold the legitimacy of present
holders of formal authority as long as they are abide by the
the other enduring values and reflecting the values of the
establishments
xii. national leadership: maintenance of social order based on a
theory of society that the social process is shaped by leaders.
This value is reflected in the news by portraying the strong and
able personality of incumbent leaders and focus the recruitment
of new leaders. Leaders are defined as the political leading
figures, public agencies, the academics who are often consulted
by the press for their opinion toward an event or issue.
18. Degree of Reporter's Involvement
Degree of Reporter's involvement is a concept evolved from
the typology of journalistic orientations. However, the typology
of journalistic orientation has not indicated the difference of
reporter's involvement in the event heshe report which may have
significant impact on the client-identification, attitude to the
event or interviewee and method of presentation.
Two types of involvement are identified: psychological
involvement and physical involvement. Although both are
interrelated, psychological involvement is considered as more
important because it affect the portrayal of personalities and
events. A three- point index is constructed to measure the degree
of involvement in the story.
hiah involvement moderate involvement low involvement
The determination of reporter's involvement is
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under the following rule:
High involvement is indicated by:
no or rare usage of direct quotation
the showing of reporter's attitude toward the event or
interviewee
- the showing of intimate relationship or friendship between the
reporter and the interviewee such as calling the interviewee
by nickname in the story
evidence of action that the reporter has taken other than
reporting such as personal investigation conducted for the event
or issue.
Moderate involvement is indicated by having part of the
indicators of high involvement in the story but less in intensity
Low involvement is indicated by the opposite to high involvement.
19. Journalists' Orientation
1= Observer orientation: reporter a) shows no personal opinion on
the event or issue being covered in the story; b)takes no action
outside his reportorial duty to work for the event or issue;
2= Participant advocate orientation: reporter a) shows favourable
or supportive attitude to the repressed group of the society in
the story and show critical attitude to the establishment; b}
takes action outside his reportorial duty for the event or issue
such as investigation; c)showing his opinion on the event;
3= Change-oriented advocate partisan orientation: reporter
a)shows supportive or favourable attitude to the establishment;
b) contain elements of change such as innovation and criticism in
the story; c)shows his opinion on the event;
4= Non-change-oriented advocate partisan orientation: reporter
a)shows an supportive and favorable attitude to the current
status quo such as almighty communism in China and almight
capitalism in the United States by reporting of events and issues
demonstrating the superiority of one system to the other
b)contain no element of change; c)showing his opinion on the
event.
20. Number of sources quoted
Number of news sources are countedby the number of non-
repetitive attribution (per individual person) found in the story.
From 00. if soly by reporters' observation code as 01
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FORM STYLE ATTRIBUTES
21. Type of Lead
Lead is the first paragragh .in a news story. As Mencher's
popular newswriting textbook said, it should either capture the
essence of the event or attract the reader to read the story.
Although some writers of newswriting textbooks have offered
they classification of lead, the typology of Metz (1985) will be
used in this study because the distinction is clear and represent
a variety of style and mastery of writing skill. In comparison,
Mencher's classification is more a method of matching the lead to
the type content. He roughly distinguish leads into direct and
delayed leads. Those leads that give the readers immediately
the main theme of the story is called delayed leads. Under
these two categories are lead, multiple leads, summary leads,
denotative leads and only one type of delayed lead-
interpretative and explanatory lead is belonged to delayed lead.
Following Metz's typology, leads are diffentiated into 6
categories in this study:
l=Striking Statement- using an exciting statement of a Gee
whiz sense as the first paragraph
e.g. Mississippi public schools aren't making the grade.
2=Summary Lead- present a synopsis of the entire story for
the reader in the first paragraph.
e.g. Few women serve on the boards of the city's major
industries, a survey by this newspaper revealed today.
3=Direct Address- using you or directly addressing the
reader in the first paragraph.
e.g. Get ready for rain that could push the city's choked
rivers over record levels.
4=Narrative Lead- An introductory paragraph to the whole
story which contain no significant information of the event or
issue covered.
e.g. Kevin Parrish, a 20-year-old student from Upper
Malboro, was arrested on a drunk driving charge at 3 a.m. Feb. 20
and taken to the Prince George's County Detention Center. He was
to wait there for a few hours until his mother could arrive with
$450 to bail him out.
5-Descriptive Lead- Description of the scenerio of the event
covered in the first paragraph.
e.g. Something out there beyond the farthest reaches of the
known solar system seems to be tugging at Uranus Neptune. Some
gravitational force keeps perturbing the two giant planets,
causing irregularities in their orbits, the force suggests a
presence far away and unseen, a large object that may be the
long-sought Planet X.
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,, 6 Unclassifiable Lead- lead that do not belong to any one of
the above types of leads.
22. Event or Issue
1 Event: occur within a given period of time
2=Issue: no definite period, may evolve from an event but
explore the relationship or meaning of the event with the whole
social context.
23. Time Lag between eventinterview and publication
(count lowest limit e.g. 3 days= (1))
1= within two days
2= within two days to one week
3= within a week to one month
4= within one month to three months
5= within three months to half a year
6= more than half a year
7= unclear (cannot be sure)
8= unknown (cannot find any timing information)
24. Method of Newsgathering (as shown in the story)
l=no 2=yes
i.Personal Interview
ii. controversial sources for balance of opinion
iii. investigationobervation by reporter
iv. press conference or situations that reporters are invited
v. multiple sources, same opinion
vi. Other
—__ (ps indicate)
The structure of news is defined as the presentation order
and organization of the news story. Two major types are
distinguished in this study: the inverted pyramid news structure
and the chronological news structure (Hill Breen, 1977).
01-inverted pyramid structure: the basic design used for most
straight news stories. The most important facts are blurted out
in the first paragraph and the reporter works his way down to and
through the trivial facts (i.e. in order of decreasing
importance) which facilitate readers' choice of story.
02=chronological structure: the story is presented by
temporal order instead of significance order writing the
beginning of the event or issue until the latest development.
03=0ther structure.
26. Degree of Reporter's subjectivity
The press are always being accused as reporters inserting
their subjective judgement or opinion on the story which create
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illusion for the public (Bennett, 1983). Thus how far are
reporters subjective in their presentation is an interesting
point to be explored. The degree of reporter's subjectivity is
measured by coders' overall impression on the story if the
reporter has shown his own opinion in the story, and how the
reporter show his opinion- with or without evidence support, and
inserts his own values by usage of pejorative and connotative
words and phrases in the news story such as cunning,
persevering, cruel,messy.
A five-point index is used to measure the degree of
subjectivity of the prize-winning reporters by the intensity of
showing opinion. The scale range from highly subjective to no
opinion. Neutral in this context means both positive and
negative opinion on the subject covered are shown in the same
story and they are quoted as interviewees' opinion.
If the reporter use a first person or second person writing
the story, then every opinion made is counted as reporter's own
opinion.
opinion without opinion with opinion
evidence support with some support with support
27. Narrative style this variable complies the above variable
on degree of reporter's subjectivity because the style of
presentation enables the writer to insert his opinion. Moreover,
the most common newswriting style is the third person and
variation from this is an innovative attempt and a demonstration
of variety in reporting the story.
l=First Person, using I to tell the whole story
2=Second Person, using you to tell the whole story
3=Third Person, naming the source without using You or
I to tell the story.
4=Mixed: dialogue
5-Mixed: a combination of any of the above.
28. Reporting Format
l=the single item form without follow-up
2=cumulative story: single item form with follow-ups




29. Frequency of using direct quotations: as indicator of
writing style, degree of involvement of reporters.
l=Very Frequent (over 50% of the source)
2-Moderately Frequent (20 to 50% of the source)
3=Rare usage (less than 20%)-
4=Nil (0)
30. Reason for Appraisal as manifested in the judges' report.
l=Yes
0=No
i. Content support the status quo(altruistic democracy
and responsible capitalism values shown for Pulitzer prize-
winning stories and altruistic communism and responsible
communism values shown for National Awards for Good News).
ii. Content stir up demand for change or reform
iii. Writing style and skill
iv. Timeliness or exclusiveness
v. Other: (please write down the reason)
31. Coder's identification.
l=Ha (Ha Shu Ying)
2=Lam (Lam Siu Kei)
3=Kuen (Chan Kuen Kuen)
4=Chung (Chung Kin Mui)
5=Lai (Lai Siu Yee)
6=Ng (Ng Kwai Heng)
7=Chan (Chan Han Sze)
8-American
32. Social Function in relation to Status Quo
In this study, Lee's (1985) definition of status quo as
existing political, social and economic practices is adopted.
Power structure refers to the pattern of power domination in a
society.
In the United States, the society is dominated by wealthy,
white males who are aided by the governmental bureaucracy
(Greenberg, 1977). The government, especially the present Reagan
administration, is viewed as allies to these large corporations
rather than curbing their dominance (Chafe, 1986). The Party
bureaucrats, instead of capitalists in capitalistic society or
nobles in feudal society, are the power-holders of the Communist
society.
l=Challenge to existing power structure: the story is addressing
to the unequal power relation existing in the status quo such as
abuse of power by Party officials in China such as exploiting
fertilizers for personal use by officials, the corrupt and
exploitative nature practices of large corporations such as the
Three Mile Island expose by the Philadelphia Inquirer are
Classified as items challencnna the statues rrnn
o challenge to status quo: When the award-winning stories
cover the positive aspects of the society such as the
accomplishment or normal functioning of Chinese government in
National Award for Good Journalism or normal functioning of the
capitalist government and large corporations in the Pulitzer
Prize is viewed as stories maintaining the power structure.
3=Unrelated to Status Quo: Stories covering situation beyond
human control such as natural disasters are classified as items
unrelated to power structure. As Tuchman (1978a) argues,
reporting events unrelated to the power structure is another form
of maintaining the power structure diverting public's attention
from the core of the problem. Thus in our analysis, stories that
do not cover matters of power structure are grouped also into the
category of maintaining the status quo.
4= Status quo changing: Those that calls for changes in general
moral standard such as public toilet sanitation or helping
others, is classified as items of changing the status quo
without challenging the power structure.
34. Innovation Effect
l=convert followers and other response such as readers'
writing of letters of inquiry
2=no response
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1-2 5. Case ID no.()()
For Both Pulitzer and National Good News award From 01




4-5 7. Prinicipal actors being
covered by the prize-winning stories.
01=government official include senators or party officials.
02-interest groups such as labor union, professional associations
etc.
03=businessmen(the owner of an enterprise)
04=academic
05=individual white-collar and blue collar worker farmer
06=middle management executives doing administrative work
with policy-making power.
07=professionals or outstanding figures.
08=adolescence or students
09=children
10=the public in general
ll=other
•—• -—-(please write down the
occupation of the principal actors)
6 8. Gender of the principle actor{)
l=male
2=female
3=both male and female
4=unclear
7-8 9. Topics covered•()()
01= Exposing graft and corruption at all levels of government
02= War reporting
03= Crime reporting
04= Social Problems at large
05= Community affairs, improvements
06= Human interest
07= Domestic Governmental news
08= Disasters and accidents
09= Science and Technology
10= Diplomatic or foreign governmental news
11= Ecological Problems
12= Sports and games
13= Cultural activities
14= Economy and Finance
15= Non-technological Innovations
16= Others








9=no element of change
12 12b. Reporting of Innovation()
l=explanation only
2-Good Model or case study
9=criticism reports or reports with no change
element«
I3 12c. Level of criticism in criticism reports()
l=at individual level (e.g. an official, a criminal)
2=at group level (e.g. Triad Societies, youth)
3=at institutional level (e.g. Federal Tax Bureau,
a school, a pressure group, a company)
4~at systemic level (e.g. command economy, party line,
official corruption in general, unequal wealth
distribution
9-non-criticism reports
14 12d. Existence of demandsolution suggestion in criticism
reports (from reporter or the interviewee in the story)
( )
l=no suggestion for action(i.e. scandal only)
2=with suggestion for action (such as reforms and remedial
measures)
3=non-criticism reports
15 12e. Response by persons or insitutions being
criticised:()
l=no response
2=slightly improved the situation being criticised
such as dismiss the reponsible individuals
3=largely improved the situation including structural
reform such as the reorganisation of a department
4=completely followed the demands suggested by the stories
5=refutation or denial to the criticism
6=non-criticism reports
9=unknown
16 12f. Realm of Reference of American prise-winning stories
( )
l=Adhere to the domestic and foreign policy of the
the American government
2=violate the domestic and foreign policy of the
American government
9=Chinese Stories
17 i2g. Realm of Reference of Chinese prize-winning stories
( )
l=Adhere to the Party line and foreign policy of the
Communist Party: the Four Cardinal Principles, Four
Modernizations, Open Door Policy and diplomatic relationship
with foreign countries
2=violate the Party line and foreign policy of the Communist
Party
Q= Jmori cars ?t.nrieS
13. Scope of Coverage()
international news that the country of the newspaper is
also involved.
2= international news which there is no direct involvement of
the country of the newspaper.
3= Domestic National
4= Domestic Localregional
14. Availability of background information in the
report(as an indication of quality)()
l=no
2-yes
20 15. Existence of unpleasant consequences to








17. Enduring values shown l=no 2=yes
22 i. ethnocentrism()
23 ii. altruistic democracy()
24 iii. altruistic communism()
25 iv. responsible capitalism()
26 v. responsible communism()
27 vi. small-town pastoralism()




32 xi» social order()
33 xii. national leadership()
34 18. Degree of Reporter's Involvement
( )
high involvement moderate involvement low involvement





36 37 20. Number of sources quoted
From 00. if: solely by reporters' observation code as 01
FORM STYLE ATTRIBUTES







39 22. Event or Issue
1= Event
2= Issue
40 23. Time Laa between eventinterview and nubiication
(count lowest limit e.a. 3 davs= (1))
1= within two days
2= within two days to one week
3= within a week to one month
4= within one month to three months
5= within three months to half a year
6= more than half a year
7= unclear {cannot be sure)
8= unknown (cannot find any timing information)




42 ii. controversial sources for balance of opinion
l=no
2=ves
43 iii. investigationobervation by reporter
l=no
2-ves
44 iv. Dress conference or situations that reporters are invited
l=no
































5=Hixed: other combination than dialogue
50 28. Reporting Format
l=the single item form.
2=the series form (published consecutively in the same
newspaper)
3stories with irregular follow-ups(cumulative story)
51 29. Frequency of using direct quotations
l=Very Frequent (over 50% of the source)
2=Moderately Frequent (20 to 50% of the source)
3=Rare usage (less than 20%)
4=Nil (0)




52 i. Content support present government policy
53 ii.Content stir up demand for change or reform
54 iii.Writing style and skill
55 iv.Timeliness or exclusiveness
56 v.Other: (please indicate)









59 33. Function to Status Quo
l=Challenge to Status Quo
2=No Challenge to Status Quo
3=Unrelated to Status Quo
60 34. Innovation Effect
l=convert followers and other response
2=no response
3=unknown
Notes or Comments(pis quote one sentence from the story to
justify your judgement on reporters' subjectivity. You can also
use this space for anything you are unsure)
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IV. COMPARISON OF CONSTITUENTS OF MODEL JOURNALISM














Supporting other studies on the American press, males were
the principal actor in the news events covered by Pulitzer prize-
winning stories (See Table Al). However, the American pattern
of male domination is greater than its Chinese counterpart.
There were quite a number of females praised as advanced models
in the Chinese prize-winning stories such as Zhang Haidi, Li Yan,
Du Yunyun. However, the non-sexual characteristic of the
Chinese language result in difficulty in determining the sex of
the actors when they are discussed, in general terms. In cases
where the sex of the actors cannot be clearly distinguished, it
is classified as unclear.
There is also quite a significant difference between the
realm of reference of the Chinese and American prize-winning
reporting (Table A2). As expected, with overt political
restriction on the press, the majority (82.6%) of the Chinese
prize-winning stories follows the realm of the reference of
current Chinese administration. However, in America where the
press is privately owned, over half of the prize-winning stories
follow the realm of reference of the Reagan administration.
This is especially true in the reporting of international news
When American interest is affected. Herman (1985) called this
phenomenon in international news as a propagandist framework.
For both China and the United States, many social problems are
not attributed to the fault of the government policies but the
fault of those officials who implement the policies. Violation of
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federal regulation in water supply, cotton dust standard,
minority employment rate are such example found in the Pulitzer
prize-winning stories. The exploitation of state-allocated
fertilizer, state quota of official promotion are examples found
in Chinese prize-winning stories. However, there is still a
considerable portion of Pulitzer prize-winning stories (35.9%)
challenge Carter's and Reagan's policies especially on the issue
of nuclear power plant and armament race.
To the surprise of the Western press critics, the Pulitzer
prize-winning stories has a higher proportion (76.9%) of
discussion of issues than its communist counterpart (44.5%). Two
factors can explain this phenomenon. First, most of the Pulitzer
prize-winning stories are in-depth investigative reporting
breaking the conventional practice of simple short stories so
that details of a problem and its implication with trend
analysis is possible. Secondly, the coverage of issues is
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pent in newsgathering and depth of the story can easily be
appreciated. For China, the limitation of story is an obstacle
for issue to be selected because usually an issue is discussed
in considerable length with background information. From this
finding, the claim that western journalists treasure spot event
reporting more than communist journalists are a myth rather than
a reality. Rather we can say that due to space allocation and
resource constraints are events more often reported in the
western press. The discrepancy between what the press prefer
and what they routinely practice as predicted by Tiffen (1978)
Table A4
Cost of Newsgathering (indicated by diversity of news





























N. B There are 2 missing observations for China because part of
the text of the stories were torn.
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TOTAL 100.0% 100.0 100.0%
(N) 39 155 194
48.5%
51.5%
is supported. With sufficient resources and space allocation,
the proportion of events and issues in the newspaper can be
balanced.
B. Newsgathering
By our measure of the diversity of quoted news sources and
examination of newsgathering method, it is found that Pulitzer-
winning stories invest much more resources in gathering the news
than its Chinese counterpart. Over 50% of American prize-winning
stories obtain a high score in newsgathering cost while nearly
90% of the Chinese prize-winning stories have low score in
newsgathering cost (Table A4). Examples of heavy resources and
efforts put on the gathering of news are illustrated in our
qualitatie comparison of the prize-winning stories discussed in
the next chanter.
To the surprise of most critics, a vast majority (87.2%) of
the American prize-winning stories provide background information
and analysis for the reader (Table A5). In a communist system
which is expected to emphasize trend analysis with its relative
neglect of immediacy, the outcome is that prize-winning stories
have lower proportion of stories containing background
information. Only 38.7% of the prize-winning stories contain
background information. Such a phenomenon can be attributed to
the same exogenous factors affecting the proportion of events of
issues- the limitation of story length and resources put on the
gathering of a story. As shown in the above comparison of the
cost of newsgathering between the political systems, the Chinese
prize-winning stories invest much less than its American
counterpart and individual work rather than team work is the
Chinese journalistic practice. Thus the provision of background
information which is an extra work for journalists is highly
dependent on the journalist's intiative. The phenomenon
Table A6
EXCLUSIVENESS (SELF-INITIATIVENESS)




I 5.1% I 11.6% I 10.3%
4——++
Exclusivel I I
I 84.6% I 62.6% I 67.0%
Ron-exclusive I I I
I 10.3% I 25.8% I 22.7%
TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%




























can also indicate one problem of the newspaper staff in the
Chinese press- the lack of professional training and lack of
analytical quality among most journalists.
Besides breaking through the common practice of
superficiality, the self-intiativeness of reporter in digging up
news stories are highly favored by the jurors (Table A6). The
recommendation of exclusiveness is true to both communist and
capitalist press (84.6%) although the communist is to a lesser
extent (62.6%).
From the examination of the two attributes of exclusiveness
and availability of background information we can realize that
such breakthrough from pack journalism, passive reporting is
another important common characteristic of model journalism while
the problem of superficiality is still only combated by the
American prize-winning journalists.
Journalistic Style
Comparatively, the American prize-winning stories have a
higher score of objectivity than its Chinese counterpart (Table
A8). The objectivity score, as mentioned in chapter three is
aggregated from objective journalistic ritual of diversity of
news sources, presence of reporter's opinion, frequency in using
direct quotations and presence of conflicting possibilities. To
understand better the degree of objectivity of the model
journalism in the two systems, each of the indicator of
objectivity is examined and rnrnnsrpd
Only 3.3% of all the prize-winning stories attain the
absolute level of objectivity- no opinion (Table A9).
Surprisingly, the five stories that no opinion is found are the
Chinese prize-winning stories which are expected to be
subjective. The objectivity ritual of refraining from giving-
Table A8
Objectivity score (aggregate from four indicators: diversity
of news sources, presence of reporter's opinion, frequency in














evidence 10.3% 13.7% 13.0%
Opinion with











TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(N) 39 153 192
Missing Observation= 2
personal opinion by quoting opinion of the news sources is kept
more by the Chinese prize-winning journalists. So we can see
that in presenting an opinion, the Chinese prize-winning stories
are much more cautious than their Amercian counterpart.
However, this is just the iceberg of the objectivity
problem. When we examine the table carefully, we can conclude
that opinion always exist in prize-winning news stories no matter
in which form, from the journalists or from the news sources.
Even if we classify opinion attributable to the interviewees as
no opinion in the story, we still have 70% of the Chinese prize-
winning stories and 84% of Pulitzer prize-winning stories that
reporter insert their own opinion. It is also necessary to
point out an underlying problem found in the prize-winning news
reporting: the existence of opinion without supportive evidence
suchas Mr. Walesea, with an unerring instinct for issues that
move blue-collar people, plays upon their sense of class
revenge. Communists leaders are obssessed by their minority
position. They are quick to spot anti-communist conspiracies
even there they do not exist (New York Times' coverage of the
Polish Solidarity Movement), making prophecies such as he would
return to apologize, he would say later (Philadelphia
Inquirer's coverage of the Three Mile Island Radioactive Leakage)
or They wait for another assault by Thai soldiers who come to
• rape their women. Or for the Vietnamese troops to launch an all-
out offensive that would drive them across the border into
Thailand (Louisville Courier-Journal's Coverage of the Cambodian
refugees' life).
Giving such opinion without supportive evidence can be
appreciated as insights or intuition, but can also be denounced
as rumours and premature judgement on the event. In this
author's view, the provision of supportive evidence is an
important distinction between.news reporting and commentary
writing. If reporter arbitrarily and easily insert his opinion
without supportive evidence, then it will mean the revival of the
era of yellow journalism where the press' credibility is
completely ruined. Moreover, reporting interviewees' opinion is
still an opinion that affect the perception of the readers on the
topic covered by the story, thus it is necessary that supportive
evidence are accompanied with either the opinon of the
interviewees or the reporters to ensure the quality of the
opinion.
Diversity of news sources being quoted is a quantitative
measure of news sources diversity. The Pulitzer prize-winning
stories are more keeping to this ritual and have a higher score
in news sources diversity (Table A10). Over half of the stories
quoted over 10 sources in one story. Only 5.1% of the stories
quote less than three sources which are news features. Chinese
prize-winning journalists, in contrast, is highly dependent on
personal interview of a single source such as the Party secretary
of a region and explored the one single source in great detail.
Without this cross-checking mechanism of multiple sources,
reporter will easily be controlled by the sources if he is not
skeptical enough.
But the enlarging of the number of news sources is the first
step to prevent manipulation of the source. As we can see from
Table All which is an excerpt of Table A7, the multiple sources
sought by the American prize-winning news journalists are more
often reported as unanimity of opinion to an event (82.1%) rather
than providing controversial opinion (56.4%). In the case of
China, prize-winning journalists often did not use
Table A10
b. Diversity of Quoted News Source
Less than 2 sources
3 to 6 sources



































multiple sources thus controversy is less than communist
counterpart. The right and worng of the truth of the event is
often clearly distinguished to the readers.
The Pulitzer prize-winning stories also score higher than
their Chinese counterpart in the frequency of using direct
quotations (Table All). Usage of direct quotations is nearly a
rule-of-thumb for American reporters as an objective presentation
or an opinion and a writing skill to enhance the vividity of the
event or the interviewee. However, this is not the case for the
Chinese prize-winning stories because many Chinese reporters
posed himself as an informed narrator of the event. In addition,
the usage of direct quotation is found to be a matter of
Table All



























narrative style than a protective mechanisms as seen from the
uaripfv of usina direct quotation in different news stories.
ii. Degree of Involvement
Most Chinese and Pulitzer prize-winning reporters show a
level of moderate to high involvement their stories (Table A13).
The common form of journalistic involvement is usually
psychological- an empathy to the minds of the interviewees by
describing how they feel and giving personal opinion on the
event. However as some of the objectivistic tools such as direct
quotations are used and multiple sources are sought in a story,
they are counted as high involvement. If reporter's are highly
involved in the event or interviewees, readers are also tempted
to involve in the news stories, sharing the joy and sadness of
the interviewees.
iii. Form of Presentatinn
A great difference is found in reporting format between the
Pulitzer prize-winning stories and the Chinese award-winninc
stories (Table A14) and it came as no surprise. The limitation
of story length and regulation of the number of story submission
determined that most of Chinese' prize-winning stories are single
story. In a less restricted situation like the Pulitzer Prize,

















































comes second. All the single stories among the winning entries
under study belonged to feature writing and explanatory
journalism. Due to the formidable length of the prize-winning
series, most of them are published on Sundays when newspaper had
the most readership and more space could be allocated to the
report.
Story Structure
There is also a great difference in story structure between
Pulitzer prize-winning stories and Chinese prize-winning stories
(Table A15). Chronological structure to narrate the news issue
or event from the genesis to the latest development was typical
of the Chinese prize-winning stories. However inverted pyramid
as a western news story structure was also popular among the
prize-winning stories. Thus we can see the influence of western
journalistic technique to Chinese journalists.
The Pulitzer prize-winning entries demonstrate a variety of
story structure. Inverted pyramid structure condemned as a story
structure fragmenting readers' understanding of a story (Bennett,
1983) or strategic ritual (Tuchraan, 1972) arenot the most
popular story structure used by the prize-winning journalists.
Rather the story were organised into different patterns according




























As in customary practice, writing in third person were th
most popular narrative style in the prize-winning stories of bott
systems (Table A16). Mixed narration such as using both firs
person and third person are also quite popular among the Pulitzei
prize-winning stories. Although there were some breakthroughs ir
Table Aid
NARRATIVE STYLEJ. V oT I Li£J
USA China Total
First Person 2.6% 3.9% 5.7%
Third Person 82.0% 91.0% 89.2%
Dialogue 0% 1.9% 1.9%
Mixed Narration 15.4% 3.2% 5.7%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%




Striking Statement 15.4% 7.8% 9.4%
Summary Lead 17.9% 32.7% 29.9%
Direct Address 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
Narrative Lead 38.5% 33.3% 34.4%
Descriptive Lead 25.6% 19.0% 20.3%
Unclassifiable Lead 0% 4.6% 3.7%
TOTAL 39 152 1S1
(N) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Missing Observation=3
narrative style in the prize-winning stories, the conventional
objective and omnipresent third person narrative style is still
the most convenient way to narrate an event or issue.
Narrative lead is the most popular style to begin the story
for both Chinese and American prize-winning stories {Table A18).
Summary lead is as frequently used as narrative lead in Chinese
prize-winning stories while descriptive lead is the second most
frequently used in American prize-winning stories. From the
variety of lead used in prize-winning stories we can understand
how much journalists emphasize the attraction of readers'
attention by mastering and polishing the first paragraph. The
popularity of narrative lead indicates the storytelling nature of
the prize-winning stories in creating atmosphere and provoking
readers' emotion.
Promptness in Reporting
Overemphasis of promptness in reporting is often criticized
as the defect of western reporting (Galtung Ruge, 1965; Tiffen,
1978). Refuting such accusation, Pulitzer prize-winning stories
deerophasize such short term promptness and focus more to the
depth of the story (Table A18). The unknown category were
stories that no temporal information was provided in the stories.
These unknown categories comprise the majority of the prize-
winning stories because many were investigative reports and
discussion of long-existing issues of the country or state that
timing information seems irrelevant. Nevertheless, the emphasis
of timeliness was more obvious in the Chinese prize-winning
stories. In view of the fact that the National Award for Good
Journalism has set out one of the selection criteria as quick,
the outcome was a bit frustrating. Only 30% of the prize-winning
story meet this requirement of the award which the timelag
between newsgathering and publishing is within one week.
Table A18
Promptness in reporting
IU S A China ROW
Timelag I TOTAL
Between Newsgather- I II 21
ing and publishing———++-—+
Unknown III
I 53.8% I 27.2% I 34.2%
+——+ f
Unclear I I I
I 2.6% I 7.1% I 6.2%
— +
More than 121 I I
year I 5.1% I 5.2% I 5.2%
+ + — — +
3 to 6 months! I I
I 0% I 3.2% I 2.6%
+ — + — +
1 to 3 months III
I 10.3% I 11.7% I 11.4%
1 week to 1 I 1 I
month I 5.1% I 12.3% I 10.9%
Within a weekl I I
I 7.7% I 8.4% I 8.3%
+ - + : +
Within 2 daysl I I
I 15.4% I 22.7% I 21.2%
(N) 39 155 194
E. Social Role
Complimenting the third hypothesis of this study that model
journalism under both communist system and capitalism performs
mainly a status quo-changing role, a great majority of the
Chinese and Amercian prize-winning stories contain elements of
change (Table A19). Innovation and criticism, as previously
discussed, are two sources of change. Criticism, as predicted,
is the dominat form the capitalist press used in advocating
change of the status quo. China, in contrast, mainly employs the
method of introducing innovation to advocate change such as
reporting of deeds of advance models and scientific discovery.
In reporting innovation, the wrongdoings of the past and
dysfunction of the leftist thought were either implicitly or
explicitly criticized. There were also criticism to the current
situation. Most of them addressed to the corruption and power
abuse of officials.
Reporting of Innovation
Case study or reporting of advance model in Chinese
Communist terminology, is a special form of explanation of an
innovation by describing in detail the practical experience of a
real-life example. From Table A20 we can see that factual
explanation is rarely used in Chinese prize-winning reporting of
innovation. Case studies, on the contrary, are popularly used
because the educational role of the press is stressed. Many
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interest of the readers with its vividity and the introduction of
experience of these innovators will facilitate public
acceptance. Without such emphasis on the educational role a
the Chinese press, the Pulitzer prize-winning stories show
balance use of factual explanation and advance model in th
Reporting of Criticism
There is also a significant difference in the reporting o
criticism between the two systems (Table A21). Scandals, as
form of reporting criticism that expose only the misbehavior o
particular individuals, are accused by critics (Pool, 197!
Gallagher, 1975) as superficial criticisms. The American press
were accused as only exposing scandals rather than roaki
cnhqfantive criticism for improvement. In this study, it:
o
found that such accusation is partially supported. 51.6% of
American prize-winning critical reporting were scandals. In
contrast, only 22% of Chinese prize-winning stories were scandals
without giving concrete demands for action to a problem.
How critical are the press in reporting criticism? In this
study of model journalism, it is found that level of criticism in
Pulitzer prize-winning stories are quite evenly distributed
(Table A22). There is also a slight majority (29%) of criticism
challenging the system at systemic level such as the nuclear
armament race in general (The Hiroshima Plus), the exploitation
of the American government by corporatist groups (The Bigness of
American government). Established institutions such as the
Bell Textron Helicopter Company, the Church and the
transportation authority are the second level most often
criticized by Pulitzer-winning stories.
In contrast, the Chinese prize-winning stories rarely
challenge the political system at a high level. Usually,
criticism focussed on the fault and selfishness of a particular
officials or officials related with one another in a group
fashion. Focus on individual level in reporting of criticism has
the merit of showing a clear target so that change is easier for
the sytem rather than a broad criticism. Moreover, the public can
understand the problem of corruption from a concrete real-life
experience. However such focus on individuals has also defect
of missing the structural or systemic cause of a problem. In the
case of China, such focus is strategically better in meeting the
immediate needs of the common people. Overt attack on systemic
level such as the monopoly of communist rule is not allowed in
China with its restriction on the press, but constructive
criticism that does not shake the base of communist rule is
acceptable. And as most people do not care about changes of
policies in general but care who actually implement the policies,
the press can serve their immediate needs by maximizing their
function in checking the corruption of particular officials.
Apart from satisfying the immediate needs of the people,
criticism at group level is already an illustration of the
relation network among the Party officials which is a symptom of
the monopolistic rule of the Communist Party although the story






























N. B. There are four cases of innovation mixed with criticism not
counted in this table because the criticism is too mild and
trivial.
Criticisms at systemic level are few in China compared to
the United States. Yet their existence and recommendation of the
juors is already a remarkable improvement from the past. i
veteran editor of People's Daily won the award by reporting
problems behind the success of agricuitual modernization policies
- the widening gap between the wealth of the entrepreneurs and
poverty of the vast majority left behind in the backward rural
areas. The reporting of Party official corruption at all levels
by a case study of chemical fertilizers also won the Chinese
Farmers' Daily an award.
F. Social Impact Incurred by the Publishing of the Story
It must be reiterated here that the social impact incurred
by the publishing of the prize-winning stories refers only to
short-term and publicly-known impact. In this study, stor?
nomination without mentioning its social response, is considered
as a story of no response because social impact as an asset to
win the prize, should be mentioned in its nomination o:
recommendation. It is found in this study that the successful
rate of criticism are similar in the United States and China
(Table A23). About half of the persons or institutions being
criticized positively responded to the criticism by making slight
improvement such as official investigation of the issue or
punishment of the responsible official. The distinction of right
and wrong is clear in both prize-winning criticisms of communist
Table A23























system and capitalist system. Most of the successful criticism
are bottom-up criticism voicing the greivances of the common
people and target at the governmental body. Such findings is in
agreement with a recent study (Protess et. al, 1987) which also
found that public officials are more responsive to investigative
reporting than the general public.
But the press is quite impotent in criticizing the private
sector. For example, the Bell Textron Helicotper Company which
was accused of manufacturing unsafe helicopters for the army by
the public service prize-winning Forth Worth— Star-Telegram,
denied the accusations and mobilized people to cancell
subscription of the paper even when the Army was willing to
admit the fault.
In the prize-winning stories of the National Award for Good
Journalism, we find no overt refutation or denial by the
organizations or individuals being criticized. We can explain
this phenomenon by the media sturcture and conventional practice
of the Chinese press. As discussed in Chapter two, the Chinese
press are very cautious in publishing criticism and most of the
sources of criticism come from readers letters. Criticism
would only be published until sufficient evidence were at
journalists' had and the departmental unit concern was consulted.
With such precautious measures, the officials cannot public
refute the accusations of the press but revenge on the writers of
the letters.
Comparing to the reporting of criticism, the press is less
successful in promoting acceptance or adoption of innovation.
There were very few innovations being reported in the Pulitzer
Prize and these reportings did not bring readers into immediate
adoption of the innovation being reported (Table A24). Although
the bulk of the Chinese prize-winning stories were reporting on
innovation, the successful rate is even lower than criticism
measured in terms of follower attraction. This comparison of the
impact of the press is too simple to make a sound claim on the
role of the press in pushing for social change. However, the
comparison indicates that when we reassess the power of the
press, we should be reminded that the press is more competent to
act as a critic than a salesman of an innovation. Such findings
has far-reaching implication on the strength and weakness of the
press in promoting social change. It invalidate the common belief
that the press should chiefly be used as an organ or mass
mobilizer for~a new campaign or innovation. Persuading
acceptance of innovation from the public is even more complex and
difficult than making criticism to achieve change. Criticism on
public sector particularly has a well-defined and clear target
who are expected to be responsible to the people.
G. Sacrifice in Publishing the Story
In commending the deeds of journalists, what the journalists
have sacrified for the story are always impressive and taken into
consideration by the judges. Sacrifice in publishing the story
is an indicator of the commitment of journalists to the event or
issue being reported. By comparing the differences in sacrifice
of the reporting institution or journalists in publishing the
Table A24
Attraction of innovation adoption





































story, we can understand the degree of professional dedication of
the press in both systems. .From Table A25, we can see that the
prize-winning journalists in a system of democratic capitalism
has a higher probability of encountering unpleasant consequences
than prize-winning journalists in a communist system. The
sacrifice range from life endangerment to the reporter such as
St. Petersburg Times' coverage of Scientology, cancellation of
subscription by Forth Worth Star-Telegram' coverage of- mast
bumping caused by unsafe helicopters, to letter of protest like
Charlotte Observer's coverage of Cotton Dust. Besides
professional dedication, the cooperation and alliance of the
reporter and his reporting institution also explain why they do
not concede to such threat and insist in publishing. These
unpleasant consequences in one way or another demonstrate the
difficulties and risks of making criticism to the reporter or
reporting institutions. Certainly, not every prize-winning story
bring unpleasant consequences and newspapers are likely to avoid
un necessary sacrifice as much as possible (Roschco, 1975).
The Chinese prize-winning journalists, as mentioned above, are
very cautious in reporting criticism. They are both trained and
taught by history to be cautious. During the anti-Rightist
Campaign and the Cultural Revolution, journalists who wrote on
the Party's wrongdoings were severly punished as
counterrevolutionaries. As one of the veteran journalists who
suffered greatly during that period confessed to this author in
an interview, she now learnt to be cautious in writing criticism
in a milder tone although she still believed that writing
criticism is essential to the well-being of the people.
Manifest Criteria for Selection of Model Journalism
After reviewing the constituents of model journalism under
our scheme of analysis, it is necessary to examine what type of
attributes did the judges overtly treasure to compliment the
findings of our content analysis.
From Table A26 we can see that the style attribute of
writing skill is the most popular criteria of model journalism
selection in China while the social function attribute of
stirring up demand for change or reform is the most popular
criteria of model journalism selection in the United States. We
can explain such difference by the composition of the jury of the
two systems. As discussed in the analysis of the composition
of the jury of the two awards, the Pulitzer Prize reflect the
practitioners' view with a jury dominated by practitioners. The
Table A26
Manifest Criteria of Selection (Non-exclusive)
Support Present
Government Policy



























as the author could not obtain documentation of Pulitzer Prize
official jurors' comment on the stories, thus manifest criteria
of the Pulitzer Prize jurors' are conferred from letters oi
recommendation by the nominating newspaper and other documents
giving reason for selection of the winning entries listed ir
Appendix 5.
process of newsgathering is more treasured than writing skill.
However in feature writing, the literary skill of the reporter is
often commended. The Deputy Editor-in-chief of the Jiefang Daily
remarked in an interview with this author that the Nationa:
Award for Good Journalism with even combination of academics and
practitioners, tend to appreciate the text of the story per se.
Excellency in writing skill, which did not require understanding
of the background of a story easy to be distinguished, became an
important criteria of selection.
Besides the difference in emphasis on writing skill, support
to current government policy seems also an important distinction
between Chinese and American award selection criteria. However
when we match their manifest criteria with our analysis, we found
that there is a discrepancy: Both the American and Chinese
prize-winning stories wrote mostly- within the realm of reference
of the current administration. Exclusiveness as a common
attribute were not often overtly commended as manifest criteria
of selection.
One point need to be noted is that there are other selection
criteria that has not been taken into consideration in the
original categories such as informativeness, innovative choice of
topic (good news angle), educational value and moral guidance.
Thus we can see that the selection criteria of model journalism
is multi-faceted. Besides selection criteria, reason for
rejection of candidacy is also enlightening to our understanding
of proper journalistic practice. The reporting of non-existing
fact, person or event, i.e. telling lies, is unacceptable for
both system. Janet Cooke's story of a fake black child heroin
addict of 1979 Pulitzer Prize was the only story that was
rejected for falsehood. The National Award for Good Journalism,
also rejected one story for falsehood and one story for
plagiarism in 1985. Interestingly, the falsehood of Cooke's
story is exposing darkside of the society of the muckraking style
commonly appreciated by the Pulitzer judges, the falsehood of the
story rejected by the Chinese award is the commending of advance
model which is commonly appreciated by the judges of the Chinese
award. Such phenomenon indicates the dysfunctional overemphasis
of particular topics in selection of prize and problem of
prizemanship.
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Garay. (The New York Times Group, 1,584,259 (S), Independent,
Est. 1851).
9. 1981 Kansas City (Mo.) Times, The next American crisi:
(the chaotic management of water supply). (Capital Cities Inc.
Group, 399,157 (S), Political Stand unknown, Est. 1880)
10. 1982 Boston Globe (Mass.), Hiroshima Plus. (Globe
Newspaper Co., 805,099 (S), Independent, Est. 1872).
11. 1983 New York Times, Clues get warm in the search for
Plnnpt X.
12. 1984 Des Moines Register, A Harvest of Harm. (Gannetl
Newspaper Group, 364,749 (S), Independent, est. 1848)
International Reporting
12. 1979 Louisville Courier-Journal, Cambodian
Nightmare. (Gannett Newspaper Group, 321,746 (S), Independent-
Democrat, Est. 1868).
14. 1980 Miami Herald, El Salvador Explosion. (Knight-Ridder
Newspaper Group, 532,947 (S), No Political Stand, Est. 1910).
15. 1981 New York Times, Solidarity Matures as a Mass Movement
in New Class Struggle.
16. 1982 New York Times, Israeli invades South Lebanon.
17. 1983 Wall Street (NY) Journal, Arab friends more critical
of Saudis. (Dowr Jones Co., 1,952,283 (m), Independent, Est.
1889).
18. 1984 INewsday (NY), Ethiopia- a Nation dying. (Times
Mirror Group, 666,951, Independent, Est. 1940)..'
General Local Reporting
19. 1979 'Philadelphia (PA) Inquirer, Three Mile Island
Exclusive Report: Nuclear Crisis. (Kriight-Ridder Newspaper
Group, 985,582 (S), Independent, Est. 1829).
20. 1980 Longview (Wash.) Daily News, Earthquake stir volcanic
activity alert. (Westmedia Corp., 24,182 (e), Independent, Est.
19231.
21. 1981 Kansas City (Mo.) Star, 40 killed in Hyatt collapse
as tea dance turns to terror.
22. 1982 Fort Wayne (Ind.) News Sentinel, Great Flood, it
isn't Over. (Knight-Ridder Newspaper Group, 57,603 (e),
Independent, Est. 1913)
23. 1983 Newsday, The Case of Baby Jane Doe.
24. 1984 Virginia-Pilot and Ledger Star, One city's heartbreak
hotel. (Landmark Communication Group, 227,330 (S), Independent,
Est. 1876).
Special Local Reporting
25. 1979 Boston Globe, Politically powerful unions clamp an iron
grip on MBTA.
26. 1980 Arizona Daily Star, Arizona Sports Scandal. (Pulitzer
Publishing Group, 146,260 (S), Independent-Democrat, Est. 1877).
27. 1981 Seattle (Wash.) Times, One man's battle to clear his
name. (The Hearst Group, 493,918 (S), Independent, Est, 1863).
28. 1982 Washington (DC) Post, Terror behind Bars- Rape in
the County Jail. (No group affiliation, 1.079,109 (S),
Independent, Est. 1877).
29. 1983 Boston Globe, At Boston's Top Levels, few of the faces
are black.
30. 1984 St. Petersburg Times, Sheriff Short made list of secret
target.
31. 1984 Philadephia Inquirer, The Police K-9 cases.
Feature Writing
32. 1979 Miami Herald, Zepp's Last Stand,
33. 1980 Village Herald, A Murder on a Day's Pass.
34. 1981 Associated Press, The Bigness of American Government
(titled by this author).
35. 1982 New York Times, Toxic Shock.
36. 1983 Seattle Times, Boeing Bet on 757
37. 1984 Baltimore (MD) Sun, Boy of Unusual Vision. (No Group
Affiliation, 465,339 (S), Independent, Est. 1837).
Specialized Reporting
38. 1984 Macon (Ga.) Telegraph News, Academics Vs. Athletics.
(Knight-Ridder Newspaper Group, 94,636 (S), Independent, Est.
1884).
Explanatory Journalism
39. 1984 Baltimore Sun, The Mind Fixers.
Notes for symbols used:
Top 10 circulation in the United States, 1986.
Top 100 circulation in the United States, 1986.
! Tabloid Newspaper
(S) Sunday circulation figure (usually the day of highest
circulation for American newspapers).
(E) Average circulation from Monday to Friday
Source: prize-winning list from Houghton Mifflin 1987 Information
Almanc.
newspaper information from Editor and Publisher
International Yearbook, 1987.
P. S. There are a total of 1657 dailies published in 1987.
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